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ABS'rrv\CT

The subject of motions in two-dimensional ideal fluids is treated by

numerical methods and the results given an interpretation based on

theories as well as numerical experiments. Phenomena in ideal fluids

have relevance to flows in realistic fluids when the flow speeds encoun-. .

tered are much smaller tha~ the speed of sound and when dissipative

mechanisms playa negligible role. The restriction to consider only

motions of two dimensions is established and the resulting mathematical

description yields a classical formalism. In terms of the scalar vorticity

the motion of a two-dimensional ideal fluid can be interpreted by the flOyT

in phase space of a classical phase fluid. The scalar stream function

acts as a Hamiltonian for a system "Those phase space corresponds to real

space. TriO models 1-lithrespectively an infinite and a finite number of

degrees of freedom,are used to picture the evolution with time of the vor-

ticity distribution. The former model, the field model, is used in

analytic studies, and the latter model, the particle model, is employed in

the numerical approach. The field model is reviewed as an introduction to

the SUbject. The pe.rticle model is fitted into a numerical scheme that

forms the basis of a computer simUlation code VORTEX. This n~~erical

scheme is presented in detail and made the subject of a numerical analysis.

Controlled numerical experiments are carried out to establish possible

inaccuracies of the scheme and the sources of these inaccuracies are

\
revealed by means of the results from the numerical analysis. The

general work of preparing controlled nUDlerical experiments is briefly

mentioned and by recording the experience from several numerical experi-
ments the quality of these can be assessed. Results of several numerical
experiments are then presented. The problem of two-dimensional turbulence

is tackled by a precursory study of the interaction between finite area

vorticity regions. An analytic calculation is made to support the
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numerical simulationR which demonstrate the non-linear aspects of vortex

interactions: fusion of strongly interacting vortices of the se~e sign

and large amplitude oscillations in the flm'l from two vortices of opposite

sign. The numerical experiments that follow, treat the stability and long

time evolution of laminar 'Takes, and heuristic comparisons are made vdth

wind tunnel experiments that minimise three-dimensional effects. A model

of four finite-sized vortices is used to study the stability of von Kar.m~

vortex streets. Comparisons with theory are made and the results show

fusion of like-signed vo~tex regions as well as fission of a vortex in the

presence of other vortices. The final stlldy comprises numerical experi-

ments with a model approximating vortex flmm in j eta. It is concluded

that much insight can be gained by using relatively simple flmT models

combined ''litha suitable numerical scheme in order to understand the non-

linear dynamics of vortex flows.
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INTTIODUCTION

The introduction to this thesis outlines our approach to Computat Lonul,

Physics. The combination of llydr-odynami ca and Couputational Physics is

treated in a short r-evi ev of previous relevant work. .An account of the

research carried out is given as a survey of the work presented in each

chapter.

\
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Approach to Computational Physics

The advent of hiGh-speed computers has over the last decade exerted an

influence on practically eve'r'Jscience. The almost explosion-like evolution

of computer technology has made it difficult to forecast llhat future role

conputers will play. In some areas of experimental sciences analogue com-

puters have replaced human beings, wh iLst in other areas a digital computer

merely acts as a fast slide rule or £)ra1'hplotter. It is Quite clear that

a variety of views on the significance of computers mus t exist amongst the

people who design them, use them and those whose work can be conput er-i.sed ,

He shall not attempt to promote any of these views, but only try to briefly

establish the areas covered by Computational Physics.

By definition we think of Computational Physics as the discipline in

wh ich the elementary operations inherited from Applied Mat.hematLcs are

processed by computing mach i.nery to produce results of a physics calcula-

tion. At its inception this discipline was conceptually identical to

Applied Mathematics. Today, some 10-15 years later, Computational Physics

is in the process of being established as a self-contained discipline.

Although several classical areas of physics are involved in one way or

another, it is generally accepted that Computational Physics mainly inter-

acts with the following branches of science:

\

1. Theoretical Physics and Hathematics

2. Experimental Physics

3. Applied Hat.heraat.Lcsand Numerical Analysis

4. The general science of computers.

1,1anyopinions exist as to how emphasis should be placed on each of these

areas. The rrull(of priorities given to the work in this thesis follows

from the list above and is put "in manifesto" by the division of the

research work into distinctly separate chapters. The time and effort spent
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in each of these four areas are however not proportionally represented in

this thesis, as it would change the raQKof priorities Given above. It is

the opinion of the author that at present too muchtime and effort are

often spcnt in the area of coinput i.ng science, the handline of computers

and the I-lriting of compuber progr-ams, Hot surprisinclJr one finds in the

scientific communitya vidoapr'ead lack of distinction between computing

science and computational physics. It as thc author's hope that the work

presented in this thesis will do justice to making that distinction clear.

Hydrodynamicsand Corwutu,tional Physics

Hydrodynamicsis one of the oldest disciplines in modern physics, yet

with a rather peculiar history. To r evi.ev its history is beyond the scope

of this thesis and therefore only features of relevance to the present vork

'fill be mentioned. - The initial interest in hydrodynamics arose from

attempts to describe thc dynamics of continuous med.ia , e.G. fluids. The

present interest establishes itself throuGh many disciplines associated

,·lith hydrodynamics e "The deveLopmerrtof aircraft has caused an interest in

aerodynamics and hydraulics. The exploration of the solar system and

advances made in astrophysics have 'developed magneto-hydrodynamics. nuclear

fusion research has pushed forward theories in plasma phYBics. The con-

struction of large ships and submar:i.neshas intensified experimental

hydrodynar.lic studies".

\
The area in which these disciplines overlap is characterised by the

problem of describing motions occurring in media ",hich for all practical

purposes are regarded as continuous in structure. There is a great variety

of media (ultra-dense stellar matter, water, a rarefied plasma) whose

motions can be treated hydrodynamically. 'I'he more complex a structure of a

mediumbecomes. the more comprehensive a parunet r ic description becomes.

Yet irrespective of its actual naterial composition a medium,dll ftmda-
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ised model has been superseded by more realistic and also more complicated

mentally exhibit dynwlical properties described by the partial differential

equations of hydrodyno.mics. These equations were formulated in 1760 by

Euler with applications to a simple fluid model. Since then Euler's ideal-

models. These latter models introduce concepts like compressibility of a

fluid, viscous forces, electromaeneto-dynamic forces, oblique stresses etc.

All these concepts serve to account for the complexity of the internal fluid

structure; somet~llleseven more than one fluid is being introduced. in a

model. Research on such complex models is often confined to studying the

influence of new features of the internal fluid structure rather than the

ceneral dynamics of the model.

In order to understand the dynamics of fluids it seems reusonaole to

consider first the motions that occur in simple fluids. The present vork

is conceived in the belief that many intricate and perl')lexinefluid motions

can be explained by studies of idealised models. The most ideal model we

can think of consists of a fluid "hose rtll"l.terial(molecular) composition has

no effect whatsoever on any motion into wh ich it can be set. Such a fluid

is called an ideal fluid and it has been the subject, matter of many investi-

gations. Hotions in ideal fluids will bear some relationship to flovs in

real fluids when the flow speed encountered are much smaller than the sound

speed and dissipation of energy due to viscous forces can.be neglected • .An

ideal fluid is incompressible such that any disturbance communicated travels

at infinite speed. An ideal fluid ~s also inviscid (zero viscosity) and its
density is usually assumed uniform.

Most of the flows occurring in fluids are rotational, e.g. two- or

thre~-dimensional phenomena. This important feature is reflected in Kelvin's

minimum theorem and also in a demonstration by Kirchoff and Kelvin stating that

ii-rotational f'Lovs are in general ir1possible (see Lamb, 1932). The con-

ceptual·backbone of rotational motions is centered around the definition of

vorticity, a quantity introduced by d'Alembert and now used by most authors

- 4 -



in hydrodynamics. The vorticity is a vector deucr-i.bing the instantaneous

rate of rotation in a plane perpenclicular to the vectorial direction.

(The standard sign convention applies). Vortices are finite fluid regions

that poss~ss vorticity and a vortex can be shaped like a rinc;, a twisted

tube, or a cylinder. The motion of the fluid can be described by the

motion of vortices: knovi.ng the vorticity distribution we can determine

the resulting flow· field.

v/hen a motion as strictly two-dimensional then the description in

terms of vorticity of a tlvo-dimensional ideal fluid can be based on a

Hamiltonian formalism, a feature discovered by Kirchoff. The vorticity

becomes a scalar f'uncti.onwhose evolution ldth time is governed by

Poisson's and Liouville's equations. The scalar vorticity distribution

behaves as a classical phase space distribution in a tlvo-dimensional phase

space. Such a situation he.sreceived attention from many authors and

various models have been employed to picture the flmT of an Lncompr-eas ibj e

phase fluid. 'rhe vortices which are the sources of the flow field are nov

restricted to luove about in a plane and correspond to rectilinear vortices

in a three-dimensional flmT. Although the mathem.atical description of two-

dimensional ideal fluids in its classic formalism is attractive to employ

for studies of hydrodynami ccf'Lovs, "loreadmit its inadequacy to represent

more than a highly restricted class of phenomena whose dynanics becomes

degenerate throuch the lack of the third space dimension.

The various models used to picture the flow of a phase fluid can be

divided into t"t-TOclasses. In the first class the vorticity distribution is

represented as a truly continuous function. In the second class the vor-

ticity distribution is considered to arise from a finite number of point

vortices which are analogous to point charges in electrostatics or point

masses in gravitational problems. A point vortex can, like a point charge

or mass, be represented by a Dirac delta-function ruld it induces an

- 5 -



irroto.tional motion with a singularity at its position. The tlw classes of

models are based on tvro descriptions: field model (continuum) and action-

at-a-distance model (point vortices).

A Tiloaelof the first class, called "the constant vorticity model" is

of particular interest to our work. In this model the vorticity takes

constant values diffel'ent from zero an areas confined by contours. If

these contours are closed we thinJ~ of the area as being a vortex. The

constont vorticity model has been used in studies by Kirchoff, Kelvin,

Love, Hill and later by Proudman and Lamb. Because of the non-linearity

of the hydr-odynarai c cquat i.on only special systems involving sirap.l,econtours

are treated. Host of this worle is reviewed in the books of Bassett (1888)
and Lamb (1932).

The point vortex model originally introduced by Kirchoff is rigorously

analysed by Lin (1943). It vias used by von Karman (1911) in a study of the

stability of vortex streets (parallel arrays of oppositely-signed point

vortices). Von K8.rn8.n'sstudy was extended by Rosenhead (1929 &: 1930) and

is also treated in the book by Kochin, KibeI &: Roze (1961+). The most

important work on the point vortex model is presented in a paper by

Onsager (19h9) who attempts to develop a theory of the statistical mechan-

ics of ensembles of point vortices. This paper has been followed up by a

study by Morikawa (1960) with applications to meteorology.

With the advent of computers it is possible to treat previously

insOLvable problems, e.g. non-linear proble~s, by applying suitable nmnerical

methods to approximate the partial differential equations. A nerTsubj ect ,

Computational Fluid l1echanics, has grown from the efforts made to under-

stand the non-linear dynamics of fluid flows. A review of these efforts is

given in the form of an annotated bibliography by Har-Low(1970).

Recent work in the field of Computational Fluid Hechru1ics comprises a
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study by Abernathy & Kronauer (1962) of the formation of the von Karman

vortex street. Lately this study has been repeated by Kadomaev &

ICostomarov (1972). Both studies employed the point vortex model treating

the point-point interaction by an exact method~ however for a small number

(~ 50) of point vortices.

The majority of relevant nunlerica1 investigations have been based on

transformations of the partial differential equations into finite differ-

ence forms. In most studies the effects from viscous forces are introuuced

as is the case in the work of Fromm e; Harlow (1963), Leith (1969) and

Zabusky & Deem (1971). The most intriguing pr-obLem dealt v ith is that of

turbulence from a t,m-dimensional point of view (Kraichman, 1967) and a

variety of approaches to this problem have been made. A straichtforYrarcl

fini te difference attack on a three-dimensional turbulent flo,.,(for exarnp.Le

through a pipe) can never succeed in pr-act icc when the viscosity is small,

as pointed out ·by Emmons (1970). This example serves to illustrate how

Computational Fluid l'-1echanicsand Computational Physics in e;encral are con-

fined to deal with abstr~ct models (dimensionality, eeometry, fluid proper-

ties etc.). Ueverthe1ess 11uc11insiGht and qual.Lt.at Ive undera'tand i.ng of

real phenomena can be gained from nuoerical calculations and this leaves

the field of Computational Fluid Hechanics open for innovations of both

numerical 8l1d physical nature. The conclusion reached by most authors in

the field is that much further work remains to be done.

Research carrie,l out

The scope of the work has settled in various forms during the threc-

year period of research. n1C material presented in this thesis represents

approxima.te1y a third of the research period. The remaining material com-

prises the desiGn and testing of computer codes (see Appendix) and the

work on two-dimens iona1 guiding centre p.l.asraas , The last itern a.s summar-.
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ised in a paper by the author and J .13. Taylor (1972).

The work began with the development.of a computer code, VORTEXj

capable of simu'Lating a restricted class of tuo-dimensional floYlSin ideal

fluids. Its background, design and operation is presented in a report

included as an appendix to this thesis. The operation of the code was

carried out on the Cu.lhamLaboratory ICL KDF9 computer for vlri.ch the

VORTEXcode had.been specially deei.gned, The Gra11hical output presented

as figures in this thesis was eenerated by a Benson-Lehner 120 microfilm

recorder. -

" b" " t"In chapter 1 vIe set out to descr-Ibe the asas of our iwrk: mo a.ons ari

ideal fluids of t'HOdimensions". The concept of vorticity is introduced to

demonstrate that the motion of ideal fluids of two dimensions can be pic-

tured as the flow in phase space of an incompressible phase fluid. Our

description adds no new contributions to the subject; it serves, as a guide

to the follQ\oringchapters. In our work we have however aimed.at expanding

and elaborating the work of Onsager (1949).

Because a phase fluid of tIm dimensions is a classical system, one

vlould expect to establish a theory of thermodynamic equilibria including

concepts like 'cemperature, entropy etc. \ilien a point vortex model is

studied we have a finite number l~ of degrees of freedom such that Gibbs

general theory of thermodynamic equilibria applies. If the field model is

studied we have a system iofith an infinite number of degr-ees of freedom, but

\ such systems are well-knOlm, the most familiar example being the classical

electromagnetic field. By itself, a classical system with an infinite

nmnber of degrees of freedom behaves in a self-consistent way. If we

follQ\oIprinciples laid downby Lynden-Bell (1967) it is possible to show

even in the limit H ->-,00 that in equilibrium the vorticity distribution,

when the entropy (suitably defined) is maximized, is that given by

- 8 -



Lynden-Bell. It should then be possible to define the usual thermodynamic

quantities when N -+ co. For a finite H OnsaGer (1949) defines ter.1pera-

ture and shovs that it can take positive and negat Lve values. Our advances

in the case H -+ co end at this point because the area-functions described

at thc end of chapter 1 cnter all the mathematical expressions involved

and we have had no success in det.ermi.ning these functions. 'rhus we have

not found it worthwhile including this study in chapter 1.

Chapter 2 represents a self-contained description of the numerical

method employed to appr-ox.imate the partial differential equations.

Although we aim at studying field models (continuous mode Ls ) we have chosen

to approximate these by a discrete set of point vortices wh ich are then

essentially regarded as particles. The particle model, wh ich has found

extensive use inPlasrna Physics (sec references at the end of chapter 2)

is fitted into a numerical scheme which solvcs the appropriate equations

on a square Cartesian mesh. All physiCal quantities (e.g. vorticity,

velocity field) are then readily calculaJle. In order to understand the

effects arising from the approximations made we perform a series of con-

trolled numerical experinents on the flow induced by a sinG~e circula.r

vortex of finite size (a Hankine vortex). The results from these experi-

ments reveal certain wldesired features of our numerical model and in the

light of a numerical anafys ia of this model we explain the sources of the

errors in the results. At the end of the chapter it is concluded that the

numerical approach is suitable for our studies and the limitations on

these is established to some extent. The numerical scheme we describe is

a new scheme and like other schemes it has its advantages and deficiencies.

\'le find that the studies made in the following chapters could not have been

made with any other existing scheme.

Chapter 3 is intended to indicate the considerations that go ahead. of

implementing numerical experiments. This chapter ~s deliberately made as

- 9 -



short as possible, since it wou.Ldexcessively sve.l.Lthe bulk of this thesis

if all nUJYIericalexperiments perfortlcd were to be described in detail. He

outline features that are commonto most of our numerice.Lexperiraent,s and

discuss t.he initial vorticity distribution:> and boundary conditions used.

'fa back up the conclusion of chapter 2 we commentin e;eneral on the quality

of the nUlIlerical experiments by quoting results from these.

The work.presented in chapter 4 is related to the problem of turbu-

lence in ideal fluids of two d.irsensions (ICraichnan, 1967). To tackle this

problem we have initially found it vrorthiYhile studyinG the interaction

properties of systems with tvo fini te-GizcC: vortices. '1'11eintention 01' the

stUdy is to establish some features of the large scale Lengt.h behaviour of

turbulent motions.

The first part of the chapter covers an analytic ca.l.cuLrrtion of the

interaction between two vortices. Such a caLcu.Lati.on applies· to weak

interactions over a longer tine-scale or strollG interactions'over a short

til:le-scale. The analysis demonstrates that finite-sized vortices undergo

a motion as if they were point vortices. Ilovevcr , because they are of

finite size their shapes depart from the initial circular shape. The

deformation is explained by the pr esence of surface waves that carry nega-

ti v e encr'gy, 'fhe calculation yields formulae for the ampLitudes and

frequencies of these surface wavcs, Because of the erOlyth of surface waves

energy is released and made available for the vortices to approach or move

aw~r from each other.

The nUlnerical experiments on vortex interactions arc described in the

second part of chapter I!. For experiments on weak interactions ve find

aereement llith the theory. For strong interactions we find that like-

signed vortices (same ·direction of rotation) approach and fuse together to

form a single vortex. Strong interactions between oppositely-signed

- 10 -



vortices lead to a peculiar dynami,csituation: Lar-geamp.Lit.ude oscillations

of the surface waves arc f'ound to £>.creewith theory and an apparent restora-

tion of their initial circular shape 1,s estaoLished after one rotation

period of the vortex.

He believe that these non-linear phenomenacan be given an interpreta-

tion in terms of the thernodynar.1icquanti ties mentioned earlier: "At a

given energy of a system of 111 vortices a particular number 112 of vortex

ree;ions ,viII maximize the entropy S(e.c. 8 = 8(n)). The final equilibrium

state ,·rith n2 vortices or vortex reGions can be reached, if cuf'f'Lc ierrt free

energy (released by the O·o....Tth of negative energy vaves ) a.s made available

for the transition ill -+ n2 to occur". This statement Generalizes the

transition 2 -+ 1 observed 1n the numerical experiments of chapter 4. In

chapter 5 ve observe the transitions 4 -~ 3 and '+ -+ 3 -+ 2 both correspond-.

ing to fusion of nearby vortex reeions, but also the transition h -+ 5 is

found corresJ_:lonuineto the fission of a vortex. Obviously a further stuuy

J.n this area is require<1. Ultimately one would like to describe the Ol1set

of tW'o-dimensional turbulence in terms of an increase in entropy and to

predict whether such an increase is possi.bLe, Unfortunately our statements

about this are as inconclusive as those of Onsuger (19)t9).

Chapter 5 treats the stability and lone-time evolution of two-

dimensional vakes , Humerical experiments on shear unstuble velocity pro-

files of laminar f'Lowsare described. The results lead to a study of an

\ asynunetric four-vortex finite area system corresponding to a von Karman

street of point vortices. The critical parameter of this systen is bla,

the initial transverse-to-lonGitudinal separation of vortex centres. At

bla ;::0.231 the four-vortex system is stable in agreem.entvTith the

von Karmantheory for a point vortex system. He observe that neGative

energy waves develop on the surface of the vortices due to self-consistent

interactions. At bla = 0 and at bla = 0.6 the measured growth rates of an
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instability are smaller/larGer res:pcctively than that pr eui.ct.ed by the

theory of von Karman. Fusion anrl fission of vortices arc observerl in

these experiments o.nd ~TC make heuristic conpar inons with t.hose t'HO-

dimensional t.unne l, experiments that ar e dcs cr ibcd in the becinninG of the

chapter. Finally we look at numerical experi.ncnt.s on a model approx.i-.

matine; the vortex f1m-m f),risinG frO):l jets whi ch cacape nozzles. A

compar ison is nade with an analytic nt.udy by llich8.lkc t:: rl'iL'me (19G7). A

certain measure of disaGreement be tvoen the gr ovt.h rates of an inst(;J)i1ity

as prcdicte<l by the theory and the e;rm-lth rates measured as cstal)lishcd.

A tentative explanation for this ~s Given.

l~t the end of this thesis we summar-i.ae the "Torl: pr eaerrt cd and we

attempt to draiT conclusions about its future prospects.
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CHAPTEH 1

TI'lO-DHlI:.:lISIOH./".l, IDEAL FLUIDS

An ideal fluid is an abstraction from a real fluid but if:: considered.

a useful concept from an analytical and computational point of V1.e-W'.

This chapter describes the details of the abstract.ions made. It is shown

that strictly t,w-dimensional motions of ideal f'Lu.ida can be interpreted
,

via the motion in phase space of a classical phase fluid. 'I'hi s phase

fluid is the part of the ideal fluid which possesses vor:ticity. 'I'he

particular vorticity models used in the resea.rch work are introduced.

\
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1.1, ligterial, kinenc.ticn!, DJJ.d .?-:'1118Jlic8.lprelin:in[lrics

matter d.ealt "ith can be reGurded us continuous in st.ruct.ure , A motion of

a continuum is taken to be a onc-paranet.er fanily of mappi.ngs of the COD-

t i.nuum on to ot.ner continua. 'I'he par-amct.ex is time t with a continuous

domain of var iatd on, - 00 < t < "", t = 0 be i.ng an arbitrary initial instant.

The continuum is occupied. "by a fluid. vhos e mo.Lccul.ar composition remains

invariant vTith tiY1c. A finite set of querrt i.ties are assumed. to dcacr i.be

the state of the fluid exhaustively. These quant Itics are presented as

mathematical I'unct i.ons l1i (E.,t) CivinG the vrrLue of qi o.t time t at a

point v1i th coordinates ,.- . The coordinate r is neasured in a coorrri nct.e-
system at rest ana the des cr-i.pt.Lon in terrns of '-'. (r t) is ca.l.Led Eul.er-Lan ,'oil _,

An alternative description called Lagr ang.ian expresses Q. as Q. (n(t)) llher€!
~ ~ -

~(t) is the coordinate of a point movine with the fluid. In both dcscrip-

tions Yle chronicle the historv of Q. •" ~

In order to establish a pattern of histories C01'1JTIOnto f'Lirids of

different molecular composition it s eena natural to consider only properties

commonto all fluids. Loeicall~r there are only tvTO such properties: the

space coordinate r and till1e t. A fluid "'hose history in all possible

circumr;tances can be d.escribed an terms of these tYTOquanti ties as ,.,ell as

properties clerivecl f'r om rand t as called an ideal fluid.

Althour)l the molecular composition of an ideal fluid need not be

specified, its Lnvar-i ance uith time i!'lplies that no finite portion of the

ideal fluid can be created or destroyed durine any motion.
3

dY = d I~I ,.,hich at time t occupies the spatial volume dv

A volume
3= d lEI remains

invariant throughout any motion (ev = dv) which then is called isochoric

(volume preservinG). A fluid susceptible of isochoric mo'tions only is

normally caller: an incom)!rcssible fluid. I(~ca.l fluids are also often called
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incompressible, inviscid fluids. '1'11e familiar concepts like fluid dens ity,

t.emper-atur-e, vi ccos ity etc. nIl refer to fluids that are non-ideal.

'l"nrouchout the rest of this thesis 'we shall concern ourselves .lith the

behaviour' of LdcaL f'Lui.dn ,

'I'he motion of an ideal I'Lui.d W8.3 defined as 8. one=par ameter- fmnily of

mappincs of a conficuration C,(~,tl) on to other confiGurations. A notion

Ls necessarily reversible lTith respect. to t.Lnc , e.g. the mapparigs of

arrmi of tine. In order to des cr-ibe raot i.ons Eu l.er Lnt.roduc cd the velocity

field

( ) (}
U l' t .== w_ l'

-' dt

where as before r 18 the coordinate in a coor d'inabc sys ten at rest.

~(::,t) describes the motion completely and we can regar-d it as the dcpencl-

cnt variable (state variable) "lith rand t be i.ng the Lndopenderrt

.variables. 'rho equat ion of state that u nust satisfy at all times 18

u = 0 ,

in the sense that all not Lons must be isochoric (no divergence of points

that f'orn an infinitesilT.lal portion of fluid). The velocity field is a

'vector field whose lines of constant I~I are called streamlines. A motion

for whi.ch

u = u( r )

is said to be a steady mot ion and the streamlines r'ema.i,n fixed in the

coordinate system at rest. If a !lotion is not steady we write

du

dt
--=

~(::,t) is called the acceleration field. 111 ana.Logy 'Ilith particle accelera-

tions in Uewtonian mecherrics , Equat.i on (1.4) was '..rrit t.en by Lul.er and
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and is caLl.ed Euler t s equat Lon for an ideal fluid. Its first tern is

called the local accclerc.tion wh i.ch represents the change of u in a

rest I'r'ame of reference. In a steauy motion (el1'1. 3) it vorri shes , The

second t.errn is called the convective acce Lerat i.on, because it represents

the acceleration required to convect a rortion 0:[' the fluid from one

reGion to another which has a different value of u. 'I'hc acceleration

field vlri.ch dct ermi.nes the ~.ynamics of a motion can In the Gtokes

representation be expressed as a sun of a lanellar field. anc1a solcnoi<lal

a = Vb+Vxc (loG)

b and c are culled. the scalar and the vector potential of a respectively.

'l'lhesolenoidal field V x C .rill not be cons iderod in the rest of thin

.TOr);:. It is a non-conservative f'Le Ld as oppos ed to the LameLl-ai' field

Vb , (tii a.us = 6(V x c) • us -:f 0)

This preli~:1inary description of motions in ideal fluids demonstrates

that +hese are tlescribec1 by functions ;!(::,t) that s8.tisfy equat ions

(1.2) and (1. 5) • If a or b is specified then it is neces sary to select

from a i,'ide class of solutionn to equat i.on (1.5) the one that is consistent

with an initial state ;!(::,O) • The selection of a solution :_:(;r_:,t) must

be supplemented by a ceor::etrical description of the ideal fluid. If the

\ latter is confined to a rinite ree;ion u must be ])rescribed at the bound-

aries of this reGion. OthenTise the desired beha.viour of u for r + 00

must be established.

lillYmotion we may wish to study is thus based on a. particular solution

u of an initial-bounuarv value nrob Lcm,
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1.2 Rotational and irrot3:tional notions. Definition of vorticity

The velocity field can just lil:e the acceleration field be decomposed

as

~ = - ~ ¢ + V x ~

4> H; cc.lLed the velocity )Jotential and ~ the strewn function. i-l1lCn

~ = 0 the motion is ca.LLed Lr-rot.at ional., ot.herv Lse rotational. If ive

insert equation (1. 7) in equation (1.2) "I·reG.ot

2
V <jJ = 0 (1.8)

The cle.ssical theory of irrotationo.l motions in iucal f'Luidc is thus a

branch of potential theory. Authors like 0'Alembcrt and Euler at first

contended that all notions in icleal fluids are irrotational. AlthouGh

these authors later adrui t.t.cd rotationa ..L motions to be possible, but

unuaua.l , efforts were conccntratecl on stud~ring irrotational motions. A

cent.ury later Kelvin (181,9) and Helmholtz (1858) denons't rat.cd the

Lmpozoi.bi.Li.ty of irrotational motions in caneral: "There is no steady

irrotational motion, othor than a state of rest, "lTithin a finite simply

connected reeio~1 i-rith a steady boundary". The proof of this t.neoren

was sup,lernentecl by an interpretation of Kelvin's minimumtheorem

(Lru:;b, 1932) : "Consider any motion 1 ....Tithin a finite simply connected

reeion resultinG in an amount of enerGY El. POl'any irrotutional motion

of enerG'J E2 and id th the name motion at the boundaries as 1 we shall

ahvays have E2 < El." It was then natural to start Lnves't i.gat i.ons of

rotational motions.

As mentioned in the introduction, rotational motions are based on

the'concept of vorticity. The vorticity is a vector!! defined by

The kinematical significance of the vorticity vector has been Given
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essentially four different interpretations by Cauchy, Stokes t Hankel and

KeIv i.n, Hithout goinG too much into the details of these interpretc.t.i.cr2S

vhich may seem somevhat r.tystifyinC, we s imp.Iy interpret vorticity as

follows: .

"'l'he value I~(:)I a.s twice the instantaneous rate of rotation in

a plane perpendicular to r; GoinG throuGh the point r".

'I'he importance of the vortici t;,,r vector is that knov.ing r; then, in

principle, any state of ract i.on is known to ",i thin the gr ad.ierrt of a

harmonic function 4>. If we ignore Q> our results vri1l be determined to

within an irrotationa1 motion, but in vi ev of vhat vas said above this

irrotational moti.on i::; U state of rest because ve shall deal "\Iith fixed

boundaries (chapter 3). He can regard 1;
. - us a state variable satisfyinG

(1.10)

which f'o.lLows from (1.9). By Lnaer-t.i.ng u Given by (1.7) with <I> - 0 into

, (1.J.l)

that is. the vorticity and the stream function are relo:teQ bJr a vectorial

form of Poisson's equation. In order to express the dynamics of the

vorticity vector \Te tre.nsform equation (1.5) by applyinG the oper-at i.on
c \

Vx on both sides. This results in

~t ~ + u • ~ ~ - £ • ~ ~ = 0 (1.12)

This equation does not contain any term associated \Tith the acceleration

field a because of our restriction to consider oonservo.tive fields-
Cv x a _ 0) only. Equations (1.9) to (1.12) n01-1forn a closed set in

the variables E, ~ and u and it is this set of equations we shall study.

The modern theory of vorticity lThich was initiated by Helmholtz \Till

not be presented here since it is the subject ma.tter of many treatices
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(sec Introduction for references). It is however vTorth"'tr:lilestating the

two fundament::'.l theorems both enunc iat ed

I. Any volume of an id.eal fluid once ~n irrotational motion

will always r-emai,nan irrotutional motion.

II. A rotational motion of 8J.l ideal fluid cannot be generated

by impulsive pressures.

Theorem I can be found an a complimentary form called Ilc lmhoLt.z theorem

stating that the lines of constant z: in a Biven not ion will remain attached

to the fluid. Theorem II vaguely hints at the creation of vorticity, n

problem which caused a c;reat u<7al of controversy amongst authors like

Stokes. St. Vcnant, Bouss i.nesq , and in this century by Po.i.ncar-e, Hadamar-d

and Duhem, Classically, vorticity 1m3 t.hought, to be generated at the

boundaries of a fluid and then only by viscous forces. Vorticity ",ould

then diffuse imTards if viscosity vas present. Hadamar-d (1901) states:

"Vorticity is generated by viscous forces via mechanisms which cannot be

represented by analytic functions". (The decay of vortici t~r in a viscous

fluid is on the other hand an analytic process). This incomplete under-

standing of the generation of vorticity '-TaS not altered until Lighthill

(1963) solved the problem by introducing boundary layers.

Ideal f'Luids are inviscid fluids. 'l'Jley cannot generate nor diffuse

vorticity. The study of ideal fluids is therefore concerned with only the

convection of vorticity. Hence the study of ideal fluids applies to

situations in real fluids vrhere the rate of convection of vorticity by

far dominates that of diffusion. lIe must give a.'I1initial distribution of

vorticity £<::,0) without accounting for how such a distribution as r;ener-

at cd , Solutions to equabi.ons (1. 9) (1.12) will then describe motions

that are consistent wit.h this initii3.l distribution. As mentioned ear.Li or-

we shall choose that solution v1'11ichsatisfies a scot of prescribed boundary

cond.itions.
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The set of equations (1.9) - (1.12) contain no par-auet.ei-a that dea-

cr i.be charact.er irrt i.c Lengt.hs or time intervals. T'ne equations cannot

themselves introduce any scaling in space and tine. The scale lengths

and tIT-ical ti:ne periods are implicitly Imposed by spec ify ing the initial

vorticity distriimtion 5. (~,O) • The follmlinc Lnvce t igat.Lons ::;118.11deal

withtvTO basically different types of initial distribution. The first

represents the flow of a. subdomain and ve shall call this distrii)ution a

vortex. The second type of distribution is intended to represent a flow

extending over the entire domain concerned and rather than studying the

flow itself we follOi., the time evolution of the vor-t Lc ity distribution

which produces the flow.

1.3 'l.'\m-dimensional motions. Hamiltonian eauo.tions

In the previous two sections ",e have made some restrictions on our

investigations by ignorinr; certain features of real fluids. This is quite

a commonprocedure and it leads to the concept of an ideal fluid vnose

motion can be fully described by the correspondinr; vorticity distribution.

We shall now make the most severe restriction on our studies by conf'Lni.ng

these to consider ·t"To-cliL1ellsional motions only. In the introd.uction ..le

attempted to justii".{ such a restriction; in this section ve shall discuss

some of its implications.

A motion for \'1hich

u = (u tU ,0) t u = u (x,y) , u = u (x,y)- xy x x y y

is said to be a two-dimensional motion. Since it is the same for all

planes parallel to the x-y plane, z = 0, we need only concern ourselves

with tllat plane. To give quantities their right dimensions we can think

of a slab of thicYJ),ess a unit length in the z-direction. A unit length

is whatever we care to choose, but is the same for all three directions

x.y,z. (x,y.z are the unit vectors with respect to x,y,z).
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'\-lith u eiven by (1.13) ve sec that the vorticity vector and the

stream fu...'1ction,fill have z-components only

!! = t; ( x ,y ) z , ~ = 1jJ(x,y)Z •

The vorticity and the stream function are from nOVT on r-egar-dedas scalar

quant.Lt iea related by equation (1.11) .Thich then becomes

(1.14 )

Because the velocity can be expressed as

ux
=21.ay uy

we can 'tvrite equation (1.12), in the compact form

The Poisson bracket

*' + [t;,1jJ] = 0

[ Jar, a1jJ at; at;
t;,1jJ = ax ay - ay ax and we notice that the third

term of (1.12) l;. Vu = 0

It can be seen from (1.15) that the scalar strean function 1jJ

behaves as a Hamiltonian for a system with an infinite nUr:lberof degrees

of freedom. \-le have an unusual degr-ee of symmetryin that real space

(x,y) act as phase space. Equation (1.16) is Liouville's equation des-

cribing the motion of a tllo-dilaensional phase fluid vThosedensity is t;.

In classical particle dynarai cs we speak of a Hamiltonian and usually

think of this as representing the total enera of a particle system. The

particle analogue is called a point vortex (see also chapter 2) and can

be represented by a Dirac delta function in real space resulting in a

Hamiltonian Given by equation (2.3). I/J can be interpreted as em energy

density rather than the total energy of the system as we shall see below.

By thinking of the vorticit:r distribution in terms of point vortices

(chapter 2) Kirchoff was able to present the point vortex equations in

Hamiltonian form. The true structure of the equations was later
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el.abor-at ed on by Lin (1943), Onaage.r (19)1-9) and Horib:nv[l. (1960) all of

whomadopted the concept of point vorti~es.

For t.he case of 0, continuous vorticity distribution, the total energy,

which is purely kinetic, can be i·rritten as

, (dr - dxdy ) ,

vhere .A denotes t.he domain occupied by an Ldea.l fluid. whos e physical

density t.akes the cons tarrt value p •o Substituting for u and using

Green's first identity \'Tefind

(1.18)

provided ve meet the boundary condition

c is the contour boundinG A

o1fi
~C ~J an ds :.: 0

Cl ••••and a; denot es dlfferentJ..o.tl0n 111th

respect to the normal An of C. Equation (1.18) shows us that the ener-gy

of the eubdomai n dr a s proportional to 1J!(:) which via eq_uation (1.1'-1.)

is expressed as

, (1.20)

and thus thouGht of as an encrG! density.

AlthouGh the equations of motion (1.15) are Hamiltonian we shall use

the symbols (x,y) instead of «(hP), Ilovcver , vThen polar coordinates

(r,6) are used rather than (x,y) ve use (Cl.P) since nov Cl= ~. r2,p :.: 8.

{Chapter 4 uses (~,p».

1.4 Classical 1?hgse fluids and their invariants of motion

There is a "Tide class of classical dynamical systems exhibitinG a

time evolution which can be pictured as the flow of an incompressible self-

interactine fluid in fl, 2n-di1:1ensional phase space (typically n ~ 3).

'I'he phase fluid density normally denoted by f , but in our case by Yv .,.,
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obeys the usual form of a dynamica'l. equat.i.on of notion (1.16). The self-

interaction property is expounded by I/J (normall:'!r II) 'be i.ng a functional

of I;; (see equation 1.20) •

\-le have just seen that the system of a t,w-dir.1cnsional iC.cal fluid

be.Iongs to this class and we shall emphas i ze the inherent ana'l.ogy with

other systems d ist inguished from the former (I;; ,1P) system by being called.

(f,H) systems. Such systems are found in plasma physics: A ono-

dimensional collisionless plasma, an electron beam or a syat.em consisting

of a bean interacting with a plasma are described in hTo-dimensional phase

space (x,v) and the Hamiltonian is written as

IT = ~ m v2 + e ¢ (x)

where q, is the electrostatic pot errt ie.L Given by

d2!J>-= - e f f(x.,v) dv •

We have sys t ems of bodies intero.ctinG via r;ravitational forces. These

can also be described in a tYTo-dimensional phase space (xj v ) and H,$

are obtained from (1.21) and (1.22) by l'eplacing -e by m,

For all these systems whether they are made up of particles or

fluids ve think of their motion as being represented by a phase fluid

of density l; (or r). It is Lmpor-t ant, to notice that the .total oner'gy is

uniCTuely determined by this density function. Such a pr-oper ty makes the

behaviour of a phase fluid much sir.'lpler to analyse than that' of a real

f'Lu.id, whose density does not lmi9.uely determine t1>leenergy.

Consider now a system consistinc; of a domai.n A, finite or infinite,

occup.i ed by an ideal fluid and suppose there is no interaction "Tith any

other dynamical system. If A is finite it is bounded by a contour C,

if infinite C will formo.lly indicate the limit '1' -+ 0>. The laws of

He'\-rtonian mechanics can be applied to the ayat em as a ...·Thole.
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Since we exclude all dissipative mechan.isms .re have conservat Lon of ener-gy

(equation 1.18), linear and angu.Lar moment.urn , The linear moment.um

E = p fA ~ dr

and the angu Lar-momentum

L = P fil. (:: r ) x u dr-0

(1.23)

(1.24)

are calcu1a.ted with r-espect, to a point p
o (or c..,..ns A

7. t~rouGh P )
o

with coordinates r given by
-0

r
-0 =

f l,; r <lrA - -

fA l,; dr

The point P may conveniently be called the po irrt a.t rest. since theo
velocity u(r )

- -0
is zero dur i.ng the whole motion (Lamb, 1932). If

P moves to infinity or becomes inG.ctel"L1inatc.o

As opposed to the (f,n) systcm Vlehave an extra constant of motion,

namely L. which emphas izes the unusual symmct.ry pr-eccnt , ClHhen- :: 0at
for (r ,H) 5ystens these are said to be in equilibrium and we have

f = fen). In the case of an ideal fluid, ~t :: 0 corresponds to a

steaczy ste.te f'Low(section 1.1); the vorticity distribution does not

change with time but the fluid itself is in motion. "'e C8.nalso find the

phase fluid (vorticity distribution) in a steady ste.te of moti.on vhiLst;

the correspon<:.lingreal fluid is ~ undergoing a steady motion (sec for

example Kirchoff's elliptic vortex, L811b1932).

Along with an infinite numbez- of degrees of freedom we have an

infinite number of invariants of motion written in the form eCd ,Where

g is. any functional of 1;;. By this we mean that the value g(d occur-

ring in one or more subdomains remains invari~t with time. In the next

section we shall look at one particular functional g(Z;).
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1.5' The' area functions. 'The constant vorticity EIOclcl.

Ue learned that in an id.eal I'Luid vorticity cannot, be cr-eat-ed 01'

destro;)recl. The total amount.of vorticity must therefore remain constant.

is an invariant of motion and r is called the circulation of A. Since

that part of the fluid which has l; #: 0 behaves like a Gccond inconpressible

fluid (equation 1.10) suscept i.b.Leto Lshochor-i c motions only, ve have an

area conservation Imf: let Al (ddl; designate the area between contours in

the xy-plane of constant e.;and r.;+de.;.Then Al(r.;) de.;is a conserved quarrtity

for all valuer, of e.;t as well a? Al(e.;).. '·7ecall Al(I;) the area function of

the first kind and "re sheJ.l meet this quantity again in chapter 3.

Similarly we speak of an area function of the second l:ind A2(1jJ)>> where

A2(1jJ) dl/J denotes the area bet-weencontours of constant ljJ and li+d<jJ.This

last quantity is not an invariant of motion except vhen c.; = z;( 1jJ) in vrh ich

case the vorticity contours ~~d stre~lines coincide :

= Al ( ) ~ dl"d~J ~

The reason whywe introduce the two area--functions Al(I;) and A2(l/J)

is our interest in a particular model called "the conat ant vorticity

model"dealt with in detail in chapters )~and 5. Our aim has been to

establish some c;eneral theory for tnis model and, as mentioned in the

introduction, our attempts to do so have only been partially successful.

Amain difficulty has been that of determininc; A2(l/J) for equilibrium

distributions I; = c.;(l/J).

In the const ant; vorticity model we assume that the vorticity distri-

bution ever:r.-rheretakes one of the constant; values -1;0 • 0 or +c.;o •

'rhe vorticity distribution can then be described an terns Of a set of
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contours (o::;en or closed) trhi ch confine fluia. areas of constant vorticity.

This modeL ,,,hich has found extensive use in plasma phys ice (de Packh 1962,

DOr'J 1'964, Berk,Nielsen and Roberts 1970) is referred to as "the Watcrbac

model". .

SUppOGCa set of contours c.~ confininG areas of constnnt vorticity

are expressed by equat ions of the f'orm

(1.28)

such that G. > 0 Lns ide C. and G. < 0 outside C. • Subscript ~ refers
~ ~ 1 1

to contour numoer i. The vorticity distribution can then be written as

wher-e El denotes the Heuv i.side function. Inserting (1.29) 111 (1.16) ana

intec;rntine the Lef't.hand side of the rcsul tine; equat i.on we find that each

contour has an equation of mot ion of the type

::

se.
at~+ [Gi,~J :: o.

dG.
J.-av'

(1.30)

(U::;e
()-dU (G. )

1
O(G. )

~
for if :: t,x and y and f'orm

Equat ion (1. 30) 'Hill be used in chapter 1,.

In this chapter we have seen that the description of an i6.cal fluid

can be based on the concept of vorticity. For bro-dimensional motions

this description yields a classical formalism that features many analoGies'

with sys t.ens in plasma physics and e.l.sevhcr-e, He have finally chosen a

model whose app'Licat ions to realistic situations are limited in a number

of '!trays, but on the other hand this model proves to be convenient to work

wit,h analytica.lly and computationally.



ClIAPYBR 2

ImNERICAJ.l SIrlULATIO:l OF T',IO-DII£HSIOlIAL HY.DRODYHMlIC- -
HOTIOHS BY THE 18THOD OF POINT VOP'nCES

ive have shownthat the motion of a two-dimensional incompressible,

inviscid a!1dhomoGeneousfluicl can be thou[';ht of in terms of the gradual

evolution of a continuous vorticity distribution. This chapter uescriues

h0\01a coraputat Lonal, model can be obtained if we first replace the continu-

ous vorticity distribution by 0. finite set of point vortices interacting

throuGh a stream function vlhich satisfies Poisson's cquation, '\-lefirst

study the effects of replacing the exact releve.nt equations by suitable

finite <lifference forns. These effects are used to explain l1UI:l.cricnl

errors arising in a series of comput-ersirau'l.at.i.onson D. f'ast nodeL in

order to acquire a quanti tati ve errtimate for possible inaccuracies. It as

concLudedthat the particle modeI, presented. J.S useful for solviClGe.

variety of problems.

2.1 Point vortices

In chapter 1we re.alizcd whyvortices are iJn::?orte.ntin hydrodynamics

in that they are the sources for the incompressible f'Lowfield; if ·vIC are

given the vorticity distribution at any instant of tir.le then both the

current state of the system and its future evolution are in principle

determined subject to appropriate boundary conditions. This property is

reminiscent of any system that can be cast into a Ha.r:'.iltonianform

(section 1.3). fmaloc;ies "ith systems in plasma physics and gravitational

theory were also rnent i.oncd in chapter 1. These sueeest that an Incompress-,

ible flmv fielcl can bo t.houglrt of in t.ermnof the raut.ua.linteraction of a

set of vortex clements (acticn-nt-a.-distance nodel as in electroste.tics),
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rather than in terms of the velocity field itself (field model). A much

clea.rer picture of the f'Lov is of't cn obtained in this way.

The method of solution described in this chapter differs from those

commonly'adopt ed in numer-i ce.L fluid dynami cs (Har'Lov 1970). It resembles

more closely the particle simulation techniques emp.Loyed an p'l asma phys-

ics (Hethods of Computational Physics, volume 9, 19'(0). ':Chemethod.

starts from a pl1ysical model in lThich the continuous vorticity distri-

bution i;{x,y) is approximated hya larce number of point vortices

dx,y) = N
L ~ 6(x-x ) 6(y-y )

11=1 n n n

where ~n = *1. Each pair of' coordinates refers to a point vortex and

satisfies the e~uations (1.15)

x = itn ay
11

, (2.2)

where the Ilami.Ltiorri.an (section 1.3) now takes the form

I 1 ~ 1 I I~ = -- ~ ~ o~ r-r •
2n n=l 11 " - -n

The approximation (2.1) is very similar to those made in studies of one-

dimensional collisionless plasmas. Hovever , the situation there is that

a large number of ions and electrons with coord.inates (x ,v ) can ben 11

thouC;ht of as a continuou3 diBtribution function "hich then satisfies a

Vlasov equation, e.g. the reverse approximation is ma.de.

It is quite inportant to notice that the approximation (2.1) differs

conceptually from the approxirnat Lons ve shall make to equations (2~2) and

(2.3) in terms of finite difference forms. The forner approximation is

based on a particular way of (lealing with a continuum, analytically or

numer'Lcc.l.Iy and it is the nuaber n, of point vortices whi ch det ermi.nes

the accuracy of such an approximation. The approximations that can be
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made to equations (2.2) and (2.3) are based on numerical methods and they

are indenendent of N. In the next section "re shall see how (2.2) end

(2.3) can be approxinated quite independently of the existence of point

vortices. To study the e~fects from £'.11 our approximations ve therefore

treat these on e by one and isolate the effects fran the remainders.

The discretization of time and (x,y) space wh.ich t.akcs place vhen

we appr'ox.iraat.e (2.2) and (2.3) nat ural I;,' 3ue;gcsts that the spacings L\t

end (6x,tW) should be as sm.all as possible. I de ally t therefore, we can

vi ev the' hydrodynamics modeL described in chapter 1 as the limit

n -+ eo 6t -+ O· ,

of our approximated nodel. The interestinG problem of solving for an

optimum. set (U,6t,6x,6y) that will produce a minim.umerror in a given

situation remains unresolved. The capacity of a computer memory required

depends on N and (6x,6y) whereas the cost of a calculation vril;t depend

also on 6t as weLl. as the complexity of the numerical alcorithms.

Little is known as to how to select the riGht opt imum, since it nay dep-

end stronGly on the physical problem that is beine studied. The model

described in this chapter has in fact been used by Taylor and HcHamara

(1971) to study two-dimensional GuidinG-centre problems in magnetized

plasmas. They reached the conclusion t.hat in their studies the value of

H had little influence on the errors. For the test model des cr ibed in

section 2.8 we have a much stronger dependence on N of the inaccura.cies

but this will not be dealt with further until chapter 3.

We shall therefore carry out an analysis of our approXimations and

leave out the optimum choice of H, 6t, (t:.x,6y) + algorithms. Our main

concern has been the applica.tions of a :particular model, rather than finding

its optimum form for each application.
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2.2 /\. numerical scheme for t'ilCTrto}i~nof "C._ointvortices

~upl?osewe are C;iven an ensemble of II point vortices i.i th coordin-

ates (x ,y ) lyinG inside a rectangular recion covered by u Cartedan meshn n
of size n by II. To evaluate the vorticity d i,j) Ht the mesh pointx y

(i,j) we use the cloud-in-cell (eIC method (Ilar-Lov , 1961i). 'l'his method

assumes each 'point' vortex to possess uniform vorticity within a unit

square such that the correspondine uni.t amount.of vorticity can be

creQited to surromlding mesh points throuGh a bilinear interpolation. A

smoo'thing of the vorticity distribution idll result from the bilinear

interpolation mld section 2.6 describes the numerical effect of this.

Let us aSBUJ'lethat the coor-di.nut.cs of n point vortex are iTritten as

x = i + dx and y ::: j + dy. The CICnet.hod credits vorticity to the
n n

4 surroundinG meshpoints by

di,j) ::: (l-dx) (l-dy) ::: A di+l •.j} ::: dx (I-ely) ::: A2 tI , (2.lt)
di,j+l) ::: (l-dx) dy ::: 11.3 di+l,j+l) ._. dx c1~r ::: Al4-,

The quantities Al-A1t represent 1i ar eaa of intersection betlleen the mesh

and the square-shaped vortex, and the eIC method is orten rcfe:crec1to as

the area-i.eiehtinc; technique. \-[henthe vorticity from all N point vor-

tices has been credited to the mesh points using (2.4). Poisson's

equation (1.14) can be solved by the usual 5-point approximation

ljJ(i,j+l) + qJ(iJ_-I) - 2j{i.j) + .l~(i+l,j) + ljJ(i-l,j) - 2~J(ihj} ::: _ di,j)
(6y)2 (6x)2

'There bx, /':.y are the mesh spacangs , Equation (2.5) is solved by the

Hockneymethod (Hockney , 1965) allo'.'rins for 0. variety of boundary con-

di tions. The velocity field is evaluated b~rcentercd. cliffcrc!lCcs
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u (i,J') =.t{i,.j+l) - H.L_j-l). u (i·) =
x 21:::;;' y ,J (2.6)

To advance the set of positions (x ,y ) one timestep a Leapt'rog scheme a sn n
used. Twosets of coordinates (x ,y ) and. (x ,y ) d~ are intro-n n even n n 0 ~

duced in order to express the coordinates at alternate times sf:.. and

(s+1)6t (s even). The cq_uatior13(2.2) then become, Let t i.ng superscript s

denote the time sf:..t

s+lxn
s-l s= x + un x (s s)x y 2f:..t11 ,. 11

s-l s (s s)= Yn + U x, Y 2t:.tY n n

(5 8)The set of coordinates xn' Yn determines the velocity fiel(}

(also l;s, 1jJs)which is used t.o move·the other set. The velocity

u = (u ,u ) used in (2.7) is evaluated by the eIe nethod according to- x y

(2.8)
where the 4 areas A~ - A4 at time 56t are given by (2.4).

Equations (2.4) and (2.3) f'orrn a consistent set of interpolations an the

sense that a single point vortex idll not move in its ownvelocity field.

2.3 The effects of the finite diffcrenc:_~..!..?rmulati<22l

The numcrd cat s cheme described in section 2.2 apl)roy:imatcs a truly

continuous system (Eq_s.(1.16) end (1.13) by El. particle model end finite

differences in space and time. 'le are primarily interested in the

effects of numerical errors introduced by the follOl·ring 3 aI'proximations:

1. The square-shaped boundary.

2. The time integration (6t finite).

3. The mesh (square mesh, ¢,x and 6y finite).

In the folloilinc; we shall briefly examine each arproximation and apl)l;,/ our
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· results to the solution of' a part.Leu.tar 1'lm; pr obLen c"Liscussed. in

section 2.7.

2.4 Th~ s9,uare-shaTled boundar;r

Imagine that our simulation prob l en is that of follow'inti the motion

of a number of contours enclosinr: areas of constant I: ::: iz:. Initiall:)r- ~;)o-

our c1istribution function is described by a sct of contours expressed.

by functions

G.(x,y) ::: 0 •
t'

The solution to Laplace's equat i.on cin a suitable coor-d'inat.e sys t.em is

('i:. denotes value outside any contour j )

a '"where rr(1jJ) -+ 0 (say) for I::(x,y) I -+ co • The solution of Laplace's

equation satisfies the set of conditions

~(G. = 0) ::: 1jJ(G.::: 0)
J J

where Ij! is a solution of (l.ll~).

tU
We then introduce a square boundary and require that 1jJ= 1jJl t a

constant,. along this square Go The solution (2.9) can be expanded

in the norrna.L way
CIO

~ = 2:
1\.=0

(2.10)

with

~ =.::!. log r f dx,y)de. :::.::!.(log r) r.; 2:A. + 1jJ
o . 4n A 4w 0 J c

where r is the distance from the origin to the variable point P and

A. is the area enclosed by contour j. A. is positive if r; ::: Z;o andJ J
negative if r.; :::

7.;0' 'In eeneral the kth term of the expansion (2.10) 18
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where the bracketed qunntities are tensors of rank k. If r A. -I 0, 1/10j ,J
vill no-me.lly be the dominant term for sufficiently lnree r values.

. th t '1 h' •. IV xl ·b·tT]13.8 means a, r'egar o. ess of t e C!10~CC of cocrdanat.e system, .p e u ~ s

rotational symmetr-.r. Thus the contour G should appr-ox.imabe.ly be ao

circle. The introduction of a square boundary can nov be interpreted as

a super-position of four imac;es of the set of contours. The ir.:aces

fUrther away are neglected. The resultinc potential can be calculated as

a super-position of 5 pctentials arisinG from the actual system of con-

tours (i=o) and four image syst emc (i = 1,~,3,1~) p.Laced syr:rraetrically "lith

respect to each of the four boundaries.

If we look at distances r inside the square but far from a:'lYcon-

tour' the dominant term in t~le expans i.ona (2.10) is ljJ •o This eives

E a 1- ~ (E.A.) log r.i=o ~ 0 J J ~

where a = -1 for i :: 0 ot.hervd se a = +1 • I t· 2 2 4L2nser ~nG r. as r. = r +
~ l.'

- 4Lr 'cos (e+~), ~ :: 0, - t, 1T, ; for i = 1,2 ,3,)~ we get W;,lenexpanding

th9 log term

~ = _ re lor, r + !\. 1: 1- (!..,_)l~m cos, (4mB)
o m=L 2m 2L

with

J( = i- r r A.Lf1T "'0 j J

Eq. (2.11) ShOV1S that rotational modes n=4, 8, 12 •••• have been imposed on

the original solution.

For higher order terms in the expansion (2.10) we find that

vhere coefficients as functions of cos (l~me) arise from the

Iexpansion of k
r.
1

For k=L, 6}, (1) become the Legendre polynomials.,n
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In order to evaluate the c~fect of Lntroducing a. square boundary we

'"see that first we must est imat,e the relative "eieht of the terms 1jJk for

k=O,1,2 ••• Once this is done \-lemust cvaluate the coefficients for

m=h , .8, ;1-2 modes in the expana ion of and comparetheir amplitudes

with the loe r term. The m~xinumeffect on the distribution of

vorticity will occur ilhen the coefficients are evaluated at the larGcst

r for which Z; ::f: O.

2.5 The effect of the discretization of tirl!~

He axe prir:larily interested in the stability of the finite time inte ....

gration ir!lplcment.edby the Leapf'z-og scheme. To examine this assume that

we movet,m independent sets e and 0 of points. VIe assume for

simplicity that the points nove in a time independent veJocity field so

that 1jJ is constant in time. As a result of applyinc finite lit to the

motion of the points e and 0 we imaeine tlwt the limit tot _..0

results in a symmetrical cusplacement around the correct value R
-.c

r (t) = R + <5 r et) = R 0
-e -c -' -0 -c

dr
Inserting for r andr in -=. = u f1..i1.dsubtracting we r,et

-e -0 dt -
do du

Suppose iste vThereboth cS , IS maybe functions ofx y
x,y ~'1d x ruldy are the base unit vectors of an orthogonal coordinate

system. To find vhet.her s can become complexwe insert for 0 in

d (" x") d (1: ") • (" ")IJ + - ~) y + as cS x + cS Y ... <5 Vu +15 Vux - dt Y - x - Y - x x y y
= 0-ut



Eq. (2.13) will express the eieenvalues \ of 5 as G(~)::; I\~ ,

through a qua.dratic equation in s which, since V.u::; 0 beco:-:les

2-5 + S (u • u ) = 0x y

The condition for sta.bility is then

s(u ,u )x y

ilu ilu
x ":: __ -.M- _

dX ily

dU ilu
x "---- ~ 0ily ilx ..

In polar coordinates Eq.(2.13) becomes

1 il(U~+ u~) 1 ilur ilue 1 ilur iluO~- -+---------~Or ilr r r ao r ae ilr ~

\·lenotice that for a simple steady state flml des cr ibed by

u = w(r) x E with u ::;0 u - ~(r)rr e the above condition cor-responds to

1 -I- r dlnw(r)]>. 0
. til' '"

From this ve deduce that the leapfrog scheme causes the frequcntly

encount.er'ed irrotational flo,. -2w 'V r to become unstable. The iraplica-

tiol1S of this result "Till be dealt .,ith in the description of the test

model.

2.6 Effects introduced b~rth~_~

In section 2.2 we have presented thc finite difference forms used to

approximate Eq_s.(2.2) end (l.ll~).

\ Let us look at each difference fol'l~ sCDa.l'ately to sec hov good an

approximation it is. Throughout t~is section .le "Till consider functions

represented by a finite series of harraorri cs , For simplicity we C:100SC

cos rx cos sy

with
'Ir9,

r::; - orIIx

211'9-
Nx

and lTk
S :: W-

y

2lTk
orr

y
dependinG on which type of
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boundary condition is ir:::posedon the functions.

Consider a mesh ft:nction represented. correctly at all mesllpoints as

t = E E cos rx COB sy
9, le

The analytic solution to Eq.(l.lh) 13 for a particular mode 9.,k

We insert this expression in Eq , (2.5) and Gct the solution r; /:,.' i~c then

form the ratio £! and Gct
t

(,/:,. [~ = K 2 cos r + 2 cos

where K = -2 -2r + s

b) Evaluatio~ of fluid vel~sity

Similarly for Eq, (2.6) we can assume that say u = cos rxx cos sy

with the analytic solutio~
1~ = ~ cos rx sin sys

Substitution in Eq.(2.6) givcs

/). 1u = - cos rx cos sy sin sx s
u/:,.
x 1-:::-u Sx

relation holds for

such that sin S
/:,.
uv--U
Y

with x inserted for y on the righthaud side.

% 1 when s is small. Exactly'the srune

To get an idea of the truncation of harmonics caused by the differ-

ence forms (2.6, 2.7) we assume tha.t "re are given

which results in a velocity

u = - cos rx sin sy •x
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Combining Eqs.(2.14) anu (2.1;) Gives

/),
u =x nx cos rx s~n sy

wher'e
. r2 + s2s~ns .:;__;....;;;.___ ....

nx = -;-- 2{cos r + COG S -2)

and similarly

Set
'1ft

r = b4 s ' = ~ (VOP.TEX Code) and let us see hO'\7many modes are

subject to a truncation less than 5%. Le. n ~ 0.95. A rough estimate

gives t = k ~ 16.

c) Area weichtinr. of velocitics

The approxdmat Lon U~.8) finds an interpolated velocity (u ,u ) atx y
.. .( ss) b 1-1 erC 1"· •the po:n t.a.on xn' yn Y'" le met.hod , To f~nd the effect of' th~s

interpolation lie aSSWllCthat u is' correctly given at all mcshpoints as

u = cos rx cos syx

Setting as before the positions inside the box to dx, ay then the

analytically correct velocity at (x,y) = (i + ax, j + dy) is

u« = cos r (i + dx) cos s (j + dy)x (2.16)

The velocity found by E~.(2.8) is

+ A4cos(ri+r)cos(sj+s)

where superscript /),denotes the interpolated value.

To rind the net d:i.fference bctvoen ux and
/),

Ux we perform a Taylor

expansion of ux
at the point (i ,j) •
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dUdU
U (i+dx,Jo+c1y) = U (i,JO) + __.3 ax. + ....2S +x . x ax ay (

d2U, x 2
dv +;- - dx~ 2 2

dX

.,2ay

The form fl
U can similarly be ~,'ritten an terms of the finite difference

forms of the derivatives

= u)i ,j) +[ :~X1dX
Lo

~2 jdU fl U+[....2 ] dv+ [---=:s. lxuydy ~ ()x3y ,

o,~

It as apparent from this last expr esu.i on that the term

2
;i d U 2
I --2£. r1., 1l! 2 .....h + Ii

dX
has disa}!]?carcd in the finite differe~ce approxi-

mation, The area-we i.ght ing is just a bilinear interpolation which

introduces an artificial viscosity ilith no physical counterpart.

The interpol8,tec;' ve.l.oc ity at a point Lns ide a mesh cell is nov

written as

dr

Tt = ~c + ~\) = ~.1

wher-e u is the correct velocity for an incOl~pressiblc inviscid fluid,-c
i.e. a solution to

dU
..::.s. -I- U • Vuat -c = ! VP

pc

The velocity 11. = U + u
';'11 -c -\) is, novever , 8, solution to

dUM 1
-I'l "'p n-,( ..,.)- + u-.1 • Vu.K = - - v - V" \)M vtt",at -,' -r,! p " -1"1

with being the kinematic viscosity (~).
p

The velocity U
-\)

caused by area-ueightinc; can be calculatecl assuming

again that the correct velocity U-c is given by Eq.(2.16).
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Weexpand the coefficients of the terms in Eqns , U~.lG) and (2.17).

This eives for thc x component for mode (r,s) ta.'I(ine terms of second

order

such that
u = E;. u (i,j) .
\I c

The coefficients for sin cos, sin s~n, coo sa,n result in hiGher order

I
terms. 'l'he coefficient of u represents a non-physical vi.econi.ty that

\I

depends on the position (o.x, ely) 1-1ithin a mesh cell as vel1 as on the mode

number- (r, s ) , Since this non-physical viscosity depends on (x, y), the

velocity 11.
-1'1 docs not satisfy Eq.(1.2), and the interpolation used. to

evaluate ~N Ifill introduce a non-poys ica'l comprecsLon of the fluid.

T'ne po.irrt vortices therefore experience a compressible f1011 fielcl which

will cause ther.l to cluster.

He notice t;1C,t if dx:: 0 or 1 or dy = 0 or 1 then the cor'rcspond-.

ine dependence of l' or S respecti veLy vanishes , Since

we find tha·t; ~ ~ 0 for all r,s,dx,dy. \ve also notice the quadr at Lc

dependence of the mode numbers t, k , For a given mode E; occursmax
for dx = dy = ~.

\le can t~en r-ouglrLy st at.e that there is little interference from the

interpolation on the lone 1-Taveleneth modes (1', s small), vhcreas the

\ ampll tudes of the short 'vaveleneth Modes will be diminished. In

Fie.2.1 we assume that y is kept constant and plot 1.1 and 1.1 asc v

functions of i and ax for a lone and a short wave1eneth mode. The

maximumamplitude of is for a
. , 1 2

u g~ven moue B r
v

Hotice hO':1 the short lTavelencth raodc is virtuall:'r reduced to zero

over the lenGth of a mesh cell.
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d) Area-weichtin~ of vort~city

In the approximation (2.1~) I; is made up of area contributions as

indicated. Analytically ve reGard a point vortex as described by a

Dirac Delta function. lience the contrihution from a point vortex at

(x .Y ) := (i+d.x,j+dy) isn n

1; == o(x- i-dx) o(y-j -dy) •

This function can be Fourier ana'lys ed and llritten as

r _ 2 2 't' .....-NN- t. t. aR,k cos rx cos sy
x y ~ k

"There we have chosen a cosine expans i.cn in both directions. 'l'he

coefficient

N N
= f x f Y I; cos rx cos sy dx ely - Leos r(i+dx) cos s(i+dy).r8o 0

The area-vleighoting method cred its to the surrounding points anount s An

given by Eq.(2.h). Each contribution can be expressed by E<.l..(2.18) but

with a coefficient at ' obtained from (2.19) by settinG (ox,oy) := (0,0),
k

(0.1),(1.0) and (1,1) respectively. The procedure is therefore quite

analoc;ous to the one before and the difference between I;h. and I; for

mode (r,s) is then to second order

01; = 1;h._1; := ~ ~ ~ [r2d.x(dx_1) + s2dy(dY_1J cos rx cos sy

The question of interest is nO\1: how many nodes in the expansion (2.18)

are required to produce I;I:...? Or conversely: how many modes in the

expans i.on of I;h. differ from those of (2.18) by an amourrt 'l-rhich is less

than a given 6? A compar.ison betnreen the expansions for 6
1; and 1; eives

ana.Lvt ic
• at

D(1 - ex + d.x cos r)

( _ . )D
CiX S1.n r

D(cos(rclx»

° (sin(rdx»D
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w?:lere D is the dimen:>ion of the sy:>ten.

\ve form the difference t-,r between the upper t1{Oterns and. let D=l

for simplicity,

~r = dx cosr+l-dx-cos(rdx)

As an example vte can ask hov many modes are reproduced to "Tit.hin 5%

if It is say 611 as in VORTEX. The first tuo leading terns in the above

expanoion are

1 lloh [' l ]~r :::_ !!"....::..... dx-dx ~
2 2'-1 644'

ive noti ce that ~~« (6~) 2• If we rouGhl~r s et ~~::: 0.05 then

~~ < 0.0005. For ax == ~ we derive

R, _J~!42t\~ t .,.12
1T2 •

i.e. the 12 first modes deviate less than 5% from their correct values.

2. '[ Pro;rertie3 of the test s;[ste~

To obtain a quantitative measure of the effects of the approximations

mentioned in sections 2.2 to 2.6 we apply the numer-ica.l scheme described

in section 2.2 to a simple and fully understood flow pr'obl.em, B:r choosing

a time-imlependent flow' as a test problem for the scheme we can be sure

that any time variation occurring in the numerical results must be ascribed

to the approximations made,

A system in which 1; = 1; inside a circle of radius R and l;::: 0o 0

elsewllere is called Rankine's combined vor t ez (Lamb 19<2 Basse....t J (,)°8)oJ , J)~. <> l.o .l.lU ,

when the solutions to Poisson t s and Laplace's equations insid.e and outside

the circle respectively are fitted prorerly at r == Ro
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Fig.2.l Effect of eIe
interpolation on long and
short wavelength modes.

Fig.2.2 Rankine's
combLned vortex as
test model.

y

\

Fig.2.3 Point vortices
arranged to simulate
Rankine's combined vortex.
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111= 1110 ~ 1';. (r2_R 2) r ~ R0 0 0

, o
111= 1Ji - 4 1;0 rr- r r ~ R0 0 log - 0

R
0

The fluid velocity is everywhere azinuthal

u = 0r

ue = ,
1;0 R (2.20)2 J::' r ~

0

Ro2
ue

,
R= 2 1;;07 r ~
0

which is indicated in FiG.2.2. Since the vorticity I; ~s a function of

the stream function 111only. i.e. r; = 1; (111), we have a steady state flow

as the Poisson bracket [1';.,111] of eq.(1.16) is zero. Ranlri.ne t s combined

vortex is an nnal;ytic approximation to a motion often encountered in real

fluids, although the viscous effects present in real fluids \-Till everrtu-

ally smooth out the discontinuous r; distribution, vorticit~r diffusing

throuGh the surroundinG irrotationallY-lr.oving fluid accoruinc to* = "1)2 v2 r; so the.tthe vortex decays exponentially and in tile -limit

t .....co the rIml is fully irrotational ('rine and TunG1965).

If a small-a11lplitude irrotational disturbo.nce (see chapter 4)

r ~.Ro}
r ~Ro

is imposed it will cause a. stable azimuthal corrugation to travel around

A i(~e-wt) m~t = e m {rm -r.lr

the interface r = R ,"ith an angu'l.ar velocity (Lamb1932)
o

rJ-l
1;0m

The equilibrium steady-state flmT is thus linearly stable, an mportant

feature in view of the results presented in section 2.9 •

2. .8- The set-un for nUlnerical sirmlation

To obtain a circular reGion of constant I;; = 1;0we distribute point

vortices as shownin rig.2.3. On J rines of radii r . = JOG. JO = 1 J
J ' ,
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He place point vortices at a!lcles

bution credits a constant area wd2
O

• 27f ••••
ij = ~ ]M , ~ :: 1, J:I. 'l'h~s dJ.stn-

2.1
7- ) to each poirrt vortex.
\<1+1 itt

In the ex!,eriments we set d:: 0.3, J :: 2)~, M = 10. '1'he total

number of particles is 3,000 plus 2 particles in the centre. The area

6 . ., hw 611is 1 3 and the per-i.od of r-ot.at Lon a s T = - = O. lu2. Ive have choseno 1;
16 0

fit = 305'2 ' such tha.t the appr-oxi.nat e number of timesteps for one rota-

tion is 128. The maximumvelocity occur-r iug at r "" R iso

V :: ~1; R = 66.h so that the Courant Friedrichs-r~evrvr condition is
max 0 0

satisfied (V fit ==0.35).max

A system of point vortices resel.1blinc the ar'r angenerrt in F'ig.2.3 lias

been examined "by Morika1'Taand S',Tenso!'l(197J.). The~r study 1J l)oint vortices,

geostrophic or logarithrdc, distributed on a circle. Their stai)ility

, analysis of this system is alreacly qui.t e complex as N varies from 2 to 10,

and vTi th 211 rings present in our exper imerrt we shall I718J:e no attempt to

analyse the stal)ility.'

In the first series of experiments ve place the vortex made up of

par-t icl.es in the centre of a square mesh and norma.l.Ly restrict tjJ to be a

constant (0) alone: the perimeter of the squar'e , The simulation J.S run

for about 1,000 timesteps. Ideally all jH point vortices on ring j

should remain on this rinc;. To see vhether this is the case we define

the radius function for rinG j as

1'.(0) :: 11'
J -n - :: Is

where l' is the fixed centre of gravi t:,r of the jH points on rinG j
-g

l'-g

The radius fw1ction can be rel)renented by a finite Fourier series

r.(O) -
J

L
L)

m==2
am

iraOe



11!>.ere a is comp.l.ex ,
m

Evi dent l::r a = a· ::: O.o 1 Since at t=O a = 0 form

all m. any developments of .an azinut.ha'L mode "ill represent effects t!>.s.t

are due to the finite difference foruulation or the n:rr::l.!lc.;e~cntof points

as explained above.

Analysis of the positions 1" •• i = 1, j;·l provides us "Tith-1

a (m=1,16) as \·rell as the perincter and area enclosed b~' t.he curve they
ID

define. The last tilO quanti ti es arc conserved in all exper iiaent.s to

w'ithin the level of roundine off errors. In order to ansiGll the anona'l ies

detected to rury one of the difference approximat.Lons ve carry out a 111.l.r.!-

bel" of exper iment.a ,..hich are all like Experiment I apart from what :is

out.lined below.

Exper-iment, I: St~~dard experiment on the vortex as

described above.

Experiment II: Along the aquarc boundary tJ; becomes a

function of the uista.nce fror.1 the centre

of the vortex.

Experinent III: lit is varied.

Experiment IV: A sinele ring of radius Rd = 6.0 is

noved in Et. tine independent velocity

field. inherited frOl!l.Experiment I.

,Experiment V: As IV but 'I·dth

Experiment VI: A.s IV but ldth Ro

Experiment VII: Test of area weighting method for

analytic velocity fielQ.
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2.9 Results of the nmnericp-..l ex~crirlents

The standar d Experir:lent I exh.ibi.La an anomo.Lousinstabilit:r at

l' = R accounted for by a grO'lvth ldt:l time of the azil:lUthal modes ah·0

a8' a12 as shovn in FiC·2.4. .1\11other modes rr;:mc.inat the level of

truncation errors. In order to assiGn this anomaly to P,J'ly one of t.he

effects mentioned earlier in this paJ!er we performed the Experiments II-VII

guided ·oy the principle of elimination.

I
I

A study of Exper-iment; I reveals a <leviation in the azimuthal velocity

profile as indicated qualitatively in PiS.2.5. Pirst we look at the

effect from using a square boundary since this seems most likely to cause

the anomaly. of ti.1e potential ~ (Eq.2.1l)o

are linearly related (Lamb 1932, Bassett 1888). by

am

Hith our aata Because of the vector integration t.echnd que

(Boris and Roberts 1969) the pos i t.Lona'l accuracy is given by 18 bits or

10-5 (in cell Lengbh un it e ) • \le can, therefore, expect the influence of
J

a square boundary to be neglicible and indeed Experiment II verifies this

since al~ develops in the same way as in Experiment 1. 'HemiGht nov

eX!>ect that the time integration method could cause the anomalous behaviour

in face of the instability described in section 2.5. Viehave hovevor

devised a method (see Al,))?endix)of preventing the 2 sets of coordinates

\ from gettinc out of step. The method can be applied at a variable

frequency during the time integration and whether used at any frequency or

not the development of ah' a8 is still present (Experiment III).

In Experiments IV, V and VI we eliminate all calculations except for

the time intee;ra.tion and the a.rea-weichtinr, of velocities (E<:.2.8). It is

nov .found that inside the vortex the azimuthal modes oscillate "lith their
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0.2.

0.1 Fig.2.4 Amplitude of the
m=4 azimuthal mode versus
time measured at r = 7.2.

~----------------------------~------------_.t

,
". -4 _ .. _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

0.0 •

(.0.S' - -

T

Fig.2.5 Azimuthal velocity
profile. Dotted line indicates
the profile found in the experiment.

~ ~ ~r
Ro
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Fig.2.6 Amplitude
of the m=4 azimuthal
versus time,
measured at r = 6.0



eieen-frelluencies Given b;-rEq_.(2.2l) 1-rithout crowinc an tine as shownin

FiG.2.6. On tihe edge and. outside thr;-vor-t ex "ITeCet the same Growth ac in

Experiments I-III.

Onemicht have been t.enpt.ed to attribute the results Given above to

the Leapf'rog s cheme , since "re have shovn in section 2.5 that this is

u..ns tabLe for irrotatiol1al flows, and the ouborrnos t rine of the vortex is

pe,rtly moving irrotationall:r. llovever t the arca-we ight.Lng raet.aod can

eq_ually1-rell contribute to the results of Experiments IV, V and VI. As

notd ced earlier the arce..-ueie:1tinr; is a linear interpolation 8...'1dis thus

an exact methodwhen dca.l ing with a flo", vher-e u varies linearly as is

the case inside the vortex. In Expertimerrt VII ve movea particle in Co

velocity field which is exactly repreoentecl at all mesh points. To find

the particle velocity we use the forIilUla for area-weightinG (EQ.2.8) t and

as a trivial test of the methodwe find an exact representation for a flow

described by a linearly valjring azimuthal velocity.

u = 0x

\\11ennovi.ng .a
R 2

u = ~~ --ro. (En.2.20)y 0 .3..
it isparticle in a fIOi.,rfield with and

found that the area-\-reighting pushes a particle off the circle it should

reme,in on. The radial velocity componentthat is introduced by the

interpolation will change the radius of the particle orbit by an ar.1ountup

to 1% during half the rotation period. This is rouGhly equal to the

8.l1plitude of a4 by the,t time. Boreover, Experhlellt VIt conf'Lrms the

necessity of preventing the two sets of positio:J.s from c;ettine; out of step

as inc.eeclthey should in an irrotational motion. The reason why the

m=h, 3, 12 ••• modes are enhanced is not as ve thought initially the

introduction of a square boundary. The circular geometry interacts with

the square mesh produc i.ng e. four-fold s~nmnetryso that only modeswith

this syT:D"letryCUrl be prcsent , The crmTth of these modes is caused by the

area-ilcichtinc; and one ,-JaY to remove this anona'ly voul.d be to adopt a

hicher order interpolation SC:1e:,lCfor eval.uat ing the pc.rticle velocit.~r.
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It would he interestinG to see Ifhether c. change in the structure of the

mesh (hexagonal , triaconal etc.) voul.d ~LJ:1J!::.~oveon the accuracy rather

then employing nore n:es11points in the interrolation.

2.10 A<.lva'1taCesand deficiencien of a nartic_le aTlJ2roc.ch

Twoquestions that inevitahly ar iac from the forcgoinC discussions

are r Ho'"useful is the particle nodeL for a further study of hyc1ro-

dynamics? Andhow does it compare with other numer-i ca.Ltechniques?

The answer to the first question is baaed on our cxper-ience from a

ser-Ies of numerical, simulations on a variety of hydrodynnmic problems,

(See chapters 3, 4 and 5). The particle 110delhas proyed useful and

reliable within a time r'ange that natura11:r depends on what accuracy is

needed and \'Tho;!;kind of distribution is re'1uired. Cood agr-eemerrthas

been achieved between theory and a nUr.1bcrof experiT!1Cnt8~results. For

a eiven flo"1 pr-obLera thl'l.t can be described analytically in the linear

reGime we can ':)~.comparing theory and experiment acqui rc a quanti tati ve

understanding of hO,'Tthe inaccuracies are related to the Lengt.h of the

time inteere.tion. In noat of the cases that we have encounterecl the

prominent part of the evolution tru~es place before the accUPlulation of

errors can distort the result. For example, in our study of the inter-

action bet.,een vortices the picture of eyolution is almost coaplete

,.,ithin 3, h or 5 per iods of rotation of a single vortex, limiting the

anor.:alous c;rmTthof azinuthal modes to say 5-6%. The most serious

deficiency is, hovever , a consequence of using a finite number of par-

ticles to describe a continuum (hydroc1ynenic case) ~ The area-weighting

inherent from the particle approach introduces local conpressions and- ...

rarefactions of the fluid, Le. changes in particle density, and "Tith

this effect present the quality of s imulat Lng a. waterl.lac; system

(1; const arrt inside a contour) by a discrete clistribution of poirrts is
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lost. A study of the area. function .1\.1(l.:) '';:lich an the ile."LerIJ8.Gcase

should be a (lelta-function reveals an undca i r-ed relaxe.tion of its initial

peaked form (c:1.e.pter 3).

r.rh~ main alternative to our method seems to be a mesh method lil:e

the one used l)y Fr-omm and Har-Low (19G3) or by Zabusky and Deem (1971),

"\-Thichis, su1)ject to conc.itions for nuner-Lcaf, stabilit~r ane.Logous to thone

outlined in section 2.5 but causen vorticit:r to diffuse ver~r quickly so

that pictures such as ·those in chnpterG 4 and 5 could not be obtained. in

this imy. Durine the development of our technique the accurate graphi ca'l

display of the particle positions seemed an attractive feature, and i.;e

were also attracted b:r the }?articlc met.hod 't..Then it became clear hOI1 to

optimize the equations of motion fOl' particles (Boris and Hcberts, 1969)

so that the amount, of computer tiL'le required for either met.hod is much the

same.
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CHAPTER 3

GEHERAL DISCUSSION OF IHPLEMEHTIHG
IWHERICAL EXPERr:.ml~TS-

This chapter representing the most time-consuming part of the research

work is deliberately maa.e as short as possible. The vcrk .,ith the computer

codes is discussed and references are made to the Appendix. The problen

of setting up the initial configuration of point vortices is outlined and

the bounda~J conditions available are mentioned. The final discussion of

the quality of the numerical experiments records the experience from a

large number of different numerical exercises.
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3.1 The conputer codes

In t~le ;·.J?:.?'~llu.ixITe present a detrciLcd des cr-i.p't i.on of the "VOHT'.:!:X"

computer code. T'nis ccnput e.r code 'TaS oricinall:,r intended for sol vi.ng

problems in hydrodynami.cs by the not.hod described a.n chapt cr- 2. In

Table A.l of t.he Append.ix ve list the reost proni.nerrt features of the his-

tory of develo_:l:nent. '.Lhis hopof'u'l.Ly emphasizes the ccns idcn-ab.Letine

spent in desiGnine and implementing a corrput.e'r code.

Table A.2 of the lppendix lists all t.he conput.er codes "TC found

neces sary to dcvaLop in order to intcr:pret the results generated. by the

VORTEXcode. 'Ele running of all codes 0)1 different expcr i.merrtn by vhi ch

wc mean nUlnericaljcomput13,tionaI expor iraerrta , made it neces sary to or gani z.e

8...11de.o.ministrate the data produced in a proper fe.shion. From 'rable /1..3 of

the Appendix it ca.").be seen that several hundred runs on the computer have

been performed and each of these has been recorCicd in a diary .iust as one

would do in experimental physics. Table A.3 C8...11be regarded as an extract

of the diary.

I

- He have had to check the validity of the data Generated b~r the com-

puter codes. Obviously we cannot study the il1di vidual motion of Lhouaands

of point vortices in each run. Instead tvo different metihods of control-

ling and checking -the evolution of an experiment have been employed.

'I'he first method produces (1ia~nostic Lnt'ormat ion either ,.,hilst the

\ exper-Iment is going on or at a later s t.age , 'E1E: o.iaGnostics are concerned

vd th norri torinG the time Lnvar iance of cer-t a.i,n quanti ties (those described

in chapter 1). He shall not describe the details of the d'iagnos t i ca since

it :plays only a supporting role in conduct.Lng nuner-i caf. exper-iraent.s , lie

shall just ernphas ize as we diCi above that a considerable time hac been

spent in ext.r'ac t i.ng the r-eLevarrt Lnf'ormat ion,
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In, the second net.hod we ""ur::J ..ort to visualize the flo.·! 1'';el(18 ..J.~ _.J" ... 8.r~slng

from the conpuuat ions , Usually tre do so by :::>lottinc the J:ositions of the

point vortices and nan;:r cI' the fiGures in chapters 11 8...'1d5 are excrrp'Lcs

thereof. Light Bray o.re2.8made U}/ of sma.LLdots r-epreuerrt recions of

posi ti ve vor-t i.city (counter-cloc~::>r:i.::;erotation). DarL ar caa made u::?of

asterisks represent reGions of necati ve vorticity (clOc};::l:i..aerotation).

Apart fro~~ uis:,?ln.yinG the vorticit~r dictribution ve can visualize a I'Lov

field by plottinG the streom f'unct ion (sec for examp.l,eFiGure 1+.2) or,

folIo·,., tl+e motion of narker particles.

Much of the additional informatioY.l presented in chapters 4 a.na.5

comes frOl!l the "analyser" codes listed. in Table A.2. It iTOuld excessively

swell the bullt of this chapter to dea cr-i.be the numer.ice.L me'taods used by

these "anal.yser-" codes. llovevez' we shall in the conclusion to this chap-

tel' discuss the reliability or vnli(lity of the numericc.l experiments in

view of the diagnostics obtained from the "analyser" codes.

AlthouGh the vork beh ind the l!1aterial presented in this chapt-er' has

cons uraed by a ".,ic:'emarGin most of the human efforts involved ve shall not

dwell on any detailed specifications. When Comput.at.Lonal.Pl·.tysics can be

full~r ea't abl i.shed 80S a discirline 8...'1d its terminoJ.oc,;,r adopt cd b~T the

scientific conmuni.ty it r::.!1.y \o1ell be superfluous Lo describe uaterial of the

kinG. to follow. One ffir.ysimply use t.erms like "Quiet s tal:'ts", "r-andom

perturbations", "serai.-conservet.Lon" et c , , ....,i thout e.Laboz-at ing their

significance.

In this short chapter we sha.ll indicate some of the consideratior..s

that 60 ahead of implementing nUlUerical experiments. The methods of

arrllnginG point vortices to approxir:!ate oven distributions are revie ....Ted

to avoid reretition thereof in c:w.pt,er:> ,~ and 5. Our restricted choice of

bO\.U1claryconditions is briefly menticned. Finally 'Ire GOthrouC:1 a short
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r,eneral cliscuG3ion of the relinbilit:r of t.no results f'r on the nuner-icaj,

expcr-i.nerrt.s of charters t~ and 5.

3.2 Cencral e.8.ta for ntF".cric8.1 e;:"cri~:cnts. TJuit:,;.

All the numcr-ica'L experiments li:1teQ in 'I'abLe A.3 have been car r icd

out i-rith t.he VORTEXcode a,n the versions ;.Jk I, 11k II or ;·lJr, III (Table x.a),

In this short section ve shall outline the dat a that 1.S cormon to raost of

the calculations perforaed.

As we have al.r-eady dcs cr-ibed in chapter 2, the calculn.tions take place

within a square region cover-ed by 0. cartesian mesh. The di.nensions of this

mesh are 64 b~r 6t~ unit lenc;ths. The nurrber- IT of po.irrt vortices used. ('oes

vary, but is usually chosen as .closc 'as possible to 3200 whi.ch is the maxi-.

mumnunber a'l.Loved by the computer memory. mIen both pos i ti ve and ner,o.ti ve

point vortices are used the total vorticit:r is alml.-rs ze.ro , The finite

value of the til'.1cstep At also varies from l')roject to pro,ject. Its value is

aut.omatrice.LIy chosen by the VOHTEXcede as a "conven.i errt" va.Lue close to

thereby satisfyinG the Coural1"t-rrieclrichs-Le'i-l"J condi.ti on (Hichtmeyer,

Mortion 1961~)by a ,ride rnarr,in (~ <A=).
In section 2.4 we noticed that the Leapf'r-og time inteGration scheme

"Till cx..."libit a numer-Lce.L inst.abili t~r '\1:18napplied to irrotational f'Lotrs,

To suppress this incipient instability we have devised a procedure that

,vill aver-age a.L ternate time levels (even and ocld levels) at a civen fre-

quency , This procedure is referred to as match.i.ng of particle positions

and is mentioned in section 2.0 with a reference to the Appendix. In most

of the nuner-i.caf expcr iment.s the matclri.nj; is UO:!lC either once eve-rJ

16 tincstep3 or once every 8 tineste?r;.

'l'he lenctll of a given cal.cul.at icn naturnl1;.r aercnds on which phenor.ona
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are studied. Ilovevcr Table !c.3 imHc8.tcs (colm.m 3)tLe number of sinu.l:;.-

tions car-r ied out for e. Si 'len Jl~Cij cct , ~'rct:lin}-;: of an experiment as

cons iat i.ng of one or more ca.Lcu.Lrrc ions , 'rho exper-iment, rt:.:;.'_{cover a tir:~e

period correspondinG to n :::;.:::.._tLmeat eps ,R lit
'l'his number- is then

broken dotrn into units of 192 tineste?s for technical r'cas ons , An expe r i,»

ment may t.hua compr-a sc sever-al. un it s (calcule.tions).

The unit of time is arbitrar.1 in the sense that it clepends only on

the strenc:th f. of a. point vortex. This CC.11 be seen fron the eQuation of~

motion of section 2.1,for exonple

c. x = r ~Ei ( C
A ) 1x r.. _.;;;..._ s~r:n r.
z -~J 1 I? ,1r.. -

-~J

where e is a unit vector in the z-u.ircction and r .. =(x.-x.,y.-y.).z -~J 1 J·1 J

The 11k I and i!ll;. II versions of VORTEX asaume

1r·1 :::
1

6lt , I r. 1
1

wner-eas the Hk III version asaunes 1f.1 ::: 1 fer all i. The relation
1

between the time of the cal.cu'tat ions by the 1·1k_ I £:.11(1 r·jk II versions

and the corrcspondinc; time tlrI of the H.'k III version 13 thus

61~
::: n

We have deliberately elaborated this ndncr i ten, since in all its sinpli-

cit:-r it has caused a creat dea.L of confusion. It is the ti:·:;.e tIn that

will be used in the following and referred to by the symbo.L t , The unit

of time is thus the tine taken for a positive and a neGative point vortex

aepar'at ed by a urri t Lengbh to travel a distance ;1f in the direction pcrpen-.

dicular to the line adjoininG then .•

3.3 1ni tiali z3.tion N'ocedurc::l

The numerical exper-ir.ent.a cncouirtcz-cc in cha]!~.:;crs4 and :; cnr1uy ttlC

"constDJ1t vorticit:/' !:loctcl described in chf:.pter3 1 and. 2. J\J.rea<1;rin
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section 2.7 we sav now poirrt vor-ticcn vcr e d.istriuutec.L to 8.p'::,ro~.;:imc.tea

circul.ar vortex of constant vorticity. r~he .:;en'~rgl proble!:'. to be clcc.li,

.rith in this section is 110"\;to effect c:.istributions of point vor-ti ces so

that the vorticity funct i.one in t:uestion are represented ....rel.L, Hith the

errors arising fron a finite <liffcrence representation of the partial

differential equa'tions (chapter 2) it se ems qui te obvious that the initial

condi tions of a numerical exper iment; ouglrt to bear a close r'escnbl ance to

the true situation that is being sbud.ied , 11. comparison bctvcen theory and

ex,perimental results should then pr-oduce sane acrcellent. However trivial

this ,oint may seen it has nevertheless been over-Looked b:r nany authors in

the field. In conput.er simul.aticne of electrostatic 8:1dnn.cnet:i.zcd plasl:,.p,g,
the cenuine thernal fluctuations ('V rr-2,H particle number) can hecone

ir::.possiblc to detect if an assem!)l:,"of pur-ticLcs (ions and. electrons) is

distributed initially in some random fashion. Such a situation 1S rcferrccl

to as a "noisy" start.

A "quiet" start (Byers, 19G9) refers to an initial' uniform loadinG cf

particles in phase space. In the plasma casc particles are distributed on

surfcccs of constant energy and their positions in phase space are then

(usually) altered by Et small prescribed perturbation. Equally veLl, one

specks of a "silent" start .r:lCllparticlcs durine; the first fC\<Ttimesteps

of their mction ,rill r-ema.in011 the surfaces of constant enerGY.

The literature available on the "start" problen docs not deal i'rith

the particle model described in chapter 2. However it is easy to Guess

the.t in our case one should attempt to pIe.cc point vortices unifornly on

the.streamlines. The set-up of point vortices in se~tion 2.7 rc;>rcsents a

"silent" sta.rt since thc streanHnes are concentric circles. It is the

fini te difference forms (interpolntions etc.) that eventually puah 1'0.1"-

ticles off their f;trearJJ.ineG. as >1C des cr ibcd in section 2.9.
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In our studies involvinc vortices 01' r i.ngs of const arrt vorticity we

consistently emp'l.oythe "silent" start 3.1?l"'roach.Hovever' in Llie case of

two or nore vortices the initial streD.l:llines are no loncer concentric

circles. The deviations from the circular shape raise the noise level

and our point vortex distri1)Ution is r cduced to that of the "qui ct." start.

But the latter is still far better t.han the "noisy" ntarts employed in the

ver.J early experinent s ,·rith the VORTEXcode. Point vortices were then

distributed at' random inside a circuln.r reGion. ('Random' here and in

the followinc refers to a sequence of numbers produced by a r-andomnumber

generator). With a "noisy" start it is impossible to monitor the surface

motion of the vortices or to check the cerrtro id notion (the not Lon of the

vortex centre).

In our studies of Laminar' flO1-13we have steady states in which all

streanl.ines are straight. T:'lis situation is iQeally su.i'ted for a 'numer-ice.L

siMulation on a cartesian mesh. Figure 5.1 s11m1ShO\1in one cane poirrt

vortices are alic;ned at eq,uidista.nt positions thereby producinG an exact

and conat ant, value of l; at p~l mesh points. (The case of the circula.r

arrangement in Figure 2.3 produces the exact, constant value at moat;mesh

points t but introduces a smcot.hi.ng ncar the edge of the vortex).

In order to examine the stability and long time evolution of a

laminar flO'~.J'this becomes subject to some lrind of per-burbatIon , Only

irrotational disturbv.nces t e.G. <.listur1)anccs,dthout sources of vorticity,

are considered. This enables us to compare experimental results iVith

those obta.ined from linear stability analysis of loninar flO1.;rS

(Chandrasekhar, 1961). The total anourrt of vorticity is that of the steac.ly

at-ate and the di:3turbance becomes a stream function cljJ "rhich satisfies

Lapl&ce1S cquatLon V'l. cljJ =O. ~.le asuoc iat cd velocity field
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is used to Dove point vortices a li.iDtancc or _. OU lit a~Iay fror:, their

pos Ltions in the steacl~r state.

lIe notice that wher-eas au expressed at. all nesh :points .
.L1e..S zero

divergence the velocity field e~ (El) ext.r-act.cd at a particle position

r. is not divereence-free (section 2.5). The finite diverGcnce V·ou
-1

obtained 1111eninterr-ola.tinG to find ou(r.) (section 2.G) is however so
- -:1.

small that its. effect on t~e perturbation itself can be neglected. Let us

asaurae that au is r epr-es errt.ed by a soquencc of r-andom nunbcr-n GUC}1 thB,t

loul% 1.0. Then the effect of interI'olatinc; as describeC: in- max
section 2.6 causes a deviation an ou vhi.ch is of the order

a result o·;)tained in section 2.5. If vo as sune all modes in t:le random

perturbation field have the aame amp.Li.t.ude , then t~le error in

) , [ ( 21TQ. ) 2 ( 21Tk) 2 ] ( )to second order in (9"k ii F + Hy for a mode Q.,k.

long wavclencth limit this error becomes of the order 10-2 in

v· eu- .- 1S

In the

eu. ou lit

itself is of the order 10-2 units of a cell lenGth, such that the absolute

-4error becomes approx.iraat e.Iy 10 cell Lengbhs or close to the roundinG off

level 10-5, arising from usinG 18 bits to represent ou (see beginninG of

section 2.8 and the Appendix).

The above-described net.hod of per-t urb ing a Laminar- flmr is also

applied to the rinc; problem di scuaacd in section 5.8. In the studies of

vortex streets '\o1einitially distribute points as described earlier in

order to approxdraat.e circular vortices. If the vortices initially are of

elliptic shape we distti1)ute point vortices on "like" ellipses by na':!,ing

the equivalent posi tiona on a circle into the ellipse, i.e. sir:1J?ly

::
Yellipse.

bn Ycircle a= - x .n c~rcle

where a,b are the major/ninor axe:> and n the radius of the circle.
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(rab = n2).. This arrangement of J)oint vortices results in a reasonably

constant vorticity value at the mesh points (checked by analyser codes),

provided the eccentrici t:,', c ; of the ellipse is not too laree (E: < 0.95).

numerical experinents on Kirchoff's elli?tic vortex (LDJnb, 1932,p.230)

\lith E: = 0.98 have revealed that the arraneement of point vortices in

this case causes larGe variation3 in the vorticity values at the mesh

points. A different and much more cornp.licat ed distribution of !Joint

vortices is then required to produce constant values of r, at the nesh

points. We shall not describe the method s incc none of the experiments

dealt with in this ti1esis have used the Method.

3.4 Boundarv conditions_ 1'.

In chapter 1 VIC at at ed that to specify a (;iven system comp.Lc'teLy it

is necessary to include a prescription of its behaviour at the boundaries.

Since all our numerical exper imentis take place vii thin a squar-e vie need

only specify the at ream function 1/1 alonz two x-boundar-i es ana. tifO

y-bounclaries. The conditions for the vorticity I'; nnCl.the fluid velocity

.follow ·automaticalJ.y (see be Iow) , Hhen so'Ivi.ng Poisson's equat ion by

the method described in chapter 2, only 1different t~Tes of boundary

conditions arc dealt vlith. These are:

A W is constant (s~ zero) alone all four bOID1daries.

B 1/1 is cons t arrt alone the y-boundaries and is assumed

periodic in the x-direction.

C 1/1 is assumed periodic both in the x- and the y-

directions.

The corresponding behaviour of I; and u along the boundar-Lea is as

follovTs: vhen 1!J is. a consta.nt along a boundary 1';::0 and

u = (V:xJp).n = 0 at· that boundary, Hhen I/J is as suned periodic both

I; and u are periodic functions.
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These three boundary conditions arc simple U);!U obvious Iy restrictive

in describins realistic f'Lowa, 17hen ~) b constant al.ong a boundary we

speak of a fixed boundary ,,,ith free slip. s i nce "re norrial.Iy have a

tancenti8.l motion alone the boundary, e.c. v::f O. 'TIle free slip is of

course only feasible ~n inviscid fluids. For realistic fluic.s (viscous

fluids) conditions A and 13must be extended to include the conc:.ition

v = ('Yxl/J)·t = o· e.Long the boundary , that is the f'Lu.id adheres to the

boundary (no slip). '-le hove vorticity actua.lly l)(:!inCcenerate(: in a thin

boundary lO,ycr and rliffusinc: imnu'ds in accor-dance ,·lith the pr cs cr i.pt ion

put fon'lard by Lichthill (1963).

\

In section 2.3 we :;tudie<.: t:1C effects of us i.ng ccnddt i.on A and based

our calculation on images beinc presc!1t. Hhen periodicity J.S being

assumed "re essentially attempt to study a system of infinite cxt ent , but

the finite box size L exc.l.udes -phenomcna char act er is ec b:'l wave.Lcngtihs

Lar gcr' than L. In one particular case (sec section 5.6) vo perform the

s ame experiment t"vTiceus ing boundar; cond'it ions B and C in order to

demonstrate the Lack of influence of the fixed boundaries on 0. given

instability.

If we ver-e to emp.Ioy corapLcx boundary conditions (speed al eeometl"l;

of s:rsten, obstacles etc.) it ",auld in gener-af, involve the construction

of El. nev comput-er code ever; t ime a nev set of conditions was considered.

Quite apart fror:l. this 8..'"lyene..lyticcl theor:l '-TOuldbecome mor-e <J.ifficult

to develop. nevertheless it vroul<lbe interestine to stUliy the f'Lows

presented in chapters l~and 5 for tl1.e case of free boundar i.ea occur r ing

for example betvreen air and water. Unfortuno.tely our numerical approach

is not at all suitable for deo.linG w'ith free boundaries. j\~thOUC~1the

presence of free boundar ies is COI'lJUOnto many problems in Jl;)'cll.'odY!lQ.mics.

not much has been done in the fielo. of nunerd caf fluid dynamics as
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reGards calculations on this rather f'undancnt.al. situation. "TT!lOVleVerf.'. very

recent method deveLoped by Zarodny nne. Grecnr)ere; (1972) for a study of

water uaves in ideal fluids may prove a pr-on.ising rrtep fOr'i'Tar<ltowards

the undors t anding of free boundary problems.

3,5 Th0. qualit;r of the nU1:'.erical e=:pr:.ri)~

1JorJ'!ally one vToulclinter:)l'ct the r:_u[',lity of a uuraeztice.L exper irnerrt in

t erms of its ability to reproduce the pr oper-t ies of the ays t era that is

being studieC;_, This makes an interpretation somewhat, ambiGuous, since the

t Ime evolution of the system is the object of the research. J\ll ve knov

for certain are the quarrt itic:? ti18,t remain invariant as time proceeds.

Our discussion of the quality 'of nuner ica'l exper i.nent.e is therefore based.

on measurcaont.s of the invariants of motion which are describeci. in

section 1.1~,

It is well known (Richtme~'er and Horton 1964) that most nuraerLca'l,

achemes of practical use 'Hill conserve cer-t ai,n quairt ities for all times,

it i ", ,II b '1".,' h' . hat tOther quarrt i aes are sema-cconsor-vec y vruc as meant; t an hey arc

identically conserved in the limit l;t _..O. The numorLca'l scheme des-

cribed in chapter 2 will only conserve the total vor-ticity (total number

of point v~rtices) and also satisfy the condition 'Y'U = 0 at all mesh

points. All other inve.ria~ts of motion are semi-conserved.

The quality of an experimcnt can t:1cn to some extent be interpreted.

\
by the c.evelo:pnent with time of departurcs fron the initial values of

quanti ties like enerGY, linear and. angu'l.ar Momentum. Instead of intro-

ducing large tables e;iving such deviations ve shall briefly SUl:1 up the

results extracted from every experiment performed. Let us look at each

invariant of :motion separately •
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a) Energy: E = :6.
1 J.•,1 ;

The exper iraent s of chapter h oxhi'bit tC1:1poral variations of the oreler up

to 0.1%. 1';1 and E2 differ constantly b~r 1-2;; reflectinG the effects from

the numerical differentiation of ;/; to Get u (sec section 2.3). ,\;11en

circular vortices persist as observed in some of the experiments of

chapter 5 or ....,~lenwe study laminar flO'lvs i7e fin(L variations in El of the

order 6-7% (max.},

b) Line8.r momerrtunt

The total linear monent-um P is alimys chosen to be zero. Variations in

p are due to rounding off errors only and no information is obtained b:Jr

measurJ.nc p.

c) Ens't rophy * :

The variations in enstrophy can become of the order 0.1-0.2% for c:x.peri-

ments in which circuf.ar vortices per s i.s't , ot.herv.i ae the;! may become IV 2%.

The experiment on Larrine,r 'l-rakes cxh ib i.t s variations of .uT'to !+5;~ over

lone; times. This violent variation reflects the inade1.uac~r of our

numerical model to represent the mixinG of l")ositive and negative vorticit;;r

accurately. In reGions vhcr e t:~dn slivers of vo:r:ticity shou.l.d QC f'ound

(continuum) too fei-l point vorti CCG are available to rcpres ent this short-

wavelcngth-tn)e distribution.

d) Area:

\ The conservation of the area of a circular or elliptic vortex has been

found to be surpr ising.ly £ood; in many exper iraent.s a variation as small as

0.01% has been measured, I~o attC).lpt has been made to monitor the

vorticity areas for Leminar f'Lows, under standabIy in vieVTof what vas

said above.

*By definition enstrophy is vorticity squ0red.
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c) The area function of the fir~;t :::ind:

The r,;.uantity Al(z.:) (see chapter 1) is a very sensitive measure of how

the vorticit:r function 1;; (x,y) is treated by t.ne mesh 't echr ....iques of

chcpt.er 2. In 0.11 nunez-Leal, experiments undert.aken (except, for I and II

of chapter 4) ~e have

o represents the Dire.c-delta function and the second term is present

only ,...hen the vorticity takes the ti-TOvalues ± z; •o Because of the effcc-

tive interaction bchTeen the e;eoTIctryof the vorticit~· distribution

(circles, ellipses etc.) and the square mesh , we Get initiall:r a spect.rum

'lith an extra peak near Z;;=O. This peak is present because t.he mesh

points just out side the vortex boundar-Lea are credit eel .,ith a sma'l.L amount;

of vorticity via the interpole.tion techniques. There is 110 cure for this

misrepresentation of the "constant" vorticity modeL apar-t from.adopting

an altocether different numerical approach, Unfortunately the Z;;=O peak

broadens as time T,roCrcsse8 and to prevent it from collid:ing .6th the

T,; = ±T,; •o
T,;o should be chosen with somecare (really as larGe a

value as is possible).

In conclusion ve can state the limitations on our numcr-i ca), model as

follOi-TS: Exper icnce shows that expcr irnents with circular vortices produce

results of good overall quality for a time length of up to et least 5 rota~

tion periods of the vortex and often lonCer. Experiments on laminar flo,·lS

eY.hibit a reasonnble quality of the results for the sametime period.

"ThenL1ixineof positive and negat ivc vorticity prevails the results arc

rather ine.ccurate and. no conc.Ius ionrscan be drawn about small scale-length

phenomena. These statenents refer to experirnent.s in 'Thich has been

chosen as close as possib.l,c to its maximumvalue 3200. Ezrcrincnts for

"\-Thichn IV 1600 have shownerrors mor-e than tiJice as lexce an those for
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which n 'I" 3200. Other exper iraent a seem to be almost unaffected by vari-

ations in II (vithin certain limits). lie have no uefinite explanation

for this behaviour. as merrtLoned in s ection 2.1
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'I'IIE IH'I'ERf.C'rIOiT 3ET':r.s':U VORTIC:LS or FIHITE ::lI:~E

This chapter stuc1ies the Lrrt.cr-ac't i.on between vor-ti ces that ini ti2.11~.r

are of circular shape a.nd.of constant vorticity. A useful nodel "the

constant vorticity" modeL ae used by nany classic authors i::; 'briefly
I>

des cr-i.bed , This node.l is first employed in an analytic Gtn<:y of vcak

interactions between 2 vortices. The distortion of each vozt.ex boundury

resultinG from the intcractiOl~ can be thouc;.'lt of ae the pre!1011Ceof 31;r-

face 'waves that, car-ry negat ive ener'gy , The anlll~rtic study yields

explici t f'oz-mu'Laefor the anpli tudes of the surface wa.ves when tj1'2Se ar e

confinecl to the Linenr rccilllC. ':'11eana.lyt.Lc study supports VIe UJ..G.er-

stend.in.:; of a series of controlled ninaer icu.L cxpez-iments on reh"..ti veIy

vcak interactions; sone neasure of aGreement bet',well tli.eory and cxpcr-L-

merrt is cs t.abl i.shcd , Numerica'l cxpor inent.s onisbr-ong interactions shov

results that can be partiall:.' exp.Lad ned vaa the conservation Laws il1lll:i.c{.

The materiaJ. presented. in this chapt.ez- for]";enan :i.ntrod.uction to that of

the follmTing chapter.

•
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l!.l Introduction

The work presentee:. in this chapter is r eLat.ed to the problen of

turbulence f'r ora a bro-6.j_me!lsional poirrt of vi ev as ncrrt icncd in the

introd.uction to this tlicds. He have i:li tially f'ound it vor-thvlri.Le

studyinG the interaction properties of fi!lite-cxca vor-t icity reGions.

'E.'le model ....le usc in these studies is the field model 'l-Tith all infinite

number of deGrees of f'r-eodom , This model vas employee. in chapter 2 to

study the effects of the nunez-Leaf, arl'roxil:l:J.;tio!.1. In the first part of

this chapt.er ve study the interaction betveen fi!li te-area vortices from

an analytic point of viel-/'. Consequently the nuner Lca.l ezper Lmont.s

presentee. in t:1C second pe.rt of this chapter arc lnl-seu.on appr-ox.irna't ions

made to a field modeL with an infini tc number- of decrees of fl"Ceclo::1. i/e

emphasize this point since the particle riode L el'Ilrloyed (chapter 2) could.

equally weLl, Lead us to make anal~~ical studies of a l'article model ....vi tIl

a finite number of deGrees of freedom.

The particular field model ch03e]1 ~s the "corlstant'vorticity" model

used by Ki r-chof'f", Kelvin, Love, IIill and later by Proudnan 8.11(1 La1'1b(see

Introduction and chapter 1). In the constant vorticity mode L vc deal

wi th a set of contours (oren or cLoaed) conf i.ni.ng areas of constarrt vcr--

ticity ±l; •o
Thevortici ty thus be cones aster-function tal::.inC the

values -l; , 0 or +l; •o 0 'I'he constant vorticity modeL is anaLogous to the

\ so-called '''-Tater-ba.g model" which has f'ound extensive use inPlasrr.a

Physics (De Packh 1962, Dory 1961t, Berlc, Nielsen & Roberts 1970).

The sir:lplifications made in. us ing the const arrt vorticity raode I are

not as restrictive as nieht be apparent. Since ve are dealinG r,d th id.eal

fluids ve know that the vorticity contours reraui.n attached to the fluid

(IIelr:Ul0ltz theorem). S~,rstel:l3vith sraoot.hIy VEt:ryinSvortici t~r distri-

butions -.,Till cxllibi t a larGe scale belu.'.viour vcry similar to that of our
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modeL, The Large scale dynamics is a f'unct.Lon of the shape of t.he CO:l-

tours nor e so t.han the pr'eca se functional form of the vortici t:r Lnsidc

these contours (except for extreme cases Like boundary layer phenoneria},

Our studies of vortex Lnter act i.ona Q,C ve l.L as the resultinc flc'"

pattern conpr~se three situations :

,a) The properties of a s ing.l.e vortex

b) The interaction between hIO nearby vortex regions

c) The properties of sys tems ""ith sevcrnl vortices.

'1'11e third situation 'w·ill be doaf.t vi th in chapt er 5, vher-eue ve sha.LLcon-

centrate on the second s i.tuat ion in this chapter. 'I'}lecase of a sincle

circular vortex vas us ed in charter 2 as already mentioncd ,

In the follovlinc; we shal_l aoun look at a single circular vortex

(a Rankine vortex) and briefly outline the basic properties of this sys-

ten, Next; we look at the interaction betvecn tvo vortices of <1ifferent

\

s ize and strenGth. The vortices are aasuned circular i~1itially and 1-Te

compar-e the enerC'J of tHO vortices with that of one vhich has the same

total vort.ici ty as thc t-l-TO. T:'1einteraction !:letvTeentuo vortices can be

t.hought; of as the evolution with t.Lmeof surface travea <1escribing t.ne

distortion of each vortex. (These aur-f'ace ...terrets wer'c already encountered

in chapter 2). A section (;'cscribes L10lf tile tiuc variation of the ampli-

tudes of the surface waves can 'be calculated analytically vhen the

interaction is as sumed to be of a veak nature. Whenthe amplitudes are

known it is ::I033ible to describe hO,\·Tener'gy is be ing distributed.

The analytical results o"ote.ined are then used to check the results

frOJ3 a series of numerical experiments presented in three different sec-

tions of this cnapt.er, ~'iehave encountered several prob Lomsvrhcn tl'y:i.l~g

to explain th~ uuner icaf r-errul, ts il:lich all ext-end \Tell into the non-

linea.r re~im.e. Firstlv ue are faced .,·lith the difference bct"lcen
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ana.Lyti,c model: "constant vorticit~r reGions a,n an infinitel:,cuiurn" and

a nuner icaf, riode.Lt "suitabl~r arro.ncerl .<;_rrtl.~r of point vor ticea novine in

a squar-e box". 'i'he 11ur1)030of chapt.or 2 was to study this difference

quantitntively anuus e. r-ough rseaaurc lIe can rely upon the 8.p}!roxirr.a.tior~s

made to 'l-Tithin 5~ for a tir~le cover ing h-5 rotation per iods of a vortex

(section 2.10). GcconC'l" He a.re Lnt.cr-cs ted in the non-d.i near- properties

of the Lnt.er-ac tion be tween vor-t iccs t otheriTise t.heory Hculd do better

than comput.atLona'l, experiments. This makes subs cquerrt din cuss ions and

interpretations of nuner-i ca.l results somevhat qua'litati ve ,

T~le t.heory pr-enent.od, states t11at interacting vortices Hill undergo

the classical motion (as if Uley ....zer'e J?oint vortices), but the~r '(Till also

at the same time distort each ot.her , 'rhe surface modes des or ibing the

distortion oscillate Ili th time and the situation 1001-::snuch like that of

an infinite set of coup.Led harraorri,c oscillators (e.c. phase nn.xi ng etc.).

This behaviour is ergodic, the vortices should never reach the circular

share aga.in t since Poincare's recurrence theorerJl doec not appl~r (infinite

number of degr-ees of freedOln).·

The numerical exper Iment.s cont'i rm t.his picture for '.....eakly i~lteractinc

vortices. mlen the interaction reaches a certain st.rengt.h the tvro like-

signed vortices appr-oach and finally fuse or coalesce to f'orra one large

vortex. Tim oppositely-siGned vortices llevelop larGe :'=U"ll)lituc1esurface

vaves which oscillate t and recurrence to some appr oxi.nabi.on is cat.ab.Lished ,

'1'he second part of this chapter ui11 o.escribe our obnervations and

only quali tati vely explain them r:lainl~r by arguments based on enerc:y

principles. The same a·rplies to our observations dealt with in chapter 5.
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'1.2 TIu111dne's cOrlbineo. vortex

The case of Rallidne' S combi.ned vortex (Lnr:ib,J932 ".29 awl r.230, ar,C

ehapt.er' 2) is obtained "\-Thenthe rotational flm; inside a circle is

properly fittccl to the irrotational nOlI outsi<le the circle (the vortex).

Cons ide r a circular reGion (rutH us H ) of constant vorticity 1';. Usinco 0

as the IIar.riltonian var iabLeajve readily find from Poisson's cquat i.on (1.18)

a . ( diP)
- n-dq • de:

the fitted ao Lut ion

where 1 2
CJ.o = - R •2 0 TIle adjustable constant is chosen to satisfy

equation (1. 21) a.Long a contour q :: K

1 K
ljJ0 ::: '2 r; 0 <;'0 10C; - , !)J -+- 0 for Cl -+- K

qo

To deal "lith the infinite ene rgy arisinG vhen K -+- 00 we set

iT 2 2 or,E ::: Ti" P I';~ qo + L :::
..,..
J!.o + E (4.4)

. with

E ::: 1T p r. n ,"'0 ':i.o 'Yo

(E is worked out by equation l.13).

E represents the enerey of the irrotationally novine; flui<l and becoDes

infinite for K -+- 00. In asil1ilar 1018.y we "rite t.he Z-co!'1:,onent of the

anGular mOr.lcnt:unas

L ::: 1T p I'; q2 + p.A r n ::: L + ~o 'U ~o ~o 0

"There A is the area of t?1c Lrrot at iona'l.Ly rnoving fJuid. For a Civon
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amount of circulation r = 2 1T ("I Z;, Pc.llkine' s vor+cx rcrresents a stat.eo ·...0 0

. of minimum angu.Lar' momerrtun and maxi.nun cl1cre;-{. Dy this ve Dean ti:lt~t (1)1

arb itrary irrotational uisturoa.."1ce

11:: ~
In

(!~.G)6 A
ID. m11 ::

ra

satisfying V2 h ::°
In

and prenervinc; 1. ,the area of the rotationallyo
novi ng fluid Hill cauc e changes oL ~ 0, oE ~ 0 in Land E respectively.m lU

Kelvin has sho-rn (Lo..nb,1932,p.?30) that the d.i sLurbnnce (l,.G) 'Hill cause

stable waves to travel round the surface vrith an angul.ar velocity

The distur·l)c.nce is aasuned snal.L, e.g. IAn I « r0 such thnt

(), = _g_ lui t. «q •m Z; ID 0o
equation 1.30)

The vor-t.ex boundary a s expr cs sed as (see'

. i(mp -Ill )

GC" " -:-) ::' n + '" N e r~t ("I - °\1.,.1.-', v ".i.o LJ "m - 'J. - •

where et is conp.Lex, Although ::~elvin'G assumptions using (r,e) in the
In

expressions for 11 and G instead of (q,}?) = (~1'2,e) docs not con-

servc the area of the vortex, the dispersion relation (h.7) is stillAo

valid. The changen in ener'gy and angular momerrtunclue to II become

oE-=Eo
1

lml
A disturbance as Civen by (1+.6) can be thouCht of as a wave t11R.thm

carries ncgat ive ener~r (oZ < 0). Uecati ve enercy waves are encountered
111

in many at ud.ies in Pf.asna Physics (Berk, nielsen and Roberts, 1970); H1

the follo.,ing ve shall see the Impcr't ance of negative energy vevcc that

arise from interactions betarcen vortices.
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If.3 '.rhe int.eraction bct\.[ccn vortices

Conaidcr- 0. situat.Lon in idlic:l ve have two (lifferer.t-Gizccl vor-t iccc

of different but constant (lenni t~tas shown in FiGure 11.1. ;;11on these tvlO

vortices' interact the~r "Till disturb the confininc; contours of each ot:ler

and their mot.i on is dee cr-i.bed "0:'," tHO equat ions of the t:rpe (h.G). For

sinplici ty lie can aasune bot.h vortices to '0e 1ni tially circular se t!lat

all a::J.plitu<les of the surface vuves are zero a.t t:: o.

Figure 4.1 shews the two vortices 1 and 2 whose centres Cl and.

C2 respectively are pla.ced a distance D a,art. 7his ::;ysten consistn

of three re60n3 1, 2 8.11(1 3 vhero reGion 1 is confined by tile contour

Cl (q,J.:',t) :: <ll + L)
ill

(4.10)

and. s i.mi.Lar'LyreGion 2 is confined by 'I:;hecontour

• I

G
2
( Cl,P, t) :: ~ + L) Bm.(t)e~m.p q' = 0,

m
(4.11)

whilst region 3 occup~es the space outside these two contours. iTe hr-ve

1
chosen to work "Tith the Iiami Lt.orri an variables (Il,?) = (~ 1'2,6) ami the

I I 4siGnificance of Ill' ~, '1 , l' and p is made clear in PiGu.re .1.

Su"oscri1'ts 1, 2 or 3 "Till then refer a quantity to region.s 1, 2 or 3.

Hith the oric;in of the coordinate system placed. ~n the centre C of

vortex 1 the strewn function in the region becones

1Ji2
ip 1

'(.2( cl-Cu} - 1
'(.1'11 log ..5..= 2 2 • '1.1

,

1 loe.s_ - ~
,

1Ji3
:: ip 2 1;1 '11 /;;2 q2 log .SI...

<11 2 ~
~

(4.12)

wher-e the quantity q inc1icated an Figure It.l a.s given "oy

Q :: Cl + Cl - 2 IClQ cos p , (4.13)
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p

0:: v'2Q

Figure 4.1. Two circular vortices· of different size
and different vorticity.

CL; b :

Figure 4.2. The initial streamline configuration from two finite-
sized vortices.
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The initial streau1ine-conficura:tion ~r, shovn in r;Gill'e )~.2a for the

case Cll = (1"'2 and 1',;1:: 1',;2 awl in FiGure !~.2b for the cas e <11
::

~
and

1',;1 :: -1;2 • (Si~1ce t = 0 ve have ex :: p = 0).m m Doth con:'ic;urations ar e

\fel1 known fro::1 clectrostatics, 1'JUt fiGures 1:.20. and 4.21) obt.ai ned fren

nune r icaf calculations have t aken account of a finite value for ql and %.
Also the s t.r-ean function ljiis ass umed to be a conrrt arrt (zero) alone a

square in FiGure l~.20., \Tililst in Fi:;ure h .2b 1jJ is aasumed constant along

the top and botrt on boundar-Lea and l)eriodic in the horizontal direction.

Let us work out the enerGY of the syster.1 skct.ched in I'icure 4.1.

The circulations aasoc iat.ed witj;l each vortex become

and

and we introduce t\-TOparanct.ez-e n1 and n2 ' ....rh.ich measure the strength of

interaction., by
'11"a =- < 1Q

and

The total cner gy of the f10'.T caused b~.rt1'TO vortices is

F.:::li' +]"- .....1 :"2

where E
1 r2 -, 1 r2 and the bar-red quarrt.i ty is

1 :.: 161Tp 1 , .u2 :: l61T p 2

E 1 (r1 r2) 1!J 'rhe tern E12 represents the "bindi~G":: 2 p + . enerQT

be tvcen the vorti cea and. is given by

lThen r 1 r 2 > 0 ve have L12 < 0 and vice versa. If r1 :: -r 2 ao an

Ficure '... 2b, E = 0, and t.hon the binding ene rgy , :812 > 0, decreases

when t:1e vortices appr-oach each other (<1irole - t'l1aloG:")• If ve asauno

1;;1= 1;2 :: 1',;0 and also r1 + r2 :: r0 ' ....There the suba cr-ipt s refer to a

sincle circular vortex, t.hon we can cOl:l:!)urethe enerc.t E(2) of t',TO vo1'-

ticen i-Ti th that (1::(1» of a single vortex havinr.; the sane circulation,
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T:1e constant 'ij; is con-

Y of ec:uation 4.3 and t:le difference beconeso

E(l) E(2) 1 ? [ Cll(}.2 (1 (111112))~ - - = e; r r: + 10C; +0 ",-<lo
<ll III Cl2 11" ]+ - log - + --=- lor; ~ .
<:'0 Clo CIo r:·0

The difference is ali-lays positive for any set (CJ.1'~) subject to the con-

Uition ql + ~ =
vortices «(11= ~

<l • The mi.rriraun value l'lE. occurs vhen tiVOidenticalo mln
1= 2 '10) touch each other (Q ~ 2 110) in which case ....re

have r:o i s [~iven by e quat i.on l~.11. From this "0
deduce that t1'1'0vortices vhether of circular shape or not cannot fuse

together to f'orm a single circular vortex since the ener,s:r would ancr-ease

dur ing this procens , j]atura11~r the opposite cannot occur. f.. similar

arC1.L.lcnt.,ill hold for the change in angular monentum.

In a situation \-Tith a large number n of fin.ite-sizecl vortices the

total enerGY ~s civen bv
"

[1 !1 r~
n H It

]"'"
1 - ."E + i~

,2; r. r. log h1T ~) ."E r."" = 1m' p 11· • + ,
2 J-l J J=l l. J lJ J=l J

'l-There % and. ~ is the constant that makes.ljJ satisfy the11· • =- , con-
l.J () ..-"l.J

dition Ie al~ =0 alone the boundary C of the system. If1jJ- dsan

oppositely-sic:ned vortices appr oach , equat ion 4.11~ shows that the enerey

\ gi ven by equation 4.15 ...fill decr-ease and this can only be accounted for

by letting like-sicned vorticcs approach. On statistical grounds one may

reason like OnsaCer (1949) that in most situations with mnny vortices a

concentration of like-sic;ned vor-tices ,.ill ta'-':.eJ)lace and the enere;y con-

sumed in this vIa",!is r-eLeused fron ree:ions where nixing of oppos itely-

signed vortices ta~es place. Our knowl.edge about the c1ete,ils of the



concentration auLlmixine can therefore be increaseu by stuc.yinC sim.ple

types of interactions as shown in the follmrin.;:.

4.lt The weak interaction bet'..reent~"TOvortices

Our aim in this section is to ntuoy the situation ~n FiGure 4.1
assumi.ng that nl« 1 and n2« 1. 1'11i3a.l.Lova for an analytic treat-

ment in the sraa.LL run1?lituderecime. The problem has been atud.ied using Cl.

similar assUl:lption by Bassett (10G8), but his treatment based on (1',0)

rather than (~ 1'2,0) i~ the expressions for Gl a.nd G
2

introduces a

m = 0 contribution to the area of the incol~1:lressible vortex reeions, such

that t.hesc expands

~le position of the point at rest P is found from equation 1.25.o

and lies to the left of Cl' between Cl and C2 or to the riGht of C2

dependi.ng en t.he siens and values of r1 and r2. Fieure 4.3 shows

4 different situations 1-lith tl-TOinteract inc vortices. If "r =-f1 2
we have the case of a vortex pai.r travelling in the upwar-ds(r 1 > 0) of

dowllwarc":s(r 1 < 0) direction. Ocherv.Lsethe centres Cl and C
2

of

vortice~ 1 and 2 ..Till rotate around the poirrt Po uith ail anguf.ar-

frequency given by

n = (l~.16)

The quantity ca..~be written ae

The distortion of the vortices due to their mutual interaction is dcs-

cribed by the functions Gl and G2• If Gl is knownin a local
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r,= '2>0

2.

r,>G>O

2

r. > I rll > 0

r:: < 01.

2.1
r. = - r;_. P.. .... ooo

Figure 4.3. 4 different situations with two interacting vortices.
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coordinate system whose oriein 13 the Eovine; centre Cl of vortex 1,

G2 can be obtained in a local coordinate sys t cn vhoae or igi n is

merely by intcrchaI1GinG indices 1 and' 2 of the quant it i.es referrinc to

vortices 1 and 2. Let therefore ec;:.uation 4.10 refer to the local

coordinate syst.em as indicatccl in Figure 4.l1-. In the follm1inc

(q,r) ;: (~ 1'2,0) refer to the

I
coordinate s;:,rstCl:1i.;i th Cl as origin

dWthereby cha..'YlGinc;the t.erms ~' and
01)

11of equation lj.. 3. The velocity of
dq

point Pl (<1,!') def'i.ned b:r equation

4.10 relative to the movinG centre

is obtained by subtract inc the

veloci t:r of Cl' Iu I =..l.. 7,;" Cl .1..,
-cl 12 L. 2 IQ

f'r-on the actual veloci t~r obt ai ned '

from the stre~l}:l function y as shown

beLcv, The values of the <1eriva-

tives of the streaH function alone

the contour of vortex 1 are modified

by Lnc Iud.ing t:le ten1S

FiGure 4.4.
SystCH \lith

Local coorclinatc
Cl as oriGin.

\
vlhere <p = nt as shown in ?iGure h.3.

Ij!*, can be expanded for q < Q. as

'l'he strcflJ:!-functioll from vortex 2

Ij!*
1 o 1 log;: - '2 7,;2 log .;o._ ::: '2 7,;2 ~ n2 +

~

1 n Im/21 (~) Im/?I im(p-<I»+ Cm ~ 1 gl ..
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Consistent iTith the d.istortions of both vcr-t icen t:w streo.n f'unct ion

t/! for reeions 1, 2 ana. 3 given by equat ion (11.12) is changed by an arnourrt

et/! where 'iJ2 O~) = O. The so.Lut iona in recions 1, 2 ana. 3 that are con-

tinuous at Cl - 0 and C -- 0 are chosen to keep the radial iact ion2
(.l_ elf;) continuous at G1 .- 0 and C = 0C3p 2

6[A Im/21 . Q.2 Im/21 ]o\jJl = ( ..9.... ) eHlp + JJ (--)m T.1 Cll 1;1 r;(

I Im/21 <21
In/21

o\jJ ::: ~ L" (£..) + A (-) U11) ] ( It .18).b e2 m m Cl:? In Cl
<,

= ~[A
In El

]

vher e ar e functions of tir!!e. 'l'he coordinate q' in the local

coordinate sys tem is shown in J'ir:;ure h.1+. The n::: 0 terri a s excluded

from equations (4.17) antl (1.:..10)end. also fron the expressions (h.lO)
and (4.11) as cxp'Lai ned earlier.

m/2 .
In the follO".-Tin0ve encounter the qU2.ntity (.!l..) evu Luat.cd at

Cll
G1 ::: O. Insertinc f'r om equat ion (l~.10) i-TC find

inp .
e + h1[;her order terms. (4.19)

As we are Loolci.ng for linear rela.tions with aM t f3 A and j3 only the..., m' ill In

first t';'10teras of (4.19) are cons i.dercd , Also the termIn/21
~(q;-) e..risinc fror.~ t21CcHstortion of vortex 2 must be approximntecl

in the small a;:lpli t ude recir1e. Here ire shall assume B = 0 for allm

m, cor-reapond.ing to studyinG the intern.ction between the circu..lar vortex 1

and a point vortex pr oduci.ng the SI1..1lJ.C at rean function as vor-tex 2 but

without undez-gci.ng the resulting distortion. (This aasumpt.Lon was also

made by Bassett (lC88) to make the calculation poas ib.le ) , To Get a rela-
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tion between a and A ':rc r'equa ro thro'.t there ~s no slip a.l.cng
m 111

G = 0, that is
1

=

Tnae r't i.ng and us i.ng equation ().:..19) lie cot in thc linear reG~TrlC

A
In

1
=-1'.:21ml '1

am

To fine;. 0..'1 equation for a ve insert fer GlIn

tion (l~.8). He exclude non-linear terJ:J.s, i. e. t-erms of order

hiGher but ire Lnc.Lude the coup.l ing between the modes on vortex 1 and

those of the expansion (4.17). ~'he coup.l ing terns have coefficients

j/2nl ' but only tcrms of order m/2nl or less arc included for a mode m.

By collecting all t.erms l1i"~hthe comnon factor Hlpe we find the result-

ins equation for am

m>l

ID < -1 (4.21)

] .
For m:: ± 1 we simpl~r get

2 )
nl ••••

1-Thichby our earlier as sumptii.ons is equi,valent to a±l = 0. The frequency

w is given by equat ion (l1.7) for III > 1. in1en m < -1 "le have
In
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1
w
Ll

= 2 1;1(r:l+l).

The colutions (l (t) of equation (4 .21) can be shotrn to be 03cillc.-
1'1

tory, that is -,d th rcsj-ec t to the local coor'd inat e system. In a rest

frrune (l wou'Id ero\v as ve Ll, as oscillate ..lith tine, sinpl;;r because the
m

vortex centre is novine. In the special case rl = -r2 (vortex pair)

equation (II. 21) still ho.l ds ::?roviue0..ve set ql::: fit = o. I'or' snall ru.lpli-

tudes, i.e. nl «1, ve can therefore describe the intcrc.ction from

vortex 2 in terns of thc oscillatory ac.Lut.Lons of equat ion ('+.21) and HE

nentioned earlier we can b;;r interchc.nc;inc; inC:ices 1 and 2 obtain the

sdrai.Lar equations for Sr:'! ,.;ith respcct to to a local coordinate synt.en

'Whose oriGin is The solutions et or 13"". can be obt ai.ned z-ecur's i.velv
'r,l L.' -

star-t ing 'IdtIl El··· ± 1, ± 2 etc. by virtue of our as sunpt.Lon about the

couI-line· Inc:eed it can be seen fro)~ (1.1.21) that uithout the couplinG lTe

cet (l -v nl
Im/21 so that tIle ansunrtion is consistent.

1'.1

The 1mI ::: 1 node r-erae.i.ns zero to Lovec t order in rll• For strone

interactions ve can cet a si.:;nificant coup.Li.ng bct~Tecn nodes of hiGher r.:

thereby producin.:; an ID::: 1 contribution in the local coordinate system

and this "Till be dealt ,lith Iv,ter. The Iml = 2 mode is found f'rorn

equation (4.21)

Cl].
1';2n2 w2-~fI (cos 2(p-rtt) - cos (2p-())2 t))

1w2 = 2 1';1i.e. a combi.nrrtLon of the natural mode of frequenc~! and a

"tidal" type mode arising fron the J?recessinc; mot Lon of the t,.:ro vortices.

T'J.1ereis a tY}?e of resonance effect rrcsent ',Then w,., - 2ft, or appr'oxi,«
c.

mately 1;1 = 2 112 1;2' since tihcn 802 becomes zero. (Similerly b2 % 0

vhen l';2 = 2nl1';1)' For this resonance case the Iml = 3 moue becomes

(nl'n2 «1)
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-3= '" e1 P + N"'3 '-'-3
-i3n 1e ..: ~ -2

since no cou]!linc; \lith Iml = 1 or lui = 2 takes place; the anpli-

tude "s is virtually Lndopenderrt ef the sa ze of vor-tex 2.

It appears reasonable to neGlect the dc forraat ion of vortex ar is ing

i'rom \-Teakinteractions I'Tith other vortices and this has been done by

several authors. The modes of higher m have ampli tiudes of the or-dor

m/2nl and in the local coordinate systen only the m :::2 and ]!erhaps the

m = 3 contributions can become im]!ortc.nt as the~r result in a slight e1lil'-

tic or trir.nc;ula:l.' shape res])ectivel~l. T:le interest must lie in ass ess ing

the strenc;th of interaction for which the above results are no loncer

valid. This call conveniently be done by stuu.yinc: nunlCrical solutions, o.no.

in the second J)8.I't of this chapter we diecuss the interaction between vor»

tices for larc;er values of nl and

l~•5 L1e ener{):~lmlal1ce

IIi section 4.3 we expr-cs sed the total enerGY as a cum of four terns

At 'P.J1y instant durinc; the preceas ing motion of t\-iO

vortices (FiCure h.3) the quantities El' E2, E12 and E2l are chanced by

amounts oEl' 0:;";2'oE12 and oE2l respectively because of the presence of

the surface vese«, The barred quantity E 18 constant. Suppose nov that

at time t '\l0 know all nodes a and 13m on vortex 1 and 2 respectively.m

Let

a. = c + i d and B = r + i~m m m m m

such that aln ::: a*
-rll

o - 13* , becausem·- -m
inpe + a-rland am

real quanti t:l and sinilarly for SIll. From equation (1+.9) ..u: find the

Changes
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oE1

oE2

'.i.'ovlOrk out oE12 and oE21 for vortex 1 and 2 respccti vcly we

shall assume t~at 0:812 is clue only to t:lC distortion of vortex 1

coupled ,vith 1jJ* (equation 4.17), i.e. oE12 does ~ include the change

arisinG from the coupling be tween the c1.istortion of vortex 1 and that of

vortex 2. A similar assumption is made for oE21, since in both cases

the coup'Li.ng be tween the distortions '"Till Lnvo'lve hi[;her or-der terms in

and (This as sumpt,ion .is consistent ,lith the expans ions (4.17),

(4.18) und (4.19». By inserting for and twine; c-l anu. 3.n

the enerCJ integral (equation LIn) "le find

CX> 2 m/2oE12
1T

~= 4 P 1",;11",;2 '12 111 c ,
1. 1:1 ID

CX> 2 m/2oE 1T L:= 4 P 1",;11",;2 CJ.l112 f21 1 ID In

The conservation of cnerc;:r reCJ.uircs

sn = oE + OV + 0:;:;12 + 0:821 = 0
1 ~2

An estimate of am and from equat ion (1~.21) shows that the above

cond'i tion cannot be met as !lE < O. The surface 'IV!WCS therefore release

enezgy llhich is nade ava.i.LabLe for sone other nechani sn , ~rom equat ion

(4.14) we see that the only possible 'my of consumi ng ener gy is by

increasine or decr-eas i.ng 111 and depend.i.ng on trhet.he r or

r12 < 0 respectively. The amount.s

are changed correspond a:oproximately to m = 1 modes for vortex 1 and

vortex 2, that is and B±l •..rill be of the order

respectively. Since all the coefficient:> c ,
ID

0. f and ~ oscillate
H' In. 'Jll
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with time, onl and on2 will oscillate with time. The instantaneous

value of n oscillates between nand n - on (r lr 2 > 0) or beti-Teen n

and The approximate expression for with similar

expreas i'ons fell" Il_p 81 and 8_1 can be obtained from equation (4.21)

taking into account higher order terms in n1:

~ 1
1
-51

j III 2
i(j-l)¢ell. ,

J

that is all moJcs Iml > 1 contribute throu~h the release of enerc;y to

the oscillatory motion of the centres Cl and C2 af.ong tile line ClC2 •

l;'hon tim fini te-sizetl vcr-t.Lces interact iwakly they perforn the

classical not Lon as depicted in Figure 1+.3, but in adl~ition we have sur-

face waves developing due to their finite size. These surface vaves

accounting for the defol'J"lations of the vortices behave as negative 'enerGY

,\-Taves(section h.2). They alter tlle classical raotion 1)y a finite 'amount

on in t~e interaction parameter. i';hen r1r 2 > 0 ve have ¢ :fi 0 and. this

leads to a set of Lncoranenaur ab Le freCluencies w of the surface "Taves.m

The not.Lon of ti-10like-siGned vortices is ergodic since all surface "raves

will never reach zero ar.l:::?lituc1cat the sane time thereby producinG a

circular vortex. The shape of each vortex chances corrt inual.Ly from its

ini tial circular shape as the vcr tex under-goes the processing motion

around. the other vortex. 1·111enrlr 2 < 0 ve have cp::: OJ all frequencies

w correspond to those Civen by equation (It. 7) • Ilovever , throush the
rl

courlinC; vTi th other modes, a ei ven mode m ,.;ill have several oscillation

frequencies. 'i'he behaviour can then be much the sane as descr-Ibed above.

1~.6 A brief introtluction to the numcrico,l cx:ncrime!1ts

In the previous four sections ve at.ud.ied hov initially circular vor-

tices will under-go dcf'orraation because of their mutual interactions. In
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the follm<inc three sections ire ilill d.i s cuas the results f'r om a. series

intcre.ction between t'ivOvortices. A table at the end of this section

presents the details of each nunerical experiment.

In all expcrdraent.s .re :place the two vorti ees as shovn in FiGure 4.1,

but their notion is confined to a square box of dimensions 0+ by 611.

The boundaries y = 0 and y::; 611 are fi;ced. e. G. the at.r eara function

1jJ as a cons tarrt alone; these lines. The boundary cond.itions ,vith res:pect

to x vary and Table 4.1 shovs whether periodicity or fixed X-boundaries

are assumed. Point vortices are nov (:istributed as exp.La'i.ned in

section 2.G and for all experinents '\Te choose

and

r1
Z;l ::: ~::: 9.2

'ifnI

non-interactine vortex of

such that correspon<lil1G to a period of rotation for a

1+'If7 =-=
r,;l

1.36 • The corresponding par-anet.er-s

for vortex 2 may be and n :::R2 I or

Our choice of paramet er's is not arbitrary, but z-eaul.ts from attempts to

miridrai ze the effects from the boundar-Lea and the mesh. 'vc shall not

elaborate thin point further.

Section 4.7 describes two expcrinents (I and II) on the interaction

between a Rankine vortex and a point vortex of the same strenGth

(r2 = t rI • R2 = 0). These cxper-Lments were made to study the deforma-

tion of vortex 1 in the tine independent velocity field induced by

vortex 2. T'ne experinents represent the situation examined in sections

4.2-11.5 and we find Good agreement between theory end experiment.

next we discuss results from experiments 1:113.(10 to study the inter-

action between two equal-sized vortices with r2 ::: ±r I' Four exper iraent.s

(rr.vr) were made with relatively small values of 1) (= 1)::: 1) ).I 2 'lIe
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finei. some agreement between t.necry anu expcr iment., The vor'L.i cec under Co

the c.Laas i,c not.Lon as 110ulcl arise fror.J. two b.tern.ctinG point. vortices.

\le also have laree runpli tude oscillations on t.he surface of the vortices.

The e.mpliturlCfl are neas ur-ed and compar-ed vi th the theoreti cal predi ctions •

In section '+.8 six further exper inerrta (VII-XII) on the interaction

be'tvcen t,m iclentical vortices (r1= r2, RI = R2) are deacr-i.bcd , Two

expcr-inerrts (see VII and VIII) demonstrate hov like-siened vortices .Till

fuse or coalesce :rrovided the initial value of n is above a ccr-t a.i.n

critical value n •c n is a?l1roxir1ately equal. to initially

the tiW vortices approach, touch to forn a 'fieure 8'-sht>.pec1 vortex,

retract, approach agai,n etc. Ezpcr iraentis IX-XII Here car-r i.cd out partl;',."

to shov this oehaviour, 1,artly to determinc T1C. 13y a simple arGument .Te

attempt to find the value nc for tiW interactinc vortices in an infinite

med.i uri, At the end of this chapter 1-Te sum up the results fron exper Inent.o

I-XII.

In the table be Low 'ire "~ve data for the exoer iraent.s , The value of')1..> "J., Ri
n '.J.S worked out as n = - vhcr e D is the distance ClC2 (Figure 4.1).

D2

Expt. r2/rl r.2/Rl
Elapsc(.l time Tiuesteps m /rr' x-bound-

ire. n m .1.r; -1 ariesJ'E

I +1 0 0.109 1.534 576 1.125 F

II -1 0 0.1176 2.0'+6 768 1.50 p
--

III +1 1 0.0773 8.186 7613 6.0 F

IV +1 1 0.067 2.0'1-6 192 1.50 F

V -1 1 0.1176 10.23 960 ,{.50 p

VI 0 1 0.1176 4.093' 7GB 1.50 p

VII 1 1 0.132 ll-.093 3[111 3.0 F

VIII 1 1 0.109 4.093 3Dlj. 3.0 F

IX 1 1 0.0915 2.01!6 192 1.5 F

X 1 1 0.0343 2.0l}G 192 1.5 F

XI 1 1 0.0371 6.11t 576 1t.5 F

XII 1 1 0.0335 n.18 1536 6.0 F

TACLE4.1. Expcriments on Vortex Ent.er-ac t.ion
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Tuo columns indicate the duration of each expcr imerrt nne. nunuer of

tinestcp8. In the follol1inc cc.Lurm t:lC duration is expr es s ed xn terr's of

the r-ot.at i.on per-i od '1'1 for a non-d rrtor-ac't.i ng vortex of dens ity 1;;1 and

radius 1'1' F or P in thc last coLumn means that the x-boundar.i es are

fixeQ (stream lines) or tho.t the stream function is aas uried periodic 111 -v--_ .
Tne rlmT fiel<ls arc visualised. 1J~r the nethod des cr iboc an chapt.e r 3.

In section )l.h ve descrtibed tIle boundnry (and t.hus the distortion)

of vortex 1 by equat icn ().J. .10) • of the surface '<T2.ves

are T.o/'Or}~edby an ana'lys er' p1'oCrn.1!l.(charter 3) which uses r ,e r;1t'wr then

, 2 e
21' t • Hence

" :::"'m

n]_

6 n (jM)j=l
-1e ,

where R (.jlle) represents the (r,e) coordinates of the n1 point vortices

initially placed at :;3ccau:Je the areo. in cor..Gcrveu 'He

have no 1:1::: 0 mode (e:;'1)o.n:::;io:'1node}, and since n (jAO) is ,rith ·res];ect

to the r.lvvinC centre Cl 11e have no m '0' 1 mode either. .rr ve express

equation ()}.10) b~r (r, e,) we Get

R( e) ().
iL1p ~(

a.t Hr> a." ikp)]_
1:1 6 L) r: + ().~.25)--r.- % + -? e 0 -2 C -2 e .... ,

'1 1'1 2 't.,

.TI1- t Rl h TIl

whereas tile inverse expansion of (1.1.21+ ) c:ive-s

• (4.26)

TakinG into account. t:1C linear tern only ve find
().
1" ,

and this relation i-lilJ. be aSGUl'lCQto e.p:ply r n the follO'.TinC.
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1.:.7 7:10 intera.ction ;)c-CvTcen8: }knJ.:inc vortex nnel rl, ;;c.int vortex

In Figure 11.5 we shov two s taCe::> of t:1C (listo:r-tion of an ini tlull;:/

circular vortex interactine; ',lith a :;>03iti vc or ncgat i,ve point vortex

respectively. In experiment I've have 8. pr-eceas Lng mot Lon ar-ound p
o

,lith en anguf.ar' velocity of 1.09 (l)aseG. on the first Iluarter pcric<l) ,

e.c. sli':;:ltly narc t:1an 'the theoreticaJ_ vnLuc '1.'he.

vortex is continuously be ing s t.r et.ched and the second franc of FiGure l~.5

shovs a shape like 0. "clrop viitIl a. 3,i1:e", closely reGe:~i'olinG one half of

the separatrix in the streamline conf'i gur-at ion (FiGure 1~.2a). As time

pro(9:"esses the spike will be wound round thc point vortex (cccnpar-e iIi t11

eA.--pcrirnentVIII).

A cO;lpletely different bchavd.our is seen in exper'Lnen t II.

the tva vortices travel in the necative x-C:.irection the line r.d.joininG

Cl and C2 is abluyz perpenuicular to the x-axi s (conservation of

moment.um) • In FiGure 4.6 'ile show tile' time variation of the w:lpli tudes

and. ll4 of the sur-I'ace waves •. After one period of rotation ", I
J.o

ve hc.ve to a eood approximation a circular vortex, e.G. II (T ) % 0 for
In 0

roost m. The period T I is f'ound to. be 1. 57, thut is -longer t.han tb.co
theoretical period T = 1.363.o Because of the finite valucG of the

coupling betiVccn these produces e. small but finite m = 1 mode as

exp~ained in section 4.5. In Figure 4.7 ";re show the moti.on of' the

centre Clancl also its resultinG x-velocity. Bot:'! oscillate with Cl. period.

T' •
o The uean vclocity of advance u' is found to be -7.05 as opposed tox

the velocity induced by the point vortex
r

u = - - == 11.3, "herex 21T D
D is

These deviations found for exper imerrt II are nattu·o.llJr caused. by the

presence of the fixed boundaries and to a sme~ler extent nunericc.l errors.

The General velocity of advance for the situation in expcr iraerrt II vTi11
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2. 2..

1

Time.= 0.0

Experiment I

Time = 1.4

1

2 •2

1

Time = 0.0
Experiment II

Time = 0.8

Figure 4.5. Two stages of the distortion of an initially circular vortex.
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tn=2.

h'\ = 3

rn=4
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Figure4.6. The amplitudes~m vs time. Experiment II.
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0.2.
•••• •• ••0.' ••

~~ ~~~--~·.~--~~~t
... ... •• 2.0

• • •• •
·0.1 ll. • •• • ••

'~ ...
~ ...'

Figure 4.7. The motion of vortex centre Cl in Experiment II.
Ay is the difference y(t=O) - yet).

Figure 4.8. The amplitude ~2 of the m=2 mode vs time. Experiment I.
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1)0 givcn as a sumof contributions fron an infinite set of iD~ces (in the

y-uircction) of alternatively point vor-t icen end Rank ine vcr-t ices , It

can be s110Hnthat

For cx;:>erinent I vIi t!l..fixed x and ~r bound.aries it is 1:10redi ffi-

cult to assess the effect from.the iuaGcs since these nov nove in 0.

precessing mo't.i on, Hovever' a conpar-Lson C8.nbe made 'I'Tith t~1e amplitude

of tlle surface 1010descalculo.ted in section It .11. From equo.tion (4.21)
\Te find the arn.plitude of the m = 2 mode for exper imcrrts I and II te.:':ing

(I) Ct2(t)

(It.2D)

(II) •

InsertinG for 1;, <1, Tl w2 and Q ve Cet

(I) ICt21 14.16 1ft. = 1 sin 2."421.
(II) : 1(121 = 11.3 Isin l1T~,~...I

•.$).)

Prom equation (4.27) ve deri YC the arn.plitudes: ~2 = 1.97 (e:q?erincnt I)

and 112 =1. 57 (cxper-incrrt II). The o..greementwith the curve ·1J2 (t )

(experinent II) in Fi~ure 4.6 is Quite good considerinG the effect from

the boundnrdea • The curve 1J2(t) for experiment I is shown in Figure 4.8

\lith the curve c;iven by equat Lon (h.29) for compar-ison , "iTesee that

after t = 0.5, approxirlately. the mode continues to c;r01-1above the

theoretica.l curve. This of course is due to non-aducar effects as veLl,

as the coupling lTi th other nodes 113' 114 etc. Experiment I reflects a
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si tuation in 1111ichthe til!lC evo'Lut.LonaGrees -,rith linear t.heory over a

short tine interval of the order half a rota.tion period ..,
..I. o

subsequent, non-linear ::;taGethe m :.:2 mode ccnt.i.nuec to GrmT rq.thcr thun

In the

oaciLl.at,e as t:he Sl,i2':eon vortex 1Gets cloner to the po.irrt vor-tex, In

exper imerrt II '\-le have on the ot!ler hnnd le.rce oscillations whose anpli-:-

t.udes and pcr iodn ere t.hone GiYcnb~r the lincar theory. The t~TOvortices

can never move closer together than they were initially (conservation of

energy) and the rnaxirnumamount by vhich they separate (t.:r in FiGure 4.7)

I is a function only of the initial 11. The :r-notion of vor-tex 1 is

necessarily in phase with the modes 1:1 = 2,3, ••• » other-lise enert:! voul.d

chance. The interaction 'betl1e~na posIti ve and 11 !leGu.tive vortex is

indeed a peculiar c1.yn;;xrticnlsituation since the linear apPl'oxination

apparently hoLds for even large values of 11 provi.ded t:le vertices c::.o

not overla:>.

4. (} Jhz"eri cal e:mcrincnts on lTenl~eri ntoractions

Of the four exper i.nent.s carried out, V and VI are 'essentially

repeu.ts of eXJ?::!rimentII. In experir.1ClltV the neGative point vortex is

replnccd by a negat.Lve Rr:>.l1kincvortex and ill experiment VI ve have onl~r

one vortex placed close to the up:::>cry-boundary, there1>:1interactinG 17ith

its inace.

The motd on of the vortices in experiment III is shown in Fieure 4.9.

\ (EXI'eriment IV, 'being ver-.f similar to III, is not illustrateD.). The t"'0

vortices rotate around the individ.ual centres Cl and C2 i{hilst these

perform one rotation around the point at rest p
o durine a period

vhd ch is found to be 0.05. Compar-ed "d t:l the period of precession

T =~ =
11

for t"10 vortices in an infini to cedi umwe have here

a 1'10resicnificant reduction then in experiment 1. This oust result from

a larcer influence of the boundar-i ea since vortex 2 is nov of finite size.
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Figuxe l~.9. T-\fO vortices r>reccs::nl1C ar-ound each other. Large ampli-
tude oscillations on their surfaces. Experincnt III.

Th~ exper.iraerrt.s of section 1+.9 on larGer T) val.ues .,ill exh i.bit even

larcer reductions in ",
.1..

vIe compare the neacur ed surface moues ,-lith the t.heory of section ),.4.

InsertinG for T1 in cCJ.uation (4.23) we find

(III) • TIt I
8J.n ~l n·_ ........u

eivine; P2 == 1.25 and the quarter pcr iod of ouc i.Ll.at.ion is 1.15 rather

than 0.99. All nodes ui t.h m > 2 exh i.bit os ci.Ll at.ory behuv iour , e. C:. a

superrosi t i.cn of severe.i os ciLl.at ions \J11OSef'r cquenc i es are combi.nat.i.ons

of' n. hI , to) 1 ct.c , , "because of the coupl.i.ng v itli modes of Lovrer m,m l"_-

T'ne reduction an the per iod '.i' of the precessinG notion and the .increaao

U1 the period . 'r 'of the 1:1:::: 2 mode can be interrretec1 as a net
2

a.nc re as e 111 durinG the time 'I'T.' , sa.nee "le have
.u

and

m....2 As discussed in section 4.5 this net increase In

cor-responds to a s)"'18.l1but finite 1'1 :.:: 1 mode. From ri cure 1+ .10 :3hmTinc

"le ace that consists of ar>:)roxLmrrt el:r tHO oscillations v ith
3;2

T1 Clla.!ll:1)litudes IV 0.5 and 0.75, t:"1at J.8 of the order

ably aru se as a result of coup.l.ing 1-lit:l the larGer n ;;; 2 and m == 3 Hodes.

Experiments V [mel VI both have the s ane vo.Luec for T) as cxper iraerrt

II. The III ::: 2 mode in exper i.ment.s V and VI is virtually the sane as that
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Figure 4,10, Amplitudes a vs time. Experiment III.
.J.!l
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in II. (Gee foicure 1~.6). For medea "Iith r:1 > 2 u:pto 1:1 == n ve find an

oscillatory behavi.our ,just like that of experiment II t but "ith UDpli-

tudes thc.t are enhanced increasincl~r as m ancr'eascs , \Ie find hovcver

a return to the circular shape of both vortices after each hus comr>leted

one period of rotation. The check on this approxinate recurrence for

experiments II, V and VI is madeb;:rrha.se :plane dio,c;rcX1s(11" versusreal

11. • ). In FiGure '+.11 we ShO~'T such diaGrans for 1"1 :: 2, 3 and 4.l.mP..Gl.nary

T:.lerunplit.udes are for convenience normal iaed to 1. The curves nearly

close ul? after one period of rotation. (!~cctU'lulationof ~l\elerical errors

is lH:ely to leave the curves vTi th a ear>that Incr-eases as m Lnc re ases },

The confiGuration in Fic;ure 1t• 3.2 shows t.he vortices tro.vellinG to the

left ,dth a velocity that oscillates around the same mean value as in

exper-Iment, II (u = -7.03). The situation is muchthe s arne as that of
x

exper-iment, II; each vortex has a y-notion that oscillates in phase with

the m = 2 mode,

11.9 TIl1!_'1erical0:merir::ents on stronG interaction::;

,
Experiments VII and VII! car-ried out wit}:}Lar'ge ve.Lues of 11 both

show fusion or coalescence of the tuo vortices bef'ore these have com-

pletecl a quarter of the perio<1of precession. E:>::perinentYIII is civen

the sru~evalue of' 11 as experiment It &ld FiGure 4.3 uc~or-strates the
.

difference in the surface modes , Ccrrpar-i.ngI and VIII we find that the

ar~litucles are enhanced increasincly as TU increases vhen the point vor-

tex is replaced by a Rankine vortex, e.c. a difference sinilar to that

between experiments II end.V. The difference er ises because both vortices

become distorted such that the at.renm function 1/!* (equat.ion 1~.17) is no

Longer' time-independent. The nodes of its expanded form.iTill nov

ini tially 03 ciliate iii th time thereby introducing solutions different

frol.1 those of section 4. '••
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fl1::2

I
I

rn = 4-

\

tn=3

Phase plane diagrams for Experiment V. (The imaginary
part ~1'mis plotted versus the real part ~ 1 for area .
time period t = 0 - 1.57.)

Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.12. Two oppositely-signed vortices. Experiment V.
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In Figure )f .13 ve show hoi the vor't i ccs in oxpcr.imorrt VIII fuse

tOGether to form an oval-s:laIJed sinGle vortex ,lith spirnJ. arrns ,

2.72().Ij

FiGure 4.13. 'i'lro vortices coalescing be cauae of sufficient
ini tial proximi t~r. bx;erimcnt VIII.

Experiment Vln (not shovn ) exh i.bi.t s a very s ir.riLar t ame evolution. 11.

-.simple enerc:y arGUJ,lent for why like-sicned vortices vril1 rrt t r nct each

other end possibly coalesce was put; f'orwar-d by the aut.ho.r arid I\o1Jerts

(1969). In section 4.5 ve substantiated t:lis ar guraenf 'oy calculating t.lic

distribution of encrCy for tllO veakLy interactinc vortices. 1':'1u,m the

amp.l.itudes of the sur f'ace nodes become as Lar-ge as shovn in :Picure It.e
the release of enerCJ, o:Cl, is so sicnificant thc.t the only \vay to con-

SlU11C this amount is by 1ettine; l1 increase above the initial maxi.mum

val.ue of 0.25 occurring if t.hey touch each other. Since the vortices

stretch vhiLst t:1r~m :: 2 mode GroHs into the non-d i.ne e.r reGime the

oriGinal vortex centres can Get much closer than thc~r could initially

becallse the effective radius at the 1ine ClC2,
(2CJ.o - 2(

2
);:' This then adrri ts an increase in

ha.s de cr-eaa ed to
CJ.o

n =-Q SUC~l that

.the increase .l''" in the binding ener gy (section '+.5) can mat en theu.r'12 ~ v

amount. 0;:;1 J.J:l order to pr eae rve the total encrc;y.

He have found it Lnt.or-est i.ng to study' vortex interactions 'IIi th a
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r-ange of values of 11 lyinc between t.he vaLue of exper imorrt III anti that

of experiment VIII. Sor.'.cve.Luc , 11e' l~rinc in this ranee Hill separate

interactions t~lat Le ad to fusion (Ti > lle) and interactions that produce

the classical pr ecec s i.ng motion ui th surface );10<.:e8 distortinG the VOY-

tiees. He have carried. out four exper iraent.s , IX-XII, ('i'aulc 4.1) 211

or der to Lnvcs t igat.e the time development of the Lnt er act ion around

11 :: TiC' Exper-Lraerrt IX Sl10llS fusion after about hal.f' a period. T ,

whiLst X-XII f'oLl.ow the pattern of evolution dellicted in Ficure 't .11t•
r,1
.Lo

T2 = l-){l1:: if.lD.

t :: 2, 6, 10 etc. we have the vortices 'touch ing l11 a "ficure 811 con-

T:'1eT;' :: 2 mode oscillates Hith a per iod At times

ficuration cor-rcspond.i ng to a !!WXll1lUJ:l value of 0'2' FiGure 'f·.l't for

cxperinent XI 51101.;>'S hov point vor t ices are exchanged at each encount er ,

Time = 196.0 Time = 240.0 Time = 332.0

FiGure 4.])+. 'D10 vor.tices uith a critical initial proximity. .'I.t the
8.1)proach they exchango vortex f'Lui d , Exper irieirt XI.

(U.B. the ti!:les given shou l d be divided by 50 us
explained. in chapter 3).
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7uis of courne is r.iearrt to represent the 'TinCLinGill> of trlin sli vcrs of

vortici ty. such that L".fter t = ::>..0 e.:;;>:proximatelythe vortices have

effecti vely fU3ed together. onLy Lhe resuIti:!G vortex structure differs

fron thut of exper-irierrt VIII. ':i:'!le"figure G"shc.pe of the resultinG voi:«

t.ex closely r-cncnb.Len the aepar at.r-Lx of the st.reaml ine conf'Lgurrrt i.on,

It could t:lcrefore be interpreted ea a final at.at ionary state since ~Te

have I; = constant inside the se]_::8.ratrix. e.G. I; = r;(~J).

B:r a'sil:.)?le arGument ve can calculate the initial val.ue ne e,:JOYe

i'Thich t~(10circular vortices in an infinite mcdi, ur.l iTill fuse to.:;et:.1Cr.

i'1hcn 11 < ne initially both vortices are contained vTitllin the uel,arD.tl'ix

and alt:'lOuCh t~le surface nodes oscillate no J?uxt of each vortex eau cross

t:1C seraratrix (the flux across a at.reanl.Lne is zero). rOT the

seraratrix cuts tllrou.:;h the vortices and the anourrt of vo:ctici ty out.s i.ce

it can n011become convected alone; the separatrix and :r.:erCeid th the other

"outGide" rart. Thus the vortices fuse. For n:.:: ne the separatrix

touches the far ends of each vor-tex, As the 1.1 ::: 2 mode c;rOiTsthe re.rt of

t!lC vortex touchinG the. separe.trix moves Ul) dur.i ng half a vortex rotation

to touch the symmetric I'art. The value ne' is i'ou...'1dfron

equation (4.1~) by equatinc; 1]13 evaluated at Po and evaluated at

«:.•1') = ko ' 1T ) • A calculation gives

h-l'
ne = -r.- ~0.103

This in higher than our value 0 .oG7· estinated fron cxper-iment.s IX-XII.

To eet a better ac;reement one .wuld have to mnke a nore sop:listicated

ca.l.culation of ne incorj)oratinc the imuges that are causecl by the s<luul'e

boundaries.

4.10 Short SUl'I!:la.r;:,r

The nUr.1erical cxperil!!ents presenteLl in this charter demonstrate that
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the Lnt.er act ion between vortices uhic:l are initially cir-cu.Lur can be (me

and (,re have used, for

sinplici ty) •

1) n < nCo 'Ew vortices perform their c.Lassicrd, motion as if they were

point vertices. Hoveve r becausc t~ey are of finite size sur-f'ace

waves uill deveLop SUC~l that the vertices under-go def'ormation, 1"01'

oppositel?-sicnecl vortices \'le conclude that "c = 0.25. corr-espond-

inc; to the point at .,hieh they overlap; even' for larGe values of Yl

we find ;for this case a surprisinGly cood ac;reencnt betvocn theory

and experi~entn.l reGult:;.

2) n = nCo ~-sicned vortices approach and "touch", forninc a

"fieure Cif-shapedvortex; subsequently tl1Cyretract, n.::.)proachand

touch again.

3) n > nCo ~siGnc<l vortices appr-oachand fuse to forn a nincle

vortex of oval S11E'.peand "TitIl srireJ. arras,

The cases n >,. n renrcs ent interesting phase transitions fromC' ...· .

2-vortex systens to I-vortex systems, phase trHnsi tions such as we encounter

in Thenlodynamics or QUa.'t1tUlU!lecllanies. 'i'he reverse transition: the

fission of a vortex into 2 or more fra,?')'rJ.entnis also possible. Such

fission can be caused by other vortices as 'IW shall see in chapt.ei- 5. 1:1e

believe that fission of a sinc1e non-int.eractinG vortex can also take

place provi ded it is brouglrt to the Ifricllt" state initially. ~;w!lerical

eXl'erinents (Table A.3) on Kirchoff's elliptic vortex (Lamb,1930.p.230)
have shownthat 0..'1 elliptic vortex of eccentricity close to 1 "ril1 col.Lapuo

to form a "fic;ure 8"-shaped vortex (cOI:lI>are,vith oxperi.raerrt XI). These

experiments are however not included in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 5

STABILITY PROI'Ji:R'rIES OF VOHr.r:r:~xCOH?IGlW ..A'rrOHS

1-10DEI,LI1JG LAj,~In.AR i':AKES /\lID iTOZZ:;:.E FJDHS

I

In this chapter we study the stability anu lone-time evolution of

tW'o-di;-lensionalwal~es,'asymmetric vortex streets and vortex rinGs. The

vortici ty (listributions considered are meant to approximate situations

occurr-ing in laminar flows and nozzle flo.Ts. Previously obtained

analytica.l results in the linear regime are discussed firBt. 'Die sub-

seq,uent description of results from El. serie::; of computational experiments

covers the non-linear reeime of evolution. Attempts are made to inter-

pret results fron tunnel experiments in which three-dimensional effects

have been nininized. The computo.tiono.1exper-iraent.sdemonstrate howthe

dyne.micsof the flofTSis governed by the interaction bet1feen nearby vortex

regions, El. process studied in detail in the previous chapter. It is shown

hO'Jvortices can form from initially stratified f'Lows, howvortices can

fuse (or coalesce), nov they can undergo fission and how they can persist

for longer times.

\
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In recent years there have been r-enewedefforts to underut and thc

non-Lmoar c:.ynamicsof interacting vortex structures in high Reyno.l.ds

nunber (hich-R) t-vTo-cli:.lensionaljets and vrakes , Carefully controlled

exper-iraent.s(Tanccla1959 a..'1U19G5), that lllininize thrcc-dinensional

effects in Lov noise ,rind tunnels have ShmT!1that aayrmet.r-ic vortex struc-

r- tures have a finite life tine, i.e. they becomeunnt.ab.l,e, At variable
. . )

distances dovnstream (nallYwave.lengths of the fundanent.af, vortex struc-

ture), thc observeC:pattern abruptly loses its coherence and c1ecenerc.tes

or "breaks dovn into a less ordered pr:ittern". Fromthis visue.lly cncotic

state evolves a secondary as~rr.lr.J.et:ricvortex st.ruct.uro , more <liffuse than

the pril:lar,r stz-uct.ure and of Longer ....ro.velenGth. This hierarchy of tuo- .

dimensional vortex structures is sufficiently simple that a cletcnainistic,

non-statistical approach shoulcl elucidate the basic mecuanisms Lnvo'Lved,

As exe;lplifieu beLov, numerical simulations vii tIl a t'vlo-c-;.ir'lensionalzero-

viscosity raode l, can pr-ovide such insights.

. In flat-plate \'18J~e~xl?eril:"!~nts.Sato and Kur:i.ki (1961) heve also

meaaured the properties of hich-R ,.a:.'l:.CS at moderat e ci.istances behind flat

plates. Their hic;l1-g_-ality ho't-or.ire data 'Has interpreted by Zebus};:,rand

Deen (1971) in a co:nputational/cxperinental study as condstent llith the

mot.Lon of an aSyrJ!lletricwake of elliptical llutatine vortices. Zdravkovich

(1968 and 1969) also found elliptical and other distort.cd vortex at.ruc-,

tures to be a commonoccurrence in vakes of cylinders. The e1l:i.:rtical

shape of the vortex is a non-viscoun effect due to the l:1utuo..lintcl'actiO::l

of nearby vortex regi ona; t~is was observed in chapter h for t:1C case of

'. t' vortices.t'·l0 ~nterac ~nG

To c1arii"J t!1Cq_unlitativc fcatures of ideal hiGh-R laminar f1o~lZ
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dewnstreem ef flat nln.tcs, it ~s cenvenient to' describe phenemcna~n con-

tigueus spatial regiens: ,

(1) At very short distances ene finds nearly laminar fle'ITs'lTith a
. . .. 4. .. .Gaussi.an type veLocaty pref~le. Fer R > 10 the Lnvf.acid Raylel[~hequa-

tien previQes eigenfunctiens c.ndunstable eigenvalues. R is based en the

length ef the plate. The Reynelds numberbased en thc beundary layer

~ thickness (er radius ef a cylinder) is > 500.

(a) At shor-t distances, induced perturbatiens (via aceustically

driven Loudapeakezs, vibratinG r Ibbons etc.) grev, in accordance .....1ith linear

stability theery. Fer R > i04, Gato and Kuriki (1961) and Zabusky and

Deem(1911) shewedthat the Rayleich' equatien prevides unstable ei[;en-

values that agree with ebservations.

(3) At moderat.e d.istances, the fastest grewing modeshave th~ most

energy and saturate vhen a regular asymnetric street of clliptica~ vcr-.

tices form. The finite-sized elliptical vertices under-goa slO't'1pitching

or nutating mot.Lon in the laberatery frame or reference. This phenomenon
I",as al.so obser-ved in the wake of' cylinders and in two-tlimensional j ets b~r

Beavers and '~ilsen (1910).

(4) At large di.stances , the vortex. structure maybreak down

(cellapse er Ql1dergea transition) to another asyrunetric street, where the

lene;itudinal distance betuecn nearby vertices in the same rew can increase

by a facter of 2 to' 10 dependi.ngen the Reynelds number (Taneda 1959).

(5) At very Large distances the breakdoirn and r'ef'ormat.Lonef the

vertex. structure maybe repeated. several times. Hovever, at ver;! high-R

the turbulent or chaoti.c structure maypersist.

In wakes beyond cylinders and ether bluff bodd.es, reeiens (1) and (2)

are inseparable and peckets ef verticity aggregate alternatively ell either
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side. ilhen the vortex concentrations are sufficiently large they are con-

vected a'T~y to form an as~nnmetric street. rillerate of convection of

vortex aggregations deternines the Strouhal number.

For·~ rather than ideal high-R flows, the above regions may not be

clearly separated. The flow configuration at moderate to larGe distances

(particularly at very hiC~-R) is very sensitive to the precise operatinG

r>: conditions and excitation mechanisms, that is the predictability of the

flow decreases at large distances or long ti~es •. The suppression of

3-dimensional disturbances; the ric;idity of the mounting; the smoothness

of the construction and excitation mechanisms; the quietness of the wind

tunnel; and a finite viscosity all contribute to a more predictable result.

We have nade a series of computer simulation studies of the stability

of '\Take-like configurations because the literature of analytical non-

linear treatments is an empty set. However '.....e have linear stability

theories for s~netric and asymmetric configurations of point vortices

begun by von K.1.rma.nand elaborated by Koch.i n , KibeI and Doze (1964). For

tWQ oppositely signed streets of point vortex filaments the sYJi'u.1etric

configuration is unconditiono.lly unstable. The asymmetric confiGuration

on the other hand is only stable if the transverse to longi tudina.l separ a-,
. (b). 0 281t~on - ~s • •a

However, as emphasized b:r Kochin, KibeI and Roze

(:p.226-234) this is a necessary condition: "/I. first order perturbation

theory shows t~lat the pos it.Lons of vorti~es in a street '-lith(~) = 0.281
"a

will separate by a finite amount". Rosenhead (1930) examined the linear

stability of the (~) = 0.281 asymmetric street for small-but-finite ar-eaa

circular vortex regions. However this calculation is ~ npplicable to

strictly 2-diI:1ensiona.lfinite area vortex streets, as described later.

Most past analytJ.cal and computational work has concentrated on

studying point vortex confiGurations, that is vortex deformations are
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excluded from the dynamics. The reasons ror excludinG deformations of

finite area vortices can be summarti acd J,,'r cuot i.nr- Bassett (18CS, 'D.l:"-._, J: ,-,

vol.II): "If more than one vortex exi at.s in a fluid, tIle effect of OIly

one of the vortices upon the others 'Till be to produce a motion of trans-

lation combined....rith a deformation of thcir cross aect Lons, The

mathematical difficulties of solving this problem when the initial distri-

r bution of the vortices and the initial forms of their cross-sections are

Given, are very Great; and it seems ilnpossible in the present statc of

analysio to do more than obtain approxinate solutions in certain cases".

Our study generalizes and considers fini te-urca constant density

vortices (Rankine vortices) "Thoseinteraction properties ver-e studied in

chapter l~. Each vortex is confined by a contour which is represcnted by

an e~uation of the type (1.23), i.e.

1'2 (a) inOe + cc ,

"There l' is measured frorl the vortex centre. For a./n :?« 1 a transla-o
tion with no distortion corresponds to an m = 1 disturbance end an l!1= 2

disturba..Ylceresults in an elliptic shape. Generally hiCh-l!1dinturbanccs

con arise throueh close non-linear interactions as we shoued in chapter 4.

There has been vork on '-Take-like conf'i.rrurrrti.ons (v = 0 v :::vx(y).
<:.> y' X -

The shape of v (y) is referreu to as the profile) • Solving a fini te-x

difference representation of the Havier-Stokes equation, Deem, Hard'in and

Zabusky (1971) initially perturbed a laminar Gaussian profile '\lith a

second-harmonic plus small-ralldom perturbation and observed the growt.hof

four elliptically-shaped vortices of unequal strength. There follows a

period of quasi-stationary evolution of the vortex configuration and

finally a rapid coale~cence of pairs of like-signed vortex reGions.

Similar phenomenaare described below in the simulations of a trianGular
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vel.ocity l'rofile and the evolution of t.l0 pairs of oppositely siGned

~qymmetrically placed vortex regions.

The numerical experiments sQ~arized in this section and outlined ~n

Table 5.1 are all related to our abstraction of hich-R "rakes of flat

plates or bluff bodies. The calculations start from uniform vorticity

distributions and periodicity with x is assumed.

In section 5.3 we discuss the laminar triangular longitudinal

velocity profile with random perturbations (experiment I) and S110\0l that

the linearly uns tab Le profile transforms into an asymmetric (staG[;ered)

array of unequal strength vortex regions which coalesce or fuse.

For comparison section 5.4 studies the trapezoidal longitudinal

velocity distribution with widely separated flanks and also subject to

random perturbation (experiment XI). ~le flanks roll up and form ~

asymnetric array of four elliptic vortices.

In sectdon 5.5 ve begin the study of the stability of four finite

area vortex regions, with periodic bounda~J conditions in the longitudinal

(x) direction. The parameters of the study are:

(i) The area of the vortex regions

(ii) The initinl shape of the regions.

(iii) ~le transverse boundary conditions (fixed or·periodic)

(iv) The nature of the perturbation t'oone or more vortex

regions (lateral ~r iongitudinal displacer.1entof the

centroid of a vortex region, shape or size charge, etc.).

(v) The transverse-to-longitudinal separation b-a of the

vortex centres.

r,·.,·,. Section 5.5 ntudies the case where ~ = 0.281 (experiments II to V) which

is knovn to be "marginally" stable for point vortices. For runs of dura-

tion 19 rotation periods, we rind stability.
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In section 5.6 i-retreat the case ~:: 0.6 knownto be unstable fora
point vor-t.Lcec and we findinstabili ty followed by fusion of like-sicnee.

vortices. See experiments VI to IX.

bIn section 5.7 the standine; vsxve case - = 0 is t.r eat.ed and we finda
instabili ty and a pccul iar strong c.ynamical interaction that finally leads

to a rapid fission of one vortex follovred "byfusion of vortex reGions on a

r lone;er time scale. See experiment X.

E:lI.-pt. b :::ccentrici t~r -1 (Area) y-boun- -:-." ":'I Ho.of1T .::.....apsea.
Ho. - of vortices of typic:;'l daries tiJ,1Crr" tilae- 'I' /'T'a 1:;0

vortex L steps
:s -0

I Laminar wo.ke - F 10.5 13)~)1 6.25

II 0.2Dl 0.0 9 F 9.0 576 27.0 19.4

III 0.281 0.0 35 p 9.0 576 7.0 5.0

IV 0.281 0.85 26 F 3.0 192 9.4 2.24

V 0.231 0.85 26 F 3.0 192 9.4 2.24

/

VI 0.6 0.7 35 F 24.0 768 7.0 13.3

VII 0.6 0.7 35 p 6.0 192 7.0 3.3

VIII 0.6 0.0 35 p 6.0 192 7.0 3.3

IX 0.6 0.0 9 p 9.0 1152 27.0 19.~.

X 0.0 0.0 35 p 17.0 576 ·7.0 9.45

XI Trapezoiua1 vake - F [3.5 '{G8 6.25

T,PtBLE5.1 Experiments on vortex streets

C01UIllll5: F and P mean fixe<.1or periodic
y-bOUl1.daries. In co.Lumn 9. T :: }l1T [t; is

. . d . 0 0the rotat~ol1 J?er~o of tne vortex.
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The oricinal calculation by von Karman for an aaymnet.ric point

vortex system. has been repeated l)y Lamb (1932, Section 1:-;-0,p.220) and

somewhat- ceneralized by Kochin, Ki.be l, and Roze (1964, Section 5.21). If

nearest neiGhbour vortex filaments on the smle line (separated by a) are
c

given the same tiisplacenent, x = a.eimq" y = f3eir.l4>,the solution of the
m m

linearized perturbation eC]_uatio!1syields the dispersion relation (solu-
. • eAt)_t~ons vary~nG as _

,
vher e

,

B = iD = i{~4>sirul(n-¢)b/a + n2sinh ¢h/a },
cosh(1Tb/a) cosh2(1Tb/n)

c = ~2cosh(4)b/a)
cosh2(~b/o.)

nep cosh(~':'q,)b/a
cosh] nb/a)

•

T'ne condition cl> = ~ is moat unstable as it makes C = 0 and

The condition A =.0 is neccaaary for stabiiity and this yields the

we11-knOi-Tn condition

cosh] ~b/a) = 1 or b/a = 0.281 •

The oscillation frequency is

wher-e the numer i.caf,value correspontls to our case, a = 32 and

r = nR2 t = 766 (the ntuaber of filaments in each vortex reGion).
000

nle growth rates at two vnlues ofb/a arc
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blo. = 0.6 ; A = 0.401

b/a = 0 ; , 1 r I 21\=1(lToo. = 0.590 • (5.10)

Three additional analytical calculations bear on the results below.

Kochin, Ki.beL and Roze (1961~, 1'1'.226-234) applied a higher-order
c

perturbation calculation to the asymraet.ric point vortex -street .dth

b/a ':= 0.201. They have shown that the street is alvTays lLnstable, i.e.

arbi trarJ small displacements will cause vortices to "•••• separate b~r a

finite amount". '.J.1hisis not surprising as the Kaman street is unstable

for bla ~ 0.201. If odd vortices on the upper street are displaced

upward by e: a configuration results identical to that obtained by

increasinc; the separation to 0.281 + e:/2 and then displacine positive

vortices upwards by e:/2 and negative vortices downward by £/2. Since

the latter system is linearly unstable, it would be reasonable to apsume

that the former system is unstable to finite ~plitude disturbance~.

Rosennead (1929, 1930) has extended the von Karman linear analysis

by examining the effects of transverse free-slip boundaries (1929) and. .

the effects of 3-dimensional/snall-area reGions (1930). In the first

study Rosenhead shows for point vortices that if fixed y-boUl:c:.ariesare

introduced at a distance ±h/2 from the centre of the street, the b/a ratio

for "stability" decreases from 0.281 to 0.256 as alh increases from

o to 0.815. As a/h is increased further, the bla line becomes a

region or area of stability. Rosenhead gives e. formula for the modified

stability line as
6bla = 0.281 - 0.090(0./11) = .280 ,

where we have used our ratio a/h = 0.5. (See Rosenhead, Equation (5),
p.32l. U.D. Rosenhead uses: 2b for the longituo.inal distance betveen

vortices; 20. for the transverse distance between vortices and 2c for
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the d'istance between fixed valls) • In comparison ',]'i th fini to area the

tra.."1sversebounduri.ea play a neGliGible role.

In the second study (1930)" Rosenheadpurports to treat finite-area

effects but in fact mixes 3-c1imensionalconsiderations with small-area

2-dimensional considerations. He states "The problem in its initial

stages can no Longer be treated as one in ti'TOdimensions because the

"self-induction tl [effect of a vortex on itself] of a vortex only enters

whenve deal lvith a 3-diEensionnl disturbancc, and it is thc self-induction

that produces the difference between this and the original treat~ent [i.e.

von Karma.n'G treatment] of the subject".

TIosenheadbeeins his study i,Ti th' a consideration of the behaviour of

small circular vortices of radius e: that' have m= 1 self-interactions

resuJ.tinr; from 3-dimensional perturbations of vave.Lengt.h21T£,-1in the

z-direction. Rosenheaddefines a parameter

(R,e:) < 1

which is claimed to be a measure of the self-incluction. This parameter is

introduced inconsistently into the von Karmanequations. The result becones

a set of four first-order ord.iriary. differential equations for the (x,y)

velocities of the upper and lower streets. His paper Goes on to discuss

the dispersion relation vlhich is nov a function of n , and concludes

(1'.608) that there is "a distinct domainof in:Jtability in the neighbour-,

hood of <I> = 1T 12ft, where <I> determines the initial perturbation.

,11efind Rosenhead's statement about the "self-induction" misleadine,

especially since n is a function of a and also applicable only \lhen

either 1 + 0 or c + o. Roaenhead' s claim (p. 599) that for n + 0 the

stability investieations recluce to those of von Karman is misdirected since

our 2Dcalculations clearly ShOVTself- and mutual-induction effects. Fr-om

this analytical i-TOrkwe conclude that there is scope for a furth'er ext en-

III



sion throuch numerical calculations in order to illuminate the mechani ams

that control the transitions betveen the five different states cliscusseo.

in section 5.1.

5.3 LWlinar \-Ta...1r,:e with a trie.ncular veloci t'Tnrofile

To sirau.Latie0. laminar triangular velocity profile wi t.h a random

pert~bation, we distribute unifon~y 1600 positive and l600necative

point vortex filaments over an area of 8 x 64 as shown i~ Pieure 5.1.

-------
++++++++++++++
+++

8

FiGure 5.1,. Initjal distribution of vorticity
in experiment I.

~lis results in two strips of vorticity density ~o = ± 6.25. The lruainar

state is perturbed by dbplacing each filament less than 'one lattice

interval in a random and incompressible velocity field (section 3.6).

Figure 5.2 shows the longitudinal velocity profile obtained by

inteGrating the resultant ~ wId choosing the constant of inte~ration to

res~lt in zero x-momentum. The initial departure fron the trip~leular pro-

file is caused by the random per-t.urbat.Lon as 'veIl as by the area-weiGhtinG

method mention~d in the Appendix.
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Fieure 5.2. Initial velocity profiles for expcr inerrt 1.

The evolution of the perturbed trianeular :profile is shown in

Fie;ure 5.3. He will not discuss the linear phase of evolution as this ana.

closely related problems have been well treated el.sevner-e (Zabusky',m(l

Deem, 19~{1;Drazin, 1958; Chandr-asekhar , 19G1).

time = 0·0

time = 5·75

time = 3·0

7

.....-;;;..;•...4 \1,,',l4-tf,~i~~
time = 6·75

-------_ .... _--- - .. 1

time = 3·75 time = 4·75

time = 7·75 time = 8·75

Fieure 5.3. EX]?e'!J,lnent1. Ens tabiLit.y of a laminar wake subject to a

small r-andom perturbation. Fixed y-bo1L.'1claries.
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After npl)roxir.lately t = 4.2 the pertur'.Jn.tion has erO'iTnand satul'3.ted

because of non-Li.ncar effects. I\t t = !~.75 we see t~Hl.tl~necati ve and

~ positive eLongated vortex recions of varyin.:; area have formed into an

asyr'.metri"cpattern. I:ote that nt this staGe small areas of pos iti ve or

negative vorticity become "trap::;>e<l"ivithin or behind the Lar gcr- vortex of

opposi te polarity. Be'twecn t :: 5.0 and 6.75 t ....to necuti vc vortex recions

(TIos.2 and 3) fuse -Lrrto an e'Longabed structure. At t = C.75 we sec pesi-

tive vortex regions (~ros.5 and 6) begi.n to fU3c. At t :: 7.75 vortex reGion

1 is beginninG to fuse 'vith regaon 2-3, but the process is inhibited by

region 5-6. Hote tha.t at t = 7.75 t.hc approximate tre.!lSVCrse-to-

lonci tuuinal separation ratio is, b/n = 0.42, that is, the wake ',viclth~D.3

increased "u~ra fG.ctor of three due to the fusion, e l.ongat.Lon , rotation 8m1.

j"t~i~.ot~~r~."::;treaJ';""::;"or "arma"; that is by convective processes.

Aftert-;: J;o ';le have an irrecular structure of 3 negati.vc and 3 positive

vortices per periocl 'Iiitil some mixing of posi ti ve and negat ive vor-tex fila-

mentis between the larger vortex regions. The si tuaticll corresponds rouGhly

to an array of vortices stac;c;ered lli th respect to each other a.'1U novine in

a veE'..kly tur"uulent flml caused by "<lispersion" of vortex fila.r1ellts. Th.is

situation stil1)?revails at t :: 10.5 (not shown in Figul~e ~.3) ....lith more

i'ile.ments dis?ersed B.iTay from the 1'1ainreGions. numerical fini te-

difference effects contri1)utc to this dispersion and mixine ef filaocnts

cnd can be observe<l at t = 7.0. HOlleverfor a short time the interr.1i:dne

of the smt.11-scale chaotic tlotion does not affect the nean behaviour of the

larGe-scale vortex structures.

In Fieure 5.3 at t == 4.75 we nee that negE'.tive vortex ITo.4 is elonGated

and its l!!.ajoraxis rotates c10ckuise at v. non-uniforr.l ratc "ThoseaveraGe

period is 4.7 (measured.over the rane;e 1~.75<t<10.25). A non-interactinG

ellipse (Kirc!1off vortex, Lru:1bp.230) has a period T2:: ¥ (~+1) VThere
o
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£ beine the eccentricity of the ellipse. A rouGhestimate

of vortex no.l~ gives £2 :::0.75 so that T2 = If.52, close to that of Lhe

deformed strongly interacting elongated vortex reGion. note that all vor-

tex regions are driftinc slo-.-11yto the left, wher-easthe distant irrota-

tiona~ fluid is strea:ming unifor:;uy to the right.

In FiGUre5.3 1-TO observe that s,llall tra:;?pedreGions are convected

around at the rotational frequency of the oppositely signed host vortex.

Tnis phenomenonvas also observed and noted -oyZabusky lJ....11o. Deem(1971) and

they designated thes~ small regions as "secondary" vortices (see their

Figure 0, p.3(3). Due to vortex rotation (in an appropriate frame) or

"nutation" in the laboratory f'r-arneof reference, tracer particles, smoke,

or single vortex filaments will be transported to the opposite side of the

vortex street, a phenoLenonobserved by Zdravkovich (1969, Section 3 and

Figure 3). ~1U3, we have an e~~anced transport of material across a flow

due to convection by vortex states formed as a result of a linear

instability of the system.

5.4 Lar:ri.nar1..rake lli th a trapezoic1,al veloci tdY:;,rofile

In order to si.rau'l.at,e the evolution of a laminar trapezoidal veloci t~l

profile iTe agai.n distribute POi:lt vortices as ·ohm-min Figure 5.1 but

separate the tllO strips by 0..11 arnourrtn in the y-direction. The sameran-

domperturbation (section 3.G) is then applied as before.

\ T'neevolution of the trapezoidal velocity profile is shownin

Figure 5.1~. Again 1-1eshall not describe the linear phase of evolution

since the stability analysis is alr.:ost iuentical to that of the trial1Gula:l.'

profile and both classes of profile have received attention by many

authors (~landrasehl1~, Chapter XI, 19(1).
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2,4Timt:O 40.
" Fic;ure 5.4. Evolution of a trapezoidal veLoci ty profile

"

The four f'r-ames of Figure 5.J~ d.c:yict the situation quu.li t.at.i.veLy ,

As before 'de have a t.endency to f'or'ri It positive and h ne[,ati ve eLongat.ed

vortex regions when t.he evolution has advanced ,,,ell into the non-linear

regit1c of time. At time t ::: 11.0 we see how a.l.t.ernat.e vortices (both POS1-

tive and nec:ative) stretch to form sheets of vorticity Link.ing t~le Lar-ger

ellil)tic vortices. Tlle effect of separ at ing the flanks initially by an

a."TIountS is to reduce the influence of the neGative vortex on the positive

vortex sheet and vice versa. The type of per t.urbat.Lon app.Iied to this

system is less important in determininc the final state (:last f'r-ame of

Figure 5.4). It can at t raost dete rmi.nc the phases of the eLl.ipt ic vortices.

The number of survivinc vortices (2 negat ive and 2 positive per period) 1S

deterr:rined solely by the initial separation of the f'Lanks , The final

state r-epr-eserrt s an asymmet.ri c von Karman vortex street but the trape-

z.o.idaL profile results in much less nu.xa.ng of vorticity arid the \'18.1:evidth

does not increase as sicnificantly as before. This increase 1S part.ia1ly

suppressed by the fixed y=boundar i.es now beinc; closer to the vake , He do

not see any cr-oss f'Lowtransport of vorticity as we did in the case of the

triancular profile (section 5.3); tile wake is too vide for this process to

'be vs t.Lmu.Lat.edby the initial linear im;tal)ili ty.

The t r apez o'ida'l 'ivaJ:e is of interest in many laboratory expe r iment.s

where we encount.ez flows I'r-on larce nozzles. i1ith thrce-db',ensional
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effects minimized, the flow pattern in the nearby region of the noz~le is

approximately t~lat shownin Figure 5.4 (first frane); the tHOstrips of

vorticity correspond to the boundary vorticity layers escapinc out of the

nozzle at its ,"alls. It would be interesting to examinewhat the rollinG

up of the t,1Osheets as observed in our exper-imentXI means in experiraent.s

that enjoy a cylindrical geometr;,r. Possibly the final stat e of Figure 5.4

maybe interpreted as a cross-section throuW1a helical vortex tube auvan-

cine; in the x-direction by its self-induced velocity field. EO~ieverin

section 5.3 'le sho.1l illuminate the situation further by a different

approximation to the nozzle flow.

'£0 aumnar-ize sections 5.3 'and 5.1~, in the early stages the Li.near

instabilit~l driven by a particular randor.tperturbc.tion yields eig!lt larGe

vortices stagGered ,·Ti th respect to each other. At t = 5.75 (exper-iment;I)

all vortices are e.Longauedand nearly elliptical in shape but i·;j_ th

different phases. The I:1agnitudeof the phases as ,reIl as the transverue

separation betveen the vortices depends on the initial conditions. Tnis

structure is unstabLc and like vortices attract and ruse in all attempt to

find a more stable confiGuration (experiment I), or alternatinG vortices

stretch and are "roundup b~rthe survi vine vortices. This transition from

one vortex state to a more endur-Ing state provi.des a heuristic explanation

for the observations of Tanec1a(1959, Gection 3, p.847). At interr:!ediate

(100 < R < 150) and hiCh (R > 150) Reynolclsnumbers the vortex streetse e

in the vakea of cylin<lers (c.nd flat plates) br-eak downand re_form such

that the ratio of the effective \{avelene;th of the secondary street to the

primary street is tuo for internelliate-R and" ••• of order 10". for

hiWl-R. Tne interracdiate-R result could be expla.ine<las J:!erely the fusion

of nearcrrt ne.ighbour'.lil~e-sicned vortex reeions as observed .aboveor as

more clearly observed in section 5.6. Tnat is, viscous dissipation plays
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only a smell role in corepar i.son to the convecti ye dynamical rearran.:;cncnt

of vortex fila,":J.ents. Tnneda observes this rearra.'1cenent or breakdo\,'n to

occur again further dovnst.ream, a phenomenonconsistent vli th our calcule.-

tions. Taneda's hieh-R result is phenomenoloe;ically different for

" •••• after the pr-irnary Karman vortex street breaks d01Tnthe 'Hakebecomes
)

turbulent, •••• [a res ttlt already noted by Roshko in 1953] •••• The
-'

turbulent wake cQntinues to exist for a considerable distance, then there

appears again a nev Ka,rmanvortex street". In the laboratory, the ',;fJI:C

may develop small three-dimensional destabilizinG fluctuations that

enhance the fusion of larGer vortex regions over a moderate distance.

The enhancement,process will cease when the three-dimensional fluctuations

undergo viscous decay and ve are left vTi th a nev tW'o-dimensional CJ.uasi-

equilibrium state.

5.5 Stal)le asyn1Ilctric vortex confiCt<.re.tions

Vienowstudy the stability and dynamics of tiW pairs of Rankine vor-

tices of radiu$ Ro and density ±I; •o As shovn in Figure 5.5, they are

placed in a staGGered fashion in a box with periodic boundary conditions

in x, simulatinG states encountered in laboratory and computational

experiments as described above.

o
- --+ X

_L. P_e_r_i_o_d~~dary conditions

Figure 5.5. ArranGementof vortices
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In our model ye consider finite-sized vortices. If initially

circular, their radius R is less than
o

for a b= 32, a = 0.201 I

if they are to be non-overlappinG. the radius function of a vortex durinG

aubsequerrt dynamics can be 'Tritten (Equat.Lon1.28)

r2 = R 2 +
o

inaa em ,

where r is measur-edfrom the initial centre of the vortex

1 21T'\,
r ~ - J r( a) dec 21T 0

For incol:lpressible fluids there. is no m = 0 moue and expression (5.11)
1 21T2 2

conserves area ( = 2 J 0 r (e) de = 1TRo ). It is natural to ask: Howdoes

the finite area of vortex reGions affect the von K3xTJmnstability con-

ditiolls? 'L'heinstability that leads to a rearrangement of the street

results frcm a growth of the ID:: 1 mode for one or 1:10revortices'

(equation 5.11).

i-lehave performeu. l.j. different numerical cxperdmerrts all usi.ng

b = 0.281 in order to examine the stability properties of the arraneementa

aketiched an FiGure 5.5. :Cxperim.entsII and III have initially l.j. circular

vortices of radius 3.0 and radiuG /35, respe·ctively. In exper-Iment;II we

introduce fixed :r-boundnries t whilst III empLoys a doubly periodic geo-

raet.ry, The perturba.tion is in both cases a dis!,lacement of 1.0 in the

\ y-directio!l of vortex 4, that is 3..."'1 m = 1 disturbance. Both experinents

last for a time interval of 9.0 corresponding to 576 discrete timestel)S

(see Table 5.1). In expcr irnerrts IV and Vve introduce very strone non-

symmet.r-i,cperturbations: in experiment IV the major axes of rosi ti ve

vortices are inclined a.t 0.2 r-ad.ian, wher-eas the najor axes of negative

vortices 3 and l~ are inclined at - 0.2 and 0 r-ad.ian, Experimerrt V has
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vortex 1 vIith the major aX1S r-educed f'r ora 7 to 1+ so thrlt the r cs ul.tins

dcnsi ty becoraes ~ tines that of the other 3 vortices. In both exper i-.

mentis vortex 11 is ""1ven a lon{J'it.ud.inal di.apLe.cenerrt (0.180 an ill:::: 1L> _~/ __

disturbance) of 6.0. Exper iraent,s IV and V last only for a time

interval of 3.0

From Fi[~ures 5.6 and 5.7 disI)layinc; the time evolution of exper i-.

ments II and III it can be, seen that both f'Low fields arc appar-errt Iy

stable, vTi th respect to a smaLl, transverse perturbation. :;;'01' all four

• •• •
time = 0·0

• •• • • •• • • •• •
time = 8·75.

FiGure 5.6 .. ~2~.T)eriDentII. Small vortices. 'O/a= 0.281. Fixed y-bou.ndaries.

times = 0, 0·5, 1·0

time = 2·75 time = 5·75

time = 8·75

Fic;ure 5.7. E:-c:x!rinent III. LarGe vortices. b/a:::. 0.281. Periodic y-boundaries.

(The first three f'r ames show onIy the vortex boundaries. The leftmost contour
J.8 the smal.Lcst tine indicated)

times = 2.5, 3·0, 3·5 times = 5·0,5·5,6·0
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vortices in ~ experincnts t}1Carlplitude of the perturbat ion (suy the

])osiHon of the Loves t point on the boundary) is found to be l.OC the

same as the initial amplitude) and the 1'erio<1is 1l.0. This is in Good

agreemertt nit!'! the result Given by e!J.uation (5.8), T = 21T/Im(A)= 10.7 •

In both experiments the vortices rotate, deform and drift to the

right with velocities nearly independent of their areas. Surface modes.
m = 2, 3 and highe,r develop from the mutual interactions of vortices.

This is illustrated in FiGUre5.7, "1;1Orethe first three frfllnes each show

only the boundaries of the vortex regions at three close tines (left-nost

contour is the snallest tine indicated). The IJ..-n1'litudes of the surface

modes oscillate w'ith tine, such:that. after one period of rotation T theo

circular f'orn is r-eached agai.n , 'I'he period T is 1.9.
,0 '

For a non-

interacting vortex in an infinite mediumthe period is 1.8 (Table !).l).

The difference is due to non-linear effects as well as coupling between

modes of different m as ve saiTin chapter 4.

The fine scale structure and surfe..ce corrur;ations that develop (as

exhibited at t = 8.75)' are due to nurner-i caf effects and do not disturb

the large-scaJ.e dynarri cs , These structures 11e1'ealret'.dy observed and given

an interpretation in chapter 2.

Experiments IV and V (figures not shown)with different initial con-

di tions and stronG perturba.tions showsimilar effects. namely rotation.

deformation and translation. In these short runs ve observe .an oscillation

period of 8.0 (instead of 11.0) and no sic;n of a grOi'Tinepertur'.)ation.

This maybe a finite amplitude effect, however, the run duration is too

s)"lull to make a definitive statement. Tlle difference in pcri.ods could a'Lso

be s, meaaurenerrt error since we have less than 1/4 period 'of interaction.

The effect of the finite-difference al[jorithn on the small [jrowth

rates of a marginally stable 13ystemmust be assessed. The variety of
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continuum, namely equat ion (1.16). The existence of l1':"!e.ntive ene::rC;{

renults prcGentecl here and the fact that parts of the vortex re;3ions

obviously extend into reGions that are unstable for the poirrt vortex S~TS-

tem Leads us to concLude that the obser-ved stabili ty a s a property of the

modes resultins frou area-conservine; surface deformations contributes to

this stability if the initial finite amplituc.c disturbence is not too

larc;e. He conclude that hiGh-R finite area vortex streets have a s1.1all

donain of stability around b/e. = 0.201 •

5.6 Unstal)lc as'T!i1.":letricvortex street

\'le have performed 4 experincnts ,lith bla = 0.6 as aurmarti sed Ln

Ta.ble 5.2 :

Experi-
ment

1?"..~Gure Area Boundary
Conclition

Perturb-
ation

Heasurcd
Gr01vth
Rate An

Approx.
Fusion
Tirie

VI 7 larGe fixed large 0.62 5.5
VII 8 large periouic snall 5.0
VIII 3 larGe rerio<lic sr,lall 0.67 5.8
lX 9 small ]_)eriodic small 0.67 6.9

TA."3I35.2

In Figure 5.8 we display the time evolution of experiment VI, whilst

FiGure 5.9 shows both experiments VII an<lVIII. Expcriment IX employinG

\ small vortices is shown in FiGure 5.10.

Experiments VI, VII and VIII for the larr;e-area vortices all show

fusion of positive regions at about t = 5.5 (fixcd bounua~r condition)

and t = 5.75 (periodic boundary condition). Experiment IX for the

small-area vortices shows fusion e.t about t = 6.87 (15 vortex rotations).

Tne initial :positive vertical perturbation of the centre of vortex l~ is

rapidl:l conununicated to vortex 2 which while being ejecte<l from the flow.
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time = 15·0 time = 19·0 time = 20·5

time = 7·5

time = 23·5

Figure 5.8. :experiment VI. Large vortices. o/a ::: 0.6. Fixed y-bound,e.rics.

time = 0·0 time = 5·5

Expe r imerrt VII
"'

time = 0·0 time = 5·5

Ex"[)erirlent VIII

F'igur'e 5.9. 'Ivro initially different unstable conf igur-e'tions , 0/0. ::: 0.6.
Periodic y-ooundarics.
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,

• •
• •

time = 0·0

•...
4~

time = 6·0

• •• •
time = 2·0

"• ,~.
time = 6·5

~.

•;t

• I •
time = 4·0

time = 7·0

....,.'
•

~. -
time = 5·0

t. "----,'.~
~"

r

time = 7·5

Figure 5.10. E:h.j)criment IX. Sl!:all vortices. "0/ a=.O. 6. Perioclic y-oounQQ.ries.

attracts vortex 1. In experiment VI, al thOUQ1 vortices 3 and )-f are close

tOGether at t:.: 6.0, the dynani cs does not allO\'T fusion until t::: 19.5 •

In FiGure 5.11 we show the t:.y of vor t ex 1 (movinc dovnvar-ds ) forc

ID
)( expt VI

elCpt VII

o e)Cpt '}(

2. 3 t
4

Figure 5.11. Grovt.h of vortex centre devi at Lons;
t:.Yc, and. measured grmvth rates for
systens 'lith (b/a) = 0.6 .

exper i.ment.s VI, VIII and IX.

the centre of the vortices

t:.y is the difference of the ordinates ofc

/:'y = y' (t) - y (0)c c c

as measur-ed from enlarged fiE;ures similar to those C~von a.n this thesis and
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has an accuracy of ± o.3 units. The motion of 10',Tcrvortices 3 and 1+

is initially osc i l.Lat.ory; r:;:'heineasured [;rovth rate eiven in 7c.ble 5.2

shows u larGer value for the larGer area vortex and both are about 30%

larger tha.'1 the 0.1101for the point vortex systen. This increase is

undoubtedly due to the facts that: the vortex extencls into "more

unstable" regions, that is 'There the "effective" c;rovTthrate experienced

by a point vortex is larcerthan that experienced by a point vortex at

the centre of the finite area region; ruld finite-an~litude effect3 are

important early in the dynar:Ucs. (note that at t = 2, ~y = 2.5 units).c

At later times 'l-Thenthe dyna..'!licsare non-linear end there are large

distortions to the vortex surface (n = 2, 3, •••), the rate of approach

of Li.ko-s Lgned laree vortices is enhanced leading to a sna1ler fusion

tine. He find no siGnificant change in the e:rowtilrate vhen the area is

chanced by factor 35a of- .
9

Beyond fusion, in the interval t = 7 - 19 (see Figure 5.3) the

centroid of the fusion vortex is nearly stationary at the upper riGht and
I

the t\vC r'emai.ning vortices undergo precession. i-lhent:ley approach after

t ::: 7.5, the vortex nearest to the fusion vortex is per turbed by the

latter, i.e. a Large m :: 2 modedevelops. At t = 18.5 the trTOnegative

\

vortices have completed a full precession around their lUUtUalcentre and

have also moved~ of the period in the + x-direction. The upper vortex

and the fusion vortex nowform a b Inary system which travels. downward;

The 101-Tervortex cannot move further downward (fixed boundary con<lition.) ,

hence the two neGative vortices fuse. nle elonGated shape of the result-

ing vortex at t = 20.5 is a result of the 10.Tery-boundary being fixed,

s ince Co circular or slightly ellir>tic shape woul.d Give rise to a net

motion t.ovards the lc)';rerboundary, At t = 23.5 we note t!lat the eIon-.

gated vortex has contracted and thrown off spiral arras , The final result
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1.S then a "secondary" vertex street, with larcer reGions of positive and

neGative vorticity in as~mnetric or staegered positions.

The dispersion anel mixing of small-scale positive ana neGative vor-

tex filaments between the larGer vortex reGions are stronc;ly affected by

numerical truncation errors, but play an insignificant role. This is

analogous to real finite but high-R systems vherc small nc al.es are

dissipated. Two-dimensional fluid dynamic sys tems are known to seek

states with larGer scales (enerBY' flowing to longer modes). This

represents a kind of condensation phenomenon.

5.7 Collinear e.s;,rmr.lctricvortex street - a .s,te.ndin,;'TaY2.,

The collinear (b/a = 0) asYmmetric vortex street (see Figure 5.12)
is initially a standing wave with zero velocity

v = r 12a) ta.nh (nl)/a) :: 0 •o 0

Koopman (1967, p.508) has shown that such a configuration can be gener-a-

ted in the laboratory by oscillating the cylinder transverse to the

direc·tion of flOYT. (In' easencej packeba of vorticity arc detached from

the cylinder at times that correspond to the transverse motion of the

packet across the axis of the flow). The results obtained in our experi-

ment X show linear instability regions followed by a,strikingly new

phenomenon - the fission of one vortex.

A transverse perturbation is given to vortex 4 (the fourth on'the

line) and it grmvs durine 0 < t < 6.0 • wh iLe the centre of vortex 3 is

slightly displaced dovnwards , The measured. initial erowth rate is

~ ::0.41m ,

snaller than the point vortex val.ue of 0.59.

Qualitatively, one may explain this r'educt.Lonby notinG that the
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2 4

time ~ 0·0

time ~ 8·5 time ~ 12·5

time ~ 7·0time ~ 1·0

time ~ 16·5

Figure 5.12 . .E::':i2.crimentX. Large vortices. b/a=O.O. Per iod.ic y-bounual'ies.

time ~ 10·5

outer areas of the collinear vortices arc an spatial recions wher-e the

ero',rth rate of a point vortex is sma.LLer , That] B, et first approxi.mat ion

to the c;rovth rat;c of a fini tc-area s:rsten may be obtained by ",eightin£:;

the vortici t:'I <listributiOl"l vi t:l the ~ro\,'th rat.e due to that vorticity

trea,ted as anoint-vortex svst.em,
~ v

3trong El :;: 2 pertnrbanccs deve Lop .immed.iat eIy because of the mutual

interaction between vortices. T'neir period (measured dur inr; 0 < t < It.O)

is about 4.0,,": 4.5. The increase.over the'period of small amplitude B = 2

modes on a non-d rrter-actLng vortex (T = 3.6 :::2 T ) arises because of~ m=z 0

the close interaction '"i th nearby vortices, i.e. a non-linear effect. At

5.0 <, t < 7.0 1·1esee that oscillations of the hiGh m-modes (L'lainly Til =:: 2)

are no Longer- a.n phase because the applied dd st.urbance has become larGe.

At t::: 7.0 there is an explosive Grovltl1 of the m ::: 2 mode on vortex 2

causinG it to undergo a fission :;;rocess. The upper fission product is

left nearly free while the Lower fission product 1S t r apped below vortex ..,
.:;.

At t ::: 12.5 the upper fission product fuses vrith vortex 1 and much 12.tel'

at t ::: 16.5 t~le 10l.;e1'fission p1'ouuct fuses vi th vortex 1. At this time
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we still have a fission product fron vortex 3 in the centre of the f'r'ane ,

The fission of larGe-area r'eg i.cns may be a common feature for

collinear asyrn.':letric streets and is t~e result of stronG self-consistent

vor.tex interactions. For smaller values of the interaction raronetcr

n = Et we c;et only the predicted ID = 1 instability, followed. by fusion as

in experinents VI to IX. The initial anplituu.c of the at.and.i.ng vave is a

t" {n)m eime 1" .func ~on of n, e.g. t/Jm '" • W1ere t/Jru :LS the strean funct:LOl1

associated with mode m (we saw this in section.4.4 for the case of tyro

interactinG vortices). This means that the s tandi ng uave r cpres ent.s a

phys icaf, sys t.em '":lOse stability :properties stronGly depend on the ar,lpli-

tude of the vave ; indeed a truly non-linear situation.

An obvious question can be posed: HOi.. does the slightly per-turbed

system evolve if 0 < b/a < .2317 If the perturbation to both upper vor-

tices is small then both upper vortex reGions "Till rise at a rate wn.i ch

decreases in tine as they approach a "stable band" around 0.231. The

as suapt ion of a decreas Ing rate is consistent ,6th the observc<l Lover

c;rm.,th rate of the collinear finite-area. street described above. It 8.150

accounts for the eXJ?erincntal observation shown by Hille (l96o) ill his

FiGure 3. 7here he presents a graph of t~e c;rOirth of a "corrected" ratio,

(b/a) c" versus distance behind a circular cylinder in vat.er , The acpara-

(b/a) = 0.37. Thec .

Cb/a) ~ 0.1 and slowly grm.,s to an asymptot-ec
(b/a) ratio then seems to oscillate around thec

tion ratio begins at

asympt.ot e (,.,e see a slight decrease follOiled by an increase). Accor<ling

to section 5.6, we conc.Lude that the vortex regions are oscillating in a

quasi-stable region. He are not sure if (b/a) = 0.37 is an estimate ofc

the upper boundary of the "stable band" or ,.,hether there is a s~rstelllatic

error in reducing the' dat-a to (b/a) • ?urthernore, if the perturbationc
is sufficiently non-uniform ana./or strong, the rising vortex reGions uay
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";P8.Ssthrouch" the stable band and under-gofusion us described an

section 5.6.

In sections 5.5 - 5.7 vre have shoi1nthat the measureu Crouth rates

of finite-area vortex streets differ from those or corresponding point

vortex systems (von Karman systems). For small and moderate areas the

difference is weakly dependent upon area and shape. but Gtrollc1y depend-

ent upon (b/a) as illustrated in Figure 5.13. In this fic;ure wec

Growth
rates

0.5"90

Conjectured finite-
~II+- II~4-1Jl--- area vortex system....-v
I r /....
1 rf

/
/,,,

I.

o.s90
, ,

von Karmanpoint
vortex system

'---_~~~i', -------1 ~ b/o..
0( .......... Cl(
, I 2. 0 Experiments VIII and IX

I
0.'211 0 Experiment X

Figure 5.13. Perturbation theory crouth rates:
von Karman<lispcrsion reLation for
asymmetric point vortex systen eO);1-
pared .Tith a cor-respondi.ngmoderate
area system.

conjecture that there'exists a region (al .a2) on the (b/a) axis

where the c;ro'1th rate is negat i.ve, that is. the pres ence of negat ive-

enerey modes on the surface of finite-v.rea vortex systems is stab iLi.zing,

Furtherr.ore, because the vorticity is distributed the growth rate is

reduced in regions I and :q: and increaseCl. in reGion III.

In the initial phases of evolution of on unstable Lami.nai-shear pro-

file we have also observed an enhanced transport of vorticity across the
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dominant flow direction. This results frorl larce-scale convection 111"0-

duced by vortex rotation (or "nutation"). As the vortex street is formin(;,

small oppositely-signed ("secondary") vortices appear across the flOi-l',e.s

illustrated in Fieure 5.3. Smokeor other contaminant particles "I-I'i11also

undergo convective transport. T'nese re!:;ults are also consistent with

experiment.

At long times, systems ,-lith bla > 0.2131are unstable. Like-siGned

rec;ions of vorticity attract and finally ~ (coalesce or "condense").

For a collinear asymmetiric vortex street, we observed a linear crmrth

phase follmTed by a rapid fission of one vortex, undoubtedly due to the

hieh-shear field produced by the near-est-eioighbour oppositel~r-niGned

vortex regions. Thill symmetrybreakdown r>el"mitsa ra.pid fusion of like-

siened vortex resions at later time. These are strictly inviscid

phenoraenafor they are in gooelaGreement\lith those obtained previously

by Zabusky. Deemet al. who solveel the primitive Havier-Stol:en equatLon

with a high Reynolds number,

I

5~8 Ar~roximated vortex flows arisinf? fran jets

lve finish. this chapter by studyinc a model that approximates the

f'lows arising from jets which escape nozzles. In section 5.4 .-Te saw how

tbe vortex sheet genera.ted at th~ nozzle wall rolls up to forr.1vortices.

In experLment.sI and XI wewere primari1~r studying processes whose scale

length was of the order or larGer than the radius of the vortices f'ormed •.

In Fieure 5.14 ve i1lustra.te how the ro1line-ul) process can be approxi-

mated by a sirnp'Levortex model that will elucidate the short scale length

behaviour. The model is usef'nl, because linear stability theory of rota-

tine fluids is app.l.Lcab l.e,

Laboratol"'J experimerrts investigating t~c stability of free Lami.nar-

boundary layers have been madeby Hille (1952). Gato (1960), Hicha1ke and
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Jet flow..
Nozzle

"."

~ Smoke ~ vorticity

Approximated model

z

The rollinc-up process of a free,boundary
layer and the a!'1!roximateclvortex ni6del.
(Copy of' Figure 1. j.1ichalke and Timme,1967)

'Hille (1966) and Fr'eymirth (19GG). Experiments that are tYl?ically two-

dimensional denonstrate hov disturbed free boundary layers roll up into

vortices. Analytical "lark by ;1ichalke (1965) and Freymuth (196G) con-

o.Ludesthat the I'orrnat ion of vortices (e.c. the rollinc-up of the vortex

sh~~t) is not essentially influenced by viscosity (!1.ir,h-Rapproximation).

In the vork of :1ichall;:e and Tinme (19G7) the approximated model of

Ficure 5.14 has been exposed to linear stability t'1CO!"'J. Four types of

vortici ty distribution are consi.dcr-ed (refe'r to :r.igure 5 .lh) (the fourth

amittccl here)

Cl) Infinitely thin circular vortex sheet (RI ::'R2)

r == r for r ~ RI~o ~l l;l == Z;2for Rl < r ~ R2

Z; == Z;ofor Rl < r ~ R2

The disturbance applied to these systems consists of polar harmonics

(chapter 't) and it Is found that case (1) is always unat.abLe for Iml ~ 1.

(2) and (3)o.re found to exhibit regimes of stability for each mode, tlw.t
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1;1
t;; =-.

1;2

Figure '{ (p. 660 ) S:1O"Sthe

(!T•B. IIicha.Lke and TiT.nneuse «(;, y) for our 'i'heir

is the c;ro'..fth rates (positive or negative) depend on

linear grmTth rates versus t:le modenumber for

the t;; == 0 case of interest to us. The sr.lnller y J.B (thin vortex rinG)

the more unat.ao l.e the flm. bccones (in the limit of course case (1».

i-lehave performed l~nuraer-i ca'l, expez-Iraent.s on case (3) tall 'witIl

:fixed 'jr and x boundaries. 30[12po::iitive point vortices are distributed

in two Clifferent ....18.ysas deacr'Lbed in chcpt.er' 3. The centre of the rine

is placed in the centre of the square SUC:l that initially the effects

:from.t'he imac;es are hieh1y re(luceo..In section 2 .l~ we os ti.mat.edthe con-

tributions to the ru~plitudeB a . (m ~ 4, 0, 12 ••• etc.) arisinG from the
m

square bOQ~daryand found (section 2.9)
2ma ==-b

ID I; IDo
where 4Ill

b:; rd.(r)~,... -2LIn. 1.f1T <::ID

r is the circulation (total vorticity) and 2L in this forr.m1a J.S the box

J.e116th• Inserting for '2 2r == n(R
2

- R1 )to and setting r == R2 thereby

looking for the maxi.mum amp1it.ude vc ge t :

R 4m
2

(64)' (5.13)

An cstinate for R2 = 12 and Rl = n gives a4 = 0.025, that J.S n finite

but small contribution (sec later in this section).

The perturbation applied is :r.an~.or.l(section3.G). In Table 5.3 we

sa~arize the details of experiments XII to XV. T is t~c period ofo

rotatio!l occurring at r = R2 ' i.e ..
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l::':.rt . TIl ?2 l~lQr,sc(l tiLlC lIo. er ",
1;;0lE

Ilo II
m tir:leGtep::~ ITOJ..~.,
L

XII 3 12 5.6 516 -, r-c 13.1.:J.~)

XIII 3 12 2.00 192 1.08 '1 r) ?'-._,_. "-)
oo::r~"T 0 12 12.00 1152 6.hG 12.25",)...1 \1 U

"',r,'" 8 10 13.75 GGo 10. t 27.2AJ

TABLE:>.3. Expe'r i.nerrt s on vortex rine disLr.i.bu't i.ons ,

Exper.i.menta XII-XIV have t.hc S[,X1C ceometrica1 d.imensicns , but XII has

point vortices d.is t.r Lbut.ed at random insi,l.e the ri:c.c, vhcr eas in expe r i..

ments XIII and XIV 17e use t:lf~ quie t start procedure (section 3.G). J\_]_}_ l~

experiments are subj ect to the S3Jl'.er-andom per-t.urbat.i on but in XII its

anp.l i.t.ude l3 raised 'by a factor 5: III FiGure 5.15 we c::.is})la:rthe time

evolution of exper i.merrt XIV. Ex::;erimcmt XII evolves like :XIVa.n the

linear :t'ceine of time only ,Tith Larger [>,J11:;?lituc1es.He shall not Ciscuss

the linear llhase of evolution as it has been "ell des cr i.bed by 11ic11ulke

and. 'I'itlrne (1967). For conpar ison vIi th t.heory we evaluate the sur I'ace

Dodos in exper imerrt XIII 1)y the metnod dea cr i'ced In chapter 3.

;/

...oflS..
~
pr. -.,~

~.... ...t,
".. ~

.....~« ~.~
~'l s-f"""

Titne=D

Figure 5.15. The vortex rinG. Format ion of J+ vorti ces. Expcr iraent. XIV.

3.3b
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cvo'Luti.on of tnc:1c nodes for n = 2,3,4 anu.:;. 'rl1c stabilit.;;r 8.i.l?l~rsis'by

and in Ficure 5.lG vre show t:1C tine

~':ichalke and Timme,which forrmlly is the s ane as that of the Larai.nar-

wakes (sections 5.3 and 5.4), yields the follow'ing expression for the

, imO+ot)exponential GrOYlthr-at.es (pcrtUl·-uo.tions arc assumed to vary as e r;~

,
1 r [4 y2ln (( ?) 2 ] 2o = r ~ - ID l-y-m l,~ 0

0.1

\

0,4-
In: 4

0.1

Fieure.5.l6.

0.1
m=

t

1.0
'--------------------------+-

1.0

0.1

1,0 1.0

Grmith of azirauthaf, moden in experiment XIII.
The amplitude la I plottecJ. versus time.m
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13For y = 12 ' C; 0 = 12.25 (experincnt XIII) only 1;1 = 3 and I:l:: 4 nrc

unstable .vitl! 03 :: 1.1t5 and 111~:::1.00. A coraparison "Titi.lFicure 5.16

r-evea'La some tliscrepancy bet ....oen t~leor'J and cxper imcrrt, 'I'he ini tinl

crmTth rate of the m = 't up to t:: 0.25 is nuch l8.rc;er thl'.n the

theoretical value. On the other hand the !l::: 3 does not ero" ap:Dreciably

over the same time interval, vher-eas the m = 2 grove at the rate

112~ f.l~. He have no conp.Let.eand. satisfactory ex:ple.ne.tion for this

dis2..creement. In derivin,:; e(}_uation(5.l't) no account has been t.aken of a

fini te-sized syste!l or coupline1)ct vcen modes of ciffcrcnt m, Ilovevez- the

contribution to the m = 4 node frO);lthe aquare boundary (e'1uation 5.13)

turns out to be of the SPJ;leorder as the initial ve.Lue 0'., of the
4

perturbation, probably enhancing the grmrtl1 of the m= lj mode, The

coup.l.i.ng betveen the finite amplitucle modes r.1ayalso make the dymullcs

mor-e complex, e.c. notice 110\1 all -modcs auddcn.ly Grow'at a ve:cyhigh r at,e

after t = 0.) •

1-nwnthe perturbations have ero-.rn"ell into the non.-Linear reci:.le it

is .eventually the growth of the m == It mode that causes ~. vortices to

form. Tilis ha,penn at appr-oxi.nat e.Iy t = 2.0 for experiment XII and

t ::::2.5 for exper-iment,~IV. In bOt:l these expcrinents the vortex forma-

tion takes rln,ce after one and n half rotation periods To. For experi-

ment XVwith the thinner ring the c;routh is so fast that '.le have 4

\
vortices formed at t = 1.0. i.e. less tilan one rotation per-i.od (T :::1.28). 0

of the rine. He have found. a pi-omi.nent lack of sy-J.J:!J.ct!"lJ(4-:fold.) in

experLneirt XII W!lereaSboth experIuerrt XIVand XVshow a l.~-fold symr.letr,f

for 1011e tines. The difference occurs because of the c1ifferel1t initial

distributions of point vortices. In the experim.ents XII and XIVon thicl:

rinGs ';le see ho'll vortices fuse or coalesce to forn elcnc;uted structlll.'CS.

In the final stac:;ewe have thc core of the rinc;, 'fhich ini tiall~r vTe..s at
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rest, filled up llith vorticity. To someappr-oximati.on this core is uncler-

coinc a solitl body rotation like a Rmikir.eVOl' cox. In experiraent.sXII and

XIVthere is a, fair amountof scc.ttered point vortices whosemotions are

not adequately represented by the numerical schone (see section 5.3).

In exper-ImentXVthe Ii vortices formed r-euai.nan a stable conficuru-

tion for the 160le of the run. These 4 finite-sized Rankine vortices

persist despite the small-scale perturbations induced by the scattered

point vortices. T"nereare tOilO different exp.Lanat.Lons for this result.

In chapter II we learned that li! ..e--ai.gned vortices "Till fuse if the inter-

action parameter n excecus a certain value ~~d the experiments of

section 5.6 also demonstrated tIiis. Tne area of the vortices formed

depend on the ring t!lickncss and in experiment XVthe ring is so thin

the.t the resultant n is not large enough for fusion to occur even :1.11 the

presence of the small-scale perturbations. Experiments XII and Y.IVhov-

ever yield n values that allow fusion to occur as a result of small-

scale asynmetries.

I

A second explanation origina.tes from the study by l'Iorikm;a and

Swenson (1971) of a rotati ouaIly symnet.ric ar-rangenerrt of :N point vor-

tices forming a polygon. Linenr stabilit:,r of this arz-angemerrt agad.nst

randomperturbations is found for the case IT~ 5. Their results could

explain the behaviour observed in experi.merrtXVespeciall:,r since in the

snal1 va.lue regions of n we have a better approximation to a point vortex

con:fiauration. Ivedid actually carrJ out an experiment (code no.22 an

Ta.ble A.3) starting with 4 like-signed Rnnkine vortices placed in

azimuthally synrnetric positions. The exper-Iment was motivat.ed by the

:final st.ac;e of experiment XVand the value of n vas raised slight.ly.

Apart from the clevelop~ent of surface modes In = 2, 3, •••• which

oscillate we found stabili"tiy with respect to the m = 1 modeforcinG the
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4 vortices round their mutual centre o,t [1, constant rate.

We can interpret experiments XII to )-:1 as the collapse of a cylir~-

drical vortex sheet or blanket SUCll that (!.m-l11strenmin f'Love f'roni noz zLcs

we encounter a br'ealc-up of the cylind.rical vortex sheet. In the ini ti a.L

stages more fine-scaled structures (4 vortices) can be f'ozmcd , De:pcJ1a.ing

on the ti1iclmess of the sheet we see in the follmrinc at ages £" coLl aps o of

the fine-scaled. structures '\-Thichevolve into more coarse-grall1eo. ::;truc-

tures. For thin sheets subject to snaIl amrlitude d.isturbonces

(exper-inerrt XV) the vortices ar is ing fro:'1. the linear instabili t~r persist,

that is the advective !!lotion aC:nlts their existence. Only viscous effects

can change the pattern, so that much further downst re an ve na~r sec t~lC

reGular pattern of Ij. vortices beinc disrupted by vor+ icity cliffusinc '2.,1<',:/

from the core.

In suranary , ve have an interestinG ana.Logy be tveen the evo.Iut.Lon of.

the vortex ring d.istri1)Ution and the Lami.nai- distributions of scc tione 5.3

and 5.4. Both f'Lous are linearly unat.ab l.c and evolve into sYII1:r.letric/

asy;.:'Jl1letricvortex structures respectively. ~l1e par-enct.cr y of the vortex

.. (0) . . . .r~ng prob Lem as ana.Logous to the - pai-ezict.er an that ~t det crmi nes
a

"hether the resultinc vortex structure is s t.abLe aga.ins t sl:J.all-scale

perturbations.
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CONCLUSION

\

The imretus to ,york on establishing a general theory for tVTO-

dimensional phase fluids has arisen from observations maue in numerical

experiments performed by several authors ~n the field of Computational

Physics. Nurr.ericalstudies of non-linear phenomena in electrostatic and

magnetized plasmas have demonstrated that it is often advantageous to base

the intel~retation of the results on the behaviour of the appropriate

phase fluid. In a paper by Bezk , Nielsen and Roberts (1970) attempts are

made to generalize on the behaviour of 2-D classical phase fluic.s. He

have pursued their investigations by choosing to stuuy the behaviour of a

2-D ideal fluid, because its motion can be interpreted via that of a 2-D

phase fluid, as we saw in chapter 1.

Two-dimensional phase fluids are idealized systems, but of interest

to study in their mm right. It has however' not been possible to obtain a

complete picture of this classical system although it was our main concern

originally. Rather than presenting an incomplete theo~J we have chosen to

describe numerical experiments and give the interpretation of these some

relevance to reality.

The numerical model described in chapter 2 has been examined care-

fully in order to establish its lim tations. vle have chosen to vork with

this new model since any existing nrunerical model could not have produced

the results presented in chapters 4 and 5. We feel confident that the

model is capab.l,eof dealing with even more complex situations than those

considered. Apart from being applied to the hydrodynamic studies

presented in this thesis, the numerical model has been used by Taylor and

McNamara (1971) and the Author and Taylor (1973) for studies of 2-D
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guiding centire plasmas. Our experience and kno-wledgeabout this numerical

model ~s thus based on a variety of situations. AlthouGhthe numerical

model is quite simple compared to r;lany other models in use, we have

nevertheless learned that it requires a substantial effort to employ the

model en a computer and analyse the results. The account civen in

chapter 3 is deliberately made as short as possible and it is our hope

that future work can be implemented \li th far les s conput.ati.onal. effort.

\

The non-linear dynami.csof hydr odynami.cf'Lovs cannot be described by

existing ana'lyt.ica'Lmethods , In chapters hand. 5 ve have seen that a

relatively simple numerical mod.elcan produce results which may explain

manyperplexing fluid flm·m. In order to understand such results it has

been useful to 'lork "IitIl Ranki.nevortices. The deformation of these

vortices due to interactions "lith other vortices can conveniently be

thought of in terms of negat i.ve energy vavcs I because bot.h theory.and.

nuraer-i ca), experIment,s can determine the time evolut.ion of these wavcs,

Agreementbetween the theory and the numerical experiments has 'teen

obtained "Tithin the linear regime of the time evolution of these "laves.

In the non-linear regi::ne the nur:ierical experiments have reveo.led nev

features of vortex flmfs: br-eak-downor fission, coalescence or fusion of

vortex regions; vortex streets arisine; fron Laminar' flm1s; the

rearrangenent of vortices in vortex streets. These features are observed

in laboratory exper.iment.sand "re have attcupted to draw compari.aons

between the numerical results and the experimental observations.

Our results indicate that further studies can be madewith the

existinG combination of the n~erical model and the methods fer analysing

the results. \-lebelieve that the work presented can evolve into tifO areas:
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(a) The general study of ~-D phase fluids based on several different

types of vorticity distribution. Somenumcrica'l, experiment I!lay

produce the clues l1hich can complete the understandinG of the

behaviour of 2-D phase fluids.

(b) The study of vortex flows w'ith attempts to account for real

effects such as viscosity or non-mliform vorticity distributions.

Both areas belong to Computational Physics and ve hope that this thesis

has ind.icated sone of the benefits that can be derived from Computational

Physics studies t thereby stitml·ating furt.her research.
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A?PE:TDIX

This append.i x contains t:1rec t.abLes listinG coirput.er cedes and com-

, puter runs . A Cu.lh8J.1Lcooratory Res eur-ch rellort is a.Lso included. '.i':'1.i8

report present.e the (~esicn cad. oper at Lon of the VORT.E'::Xconfuter COlle.
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VORTEX

A 2-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICS
SIMULATION CODE

by
J. P. CHRISTIANSEN

AB STRACT

Program VORTEX is a computer code which simulates the behaviour of
an incompressible, inviscid homogeneous fluid in two dimensions by follow-
ing the motion of a large number of pOint vortices. A clarified, documented
listing of the program is available in the Culham Libra~. The 1st edition
of the program was completed in November, 1969, whilst the 2nd edition used
at present was completed in May, 1970.

This report is written in two parts. Part I. describes the theo~
behind the program and Part II describes the program itself. Part II could
conveniently be read in conjunction with the clarified listing.

U.K.A.E.A., Research Group,
Culham Laborato~,
Abingdon,~.
July, 1970.
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INTRODucrION

Although the basic equations of hydrodynamics have been studied for many years (1,2),
their complexity sets a limit to the types of problems that can be solved analytically.
In some cases relatively simple non-linear stationa~ flow patterns can be realized, in
which the parameters that describe the physical systems are independent of time. In other
cases the interest lies in the stability properties of such a stationa~ flow pattern,
that is, whether or not it is able to sustain itself against small variations in certain
of the characteristics parameters. To solve this type of problem one normally applies
perturbation theo~, in order to predict whether or not the original equilibrium is linearly
stable. A theoretical analysis of this kind can follow the histo~ of a fluid system in
the linear regime, when the perturbation amplitudes are small, but because the equations
of hydrodynamics are non-linear it is of considerable interest to study its histo~ in the
subsequent large amplitude regime. One way of doing this is to simulate the time behaviour
of a mathematical model of the fluid on a computer. This report describes one of the
various alternative methods by which a computer simulation can be carried out.

PART I: HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL
1. HMfiLTONIAN EQUATIONS OF MOrION

The basic equations governing the time behaviour of an incompressible, inviscid,
homogeneous fluid in purely 2-dimensional motion are

'y.l!.=0 '(1.1)

au I
a-t+u.\7u=--'i7P- - Po

(1.2)

where u is the fluid velocity, Po is the density and P the pressure. It has been
- (10) (16)pOinted out by Onzager ,and more recently by Morikawa ,that these equations can be

expressed in Hamiltonian form, with the spatial coordinates x, y playing the part of
conjugate coordinates and momenta q , p. To see this we write

(1.3)

(1.4)

where the Hamiltonian H is the usual stream function, and f is the vorticity. Then
eqs.(1.2) and (1~3) combined with (1.4) give

'i7an= - f (1.5)

Of of [ ]Tt + l!. • 'i7f E at + r , H = 0 (1.6)

Eq.(1.6) is Liouville's equation in Poisson-bracket form·, and the Hamiltonian H
be obtained by solving Poisson's equation (1.5).

is to

* For any two functions A, B, the Poisson bracket is defined by
[A S] _ ~ ea _ 2!l ~

, - aq ap aq Op

- 1 -



2. INVARIANfS OF THE Mm'ICN

Because the fluid system we are considering is not interacting with anY other physical
system there are no dissipative phenomena. Hence the total energy E is an invariant of
the motion and this energy is purely kinetic

E == 12 Po J !!_.!!_ dS

R

(2.1)

or if we integrate by parts using (1.3 and (1.4)

E == - 12 Po J f H dS

R

(2.2)

The expression (2.2) is valid provided that

J H ~ ds == 0

C

(2.3)

where C is a contour bounding the region of integration R.
Because the scalar vorticity f is convected with the moving incompressible fluid, there
is an infinite munber of other invariants

A(f) df (2.4)

expressing the area between moving contours of constant f, f + df. In most of the cases
which we stuqy, only part of the fluid has vorticity different from zero, and then this
fluid has constant total area.

00

== J A(f) df
fmin

(2.5)

Real space acts as a phase space for the system with the coordinates (x, y) or (q, p)
conjugated through

x ==
• oH oH
q==ap==ay

•• oH aH
y==P==-aq==-ax (2.6)

Hamiltonian notation will be used throughout this report to emphasize the true
structure of the equations, but another simplication that should be pOinted out is that
the Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations and translations of the (q, p) plane,
which are of course just rotations and translations of the real 2-dimensional space. This
degree of symmetry is unusual in Hamiltonian mechanics, and should introduce simplification,
(as compared to Vlasov's equation in plasma physics, for example).

Our present understanding of the significance of this Hamiltonian fonnulation of 2D
fluid qynamics may be explained in the following way. There are two great independent
classical fonnaiisms which involve the motion of incompressible fluids:

I. Hamiltonian theory,
II. Vortex theory, (1,18)

(phase fluids)

(real fluids).

- 2 -



Hamiltonian theory is intimately related to statistical mechanics, (both Maxwell-Boltzmann
and Lynden-Bell (15», vortex theory is related to the theory of fluid turbulence. Any
connection between the two theories would be of great interest, however, and while the
ideas of turbulence theory are currently being applied to phase fluids (e.g. in plasma
physics), those of statistical mechanics are being applied to hydrodynamic turbulence.

(a) In the case of Vlasov's equation for particles interacting in n-dimensional
configuration space, it is useful to study the incompressible motion of a
self-interacting phase fluid(18) in an m = 2n-dimensional phase space, n = 1,
2, 3. The distribution function f is always a scalar, and m must be ~.
Classical statistical mechanics can be applied to the particles, and Lynden-
Bell theory (15) to the phase fluid.

(b) In fluid dynamics, one can have incompressible inviscid motion in any number
of dimensions m = 1, 2, 3, and the vorticity plays a significant role.

(c) For the particular case m = 2, the two types of formalism are in close
correspondence, with the scalar vorticity f playing the part of the distri-
bution function. Lynden-Bell theory can be applied to continuous distributions
of vorticity, and Maxwell-Boltzmann theory to collections of point vortices.

(d) For the physically more significant case m = 3, ordinary Hamiltonian theory
cannot be applied, because the number of dimensions is ~ and the vorticity
is a vector; one is studying the interaction of a collection of vortex tubes,
rather than pOint vortices. Nevertheless it would be interesting to look· for
some generalization of Hamiltonian dynamics .to this case, and the rewards might
be great if statistical mechanh:scould also be successfully generalized.

3. POINT VeRTICES

One way of following the motion of the fluid is to compute the time behaviour of two
functions, the vorticity f (c , p ,t) and the Hamiltonian H(q, p ,t). These can be
represented on a discrete mesh, as in the method of Fromm and Harlow(5). Another technique
is to calculate the motion of a limited number of point vortices, interacting with each
other via their individual 2-body velocity potentials. This was done by Abernathy and
Kronauer(6) in their study of the formation of a von Karman Vortex Street. A third
possibility is to follow the motion of contours f = constant. This has been done success-
fully in plasma physics for the analogous case of the 1-dimensional Vlasov equation by
Roberts and Berk(7), who used the 'waterbag' model earlier adopted by de Pack(8) and
Dory(9), in which f is everywhere either a constant f0' or zero. An assumption of a
similar type, (vorticity constant or zero), has been made by many workers in hydrodynamics.
Extensions of the Roberts-Berk method in the vortex case would involve changes in their
program, but would be an interesting problem to try.

The method used in the VORTEX program, and reported briefly by Christiansen and
ROberts(11,12) is more analogous to the particle methods used in plasma physics. It
approximates f by a large number of pOint vortices:

N

f = L f. o(q-qi) o(p-p.)
l. l.

(3.1)

i=:I.

- 3 -



where fi = +1 or -1, interacting via a self-consistent velocity field. Each set of
coordinates (qi' Pi) is called a pOint vortex and satisfies the equations of motion

(3.2)

where H is the solution of Poissons equation (1.5) with f obtained from eq.(3.1);

H = - t t f1fj log r1j

i=:I. j=:I.

iif'j

(3.3)

with

The infinite 'self energy' of a point vortex is excluded. The problem is thus reduced to
solving eqs.(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
4. THE REGIOO OF CALaJLATION AND ITS BOUNDARYCONDITIOOS

For practical reasons we shall restrict ourselves to considering a square region in
(q, p) or (x ,y) space. Three types of boundary conditions are of interest:

A. H constant along a boundary, i.e. the boundary is a streamline •
B. .£!I-O I b dan - a ong a oun ary ,

all streamlines.
i.e. the boundary is perpendicular to

C. H is a periodic function.
These three conditions can be imposed separately on the x and y boundaries and

therefore combine to give 9 possible sets of boundary conditions. The square region is
covered by a square mesh of size 64 )(64.

A hydroQynamic fluid which is incompressible, inviscid and homogeneous is not entirely
realistic in a physical sense, but it is mathematically convenient for two reasons;
firstly because it provides a model for turbulent flows in the limit of infinite Reynolds
number, and secondly because (in 2 dimensions) the system obeys classical Hamiltonian
Qynamics, so ~hat a good deal of existing Qynamical theory is likely to be applicable.

The basic hydrodynamic system, which obeys the partially differential equations (1.5)
and (1.6), is a classical Hamiltonian system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom
because of the continuous nature of the fluid. Such systems are well known, (the most
familiar example being the classical electromagnetic fiel~), and when interacting with
systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom they give rise to interesting phenomena
such as the ultra-violet catastrophe. By itself, however, a classical system with an
infinite number of degrees of freedom behaves in a self-consistent way.

Compared to the exact physical system, the numerical model which is used to approxi-
mate it has three principal limitations:

- 4 - .



I. The finite number of point vortices used to approximate f (eq.3.1).

II. The use of a discrete mesh.
III.The choice of boundary conditions.
I and II are of a practical nature and can be improved upon by increasing N (the

number of point vortices) and M (the number of meshpoints). The simplified boundary
conditions which are used facilitate the coding and speed up the program, but because of
the square region of calculation, small m = 4 perturbations are produced in rotationally
symmetric problems. A physically more realistic choice of boundary conditions would be
problem dependence, more difficult to code and more time-consuming in execution.
The computer model described in this note has been used at Culham to simulate some 10
different problems, and there seems to be no reason why many other interesting hydrodynamic
problems could not be solved in this way.

5. DIFFERENCE FORMULATlrn (F THE EQUATI rns
Since the calculation takes place on a mesh we approximate all space derivatives by

finite differences.

Suppose that f is given at all the meshpoints
(section 7). Instead of solving eq.(3.3) we
solve POisson's equation according to: l_~

q
Fig.l.

T
l.L R

C
B

(5.1)

where the suffices are explained in Fig.l. Equations (5.1) is solved by the
"Hockney-Pof sson solver" program(13,14) using a fast Fourier transform and recursive
cyclic reduction technique and will not be dealt with further here.

Equation (3.2) becomes
.
~=

.
p =
C

(5.2)

6. LEAPFROG TIME INTEGRATION SCHEME
In order to integrate eq.(5.2) in time we simply write

g(t+ll.t)-g(t-ll.t)_ (t.)
Ut _ q (6.1)

and similarly for p. (A first-order integration would be too inaccurate, as explained
in Section llA). Thus if f, (and hence the Hamiltonian H and the velocity fields

~:, - ~, as well as vortex positions q ,pare .known at time

positions from t - ll.t to t + ll.t. This is done by introducing 2
whose positions are defined at ~ times t = 2nll.tand ~ times
respectively. Each set of vortices determines the values of f(t),

t, we can advance the
sets of point vortices
t = (2n+l)ll.t
H(t) and hence the

velocity fields which are used to move the other set.

- 5 -



L

Referring to Fig.2, we can write
eq.(6.1) for the even coordinates ~ as
follows, (and similarly for Pe' and for
qo' po):

(6.2)

where are the vortex coordinates at the 'central' time t.

However, there are several ~s of finding ~ and Pc in order to obtain a time
and space - centred approximation.

Th2 most straightforward and best known method is the leapfrog scheme, in which qc'
Pc are simp~ the coordinates of the odd set of particles, from which the velocity fields
~ 'Po themselves are determined, Another method used in program VORTEX (Section 9) is
a Taylor-expansion scheme, in which Cfc' Pc are computed from the even particle coordinates
at time t - t.t, by the preliminary calculation

qc(t) = q (t-t.t) + q (q (t-t.t), p (t-t.t), t) t.te 0 e e (6.3)

The leapfrog method is normally used in VORTEX, but the more elaborate Taylor-expansion
scheme can be embedded in the code without difficulty. Both schemes are weakly unstable
because the odd and even vortices gradually get out of step, This problem is studied
in Section 8, and a 'matching' procedure used to remove incipient instabilities is described
in Section 9.

7. AREA-WEIGHTING eR NEAREST-GRID-POINT APPROXIMATIONS
From the vector Nqp containing N sets of particle coordinates (q , p) we construct

a mesh or grid function fij, To do this, the 'charge' associated with each pOint vortex
must be allocated to the surrounding grid pOints in a prescribed way. Two standard methods
are mentioned here:

Nearest-grid-point approximation
The regioo is divided up into square

cells (Fig.3). All the charge belonging
to a point vortex is allocated to the grid-
pOint at the centre of the cell in which the
vortex lies.

Fig.3. All the charge associated with a
vortex V inside the cell 1234 is credited
to the grid point C.

x X X
I 2
.V

X X X
C

4 3

X X X
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Area-weighting approximation
The point vortex is imagined to be repla~ed by a space vortex of uniform vorticity,

whose size and orientation are the same as those if the grid cells. It will then overlap
1, 2, 3, or 4 grid cells. (Fig.4). Its charge is allocated to the centres of the cells
which it overlaps, the weighting field
being given by the areas of overlap. If the
cells have unit dimension and (a,~) are

the coordinates of V relative to D, then
the weighting factors are:

A (1-a.)~

B a~
C a( 1-~)

D (1-a.)(1-~)

(7.1)

A B
X X

.v
X X
D C

Fig.4.

an increased cost in computer time.
Program VORTEX uses this second method which provides a higher accuracy, although at

8. STABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE SCHEME

Care is needed to prevent the odd and even
vortices getting out of step. Fig.5. shows
a streamline on which the "correct" posi tion
of point vortices are marked. • is an "even"=pOint, i.e. at a time t + 2n~t.
g is an "odd" point, L,e , at a time
t + (zn + 1)~t.

o

6(' t + 6t
'*

~ t- ~t Fig.5.f •~orrect even 0 correct odd
o calculated even * calculated odd

In order to examine the numerical stability of the calculation we write eq.(6.1) for both
the odd and even positions and form the limit ~t ..O. Setting 1: = (q, p) we get

(8.1)

where re is the position at which the velocities are evaluated. This £C is assumed
to deviate from the correct value Rc.

Leapfrog scheme

Suppose !:e = ~ +.§. and !:o = ~ - .§. (8.2)

Inserting (8.2) in eq.(8.1) we have:
and consider the motion in a specified ve.locity field, independent of the vortex particles.

d(Rc + .§.)
dt

• d(Bc - .§)= l: (Bc - .§.) , dt

- 7 -
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Subtraction gives

or

dOp at> (Rc) at> (Rc)
dt = - aq oq - ap Op.

(S.5)

Setting u = p,p and using eqs.(l.l) and (1.3), eq.(S.5) becomes

dOp ( ruq) ruqdt = - f + ap oq + aq op •

(S.6)

At this stage we must specifY the kind of velocity field which is being studied. If we
assume a stationary state, eqs.(S.6) can be integrated in time. We can set
Op = Oq = 0 eiOt, the eigenvalues being given by

Ntunerical stability requires 02 ~ 0.

As an example we look at a rotational flow where !!. = (Uq' up) = oo(r.)x r., 00 = (0,0,00)

being the angular frequency of rotation, and r. the radius vector.

Since f = 2OO(r.)+ 1r.1 ~, eq.(S.7) gives

2 [ 1 dooJ"00 1 + - r - -? ° or00 dr (S.S)

Hence for oo(r) varying as ~ the stability condition is

n~-l (S.9)

corresponding to
O=±oop_, n~-l, } (S.10)

o = ±oo Ilnl - 1 , .n~ - 1,.

The amplification of 0 during one rotation is exp(27t j [n] - 1). From this we conclude
that since in regions where f = ° 00 will very often vary as r-2, whilst in regions
where f:/:° 00 will predomlnently vary as r2, numerical in~abilities will Occur at
the border between these regions over a time period in which aqq, a:: and f do not
change significantly. It is therefore necessary to prevent rusner-Lcatinstabili ties from
dominating the motion of the point vortices.

- S -



9. THE MATCHING PROCEDURE

Figure 6 shows, (in an exaggerated way),

howthe odd and even positions can "get out
of step".
To prevent this from becomingtoo serious we
stop the integration periodically, and
readjust the positions of the vortices.

t+6t
t-

t-6t

t

o
I,

r
• even time
o odd time Fig.6.

If the calculation is stopped at time t we know re(t) and ro(t - flt). Weform

fltrc(t -:2) = ~(!e(t) + ro(t - flt». (9.1)

Wethen calculate f(t -~) as explained in Section 7, and solve for H(t - fl2t) using
fltthe potential-solver. Fromeqs. (5.2) we find !!c(t - 2) and define a ~ set of positions

at time t - flt and t respective~:

..... flt· flt flt
ro(t - flt) = rc(t - 'J) - !!c(t - 2' re) 2' (9.2)

re(t) (9.3)

Wenotice that the procedure is only

So that the positions are displaced symmetrically about Ie as shownin Fig.7.
t

correct to second order in t, because
the chosen central velocity !!c is!!2!::.
the space-time averaged value over the

fltinterval T.
Wecan illustrate the use of this pro-

cedure by estimating the numberof timesteps
M between successive ''matching of positions"
whichwill achieve adequate accuracy. we
noticed in Section 8 that amplification during one

t

t -6t

Fig.7.

I

---- ----*:
I
I
I

r
• newpositions
C calculated centre position

rotation using the leapfrog schemewas

exp(2?tJ [n] - 1) = exp(2Jt)

for n = - 2. As an examplewe consider a circular cloud of vorticity of radlus R, so
that the time for one rotation is 2?tR/VR. For reasons of accuracy we require oM flt ::t 1,
so that the time between successive matcrungs is :::R/VR. Typically VR is chosen to be
A/flt where A = ~ - ~ the mesh spacing, and R is say 8, so that M is or order

(9.4>
or say 16-32.

In the second edition of VORTEX the centring and matching procedures have been
improved to reduce the ;:unplitudesof computational modes.

Supposeas before that at time t we know rc(t) , ro(t - ~t) and !!(t _ fl;>.
We then fonn:
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At At At Atr' (t - --) = ~(t - --2) + u(t - -- r)-04 -v - 2.:.0 4 (9.5)

Atcorresponding to a motion along the tangent at t = t - :r
As before we fonn

M M )rc(t -"4) = 12<re(t) + !:oCt -:r» (9.6
Athaving preserved the set positions !oCt - "2)' As a centre position we then average

~ and re according to

!cN(t - t.;) = 12<rc(t _ ~t) + ~(t _ A:» (9.7)

From !eN we calculate
even positions fran !eN

f (At) H_N(t _ A4t) (At)eN t - '4' --c and !!eN t - '4' To separate odd and
we now use the Taylor-Expansion scheme (eq.6.3), that is we find

(9.8)

(9.9)

The new set of positions at t = t (even) and t = t - A; (odd) are then in turn found
from

(9.10)

(9.11)

These two improvements have proved useful when testing the program on a single circular
vortex. Because the positions found from eqs.(9.2), (9.3) are correct to first order only
they will introduce an expansion 0i of a circular vortex when applied for the first
order time (re being the initial position). For a circular vortex (see Fig.8) this
expansion is approximately

!-L. At = 0.6,(the values used in the munerical
experiment), \re get 0i '"1.4' 10-4, which
is in agreement with the measured value
1.45.10-4• The new centring (eq.9.7) puts
however 0i = O.

U At
4

With R = 7.2,

Fig.8.
10. INACCURACIES IN THE DIFFERENCE SCHFME

Although the time integration can be made sufficiently accurate for At~ 0, the
integration of eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) as approximated by eqs.(5.1) and (5.2) introduces a
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significant overall inaccuracy.

Consider a vorticity distribution

f = cos ~g (10.1)

where N is the number of meshpoints in the q-direction. The analytical solution to
eq.(3.2) is

27tkqcos -r- (10.2)

Inserting (10.2) in (5.1) we get for ~q = 1,

~:aH ( N~:a ( (~\ 27tk(~q):a= 21tK) cos N) + cos N - (10.3)

Comparing f and f~ we see that

D = ~ = (~):a 2 (~ _ cos ~) (10.4)

Program VORTEX uses N = 64. From (10.4) we can calculate the truncation of a mode and
as examples we get

k-value !ill2 ~

k = 1 D = 0.999
k=4 D = 0.99 1 %
k= 8 D = 0.955 4.5 %
k = 16 D = 0.815 19.5 %
k = 32 D = 0.405 59.5 %

The approximation (5.2) will truncate the higher hannonics in a
The truncation errors become significant in regions where

program VORTEX we normally consider distributions in f. which

similar way.

df eraq , ap are large. In
are Heaviside functions.

This means that at the borders where Vf is very large (theoretically infinite) care must
be taken to observe whether or not "diffusion" occurs because of the ntunerical instabilit-
ies which are likely to arise there.

11. TEST RUNS WIlli VORTEX
It is important to carry out controlled numerical experiments on simulation codes,

both to eliminate programming errors and also to detennine the accuracy of the difference
approximations. Testing a computer simulation code is often very difficult because of the
number of parameters involved, as well as the range of values which they can take. A

meaningful series of tests would comprise a suite of "like" runs in which each parameter
is varied independently. It therefore seems appropriate to record our experience with the
VORTEX code, for a numb.er of successful and unsuccessful runs. This section will deal
with a number of nunerical tests, and the starting point is a very simple problem.
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One Circular Vortex
Consider a circular vortex of radius R.

The velocity field due to this vortex is

Ve = ~ For , V r = 0, (0 ~ r ~ R),
Ra

Ve=~For' Vr=O, (R~r<oo).

R

where F0 is the total vorticity defined by
F0 = ?tR af0' f0 being the constant vorticity
density. This system is in stable equilibrium.
Program VORTEX has simulated this situation
in a variety of ways.

Fig.9.

A. First order time integration, nearest grid point approximation
The vorticity distribution is set up by distributing point vortices at random within

a circle of radius R. After approximately 200 timesteps wi th ·~t = 0.50 the circle has
expanded to twice its original radius, thus showing the necessity of using a better scheme.
B. Second order scheme, (Taylor-expansion scheme), nearest grid point approximation

The vorticity distribution is set up as in A. After approximately 250 timesteps with
6t = 0.25 (2nd order) the original circular shape is still retained. However the energy
has decreased by ~, and the enstrop~ (vorticity squared) by a similar amount. The nearest
grid point approximation cannot conserve energy sufficiently well and it introduces fluctua-
tions which can be interpreted as "numerical viscosity". Particle trajectories are not
exactly circles.
C. Second order scheme (leapfrog), with area-weighting

The vorticity distribution is set up as in A. The circular shape is still retained
after 100 timesteps with 6 t = 0.25. The energy shows a variation of about O.~, a con-
siderable improvement on B. The random distribution however still introduces fluctuations
although the area-weighting implies a smoothing of the distribution, (truncation of higher
harmonics) •
D. Second order scheme (leapfrog), area-weighting

In this case a uniform fo is set up by distributing pOints on equidistantly spaced
concentric circles. 1000 timesteps with 6 t = 0.25 have been calculated. Energy varies
by .....0.02% between its maximum and minimun values, an improvement from C, while the
enstrop~ varies by 0.06%. Each circle of pOints retains its shape virtually unaltered
until 600-700 timesteps have elapsed. The area and circumference of the outer circle have

of timebeen examined by an analyser program. The result is that the area as function
oscillates with an amplitude of order 10-5 and a period of order 0.1 - 0.2 T,

4?tis the rotatim time for the vortex (T = F'").
ooscillates in a similar way. The conclusion is

\W1ere T
The circumference as a function of time
that a number of "false" m modes (eim6)

are being superimposed by the approximations which have been made. Because of the square
shaped region of calculation (see Fig.l) the equi Ltbr-Iisnstreamlines will not be circles.
All modes m = 4, 8, 12, 16, •••••• will therefore be present as false modes and a quanti-
tive estimate by an analysis program (MODANA) reveals that the amplitudes of these mOdes
grow from 0.02 (t = 0) to 0.3 (t = 2T) in units of one mesh cell. Other modes m = 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, 7, 9 have amplitude less than 0.001. A comparison between the initial state (Fig.ll)
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and the state after 750 timesteps (Fig.III), which is approximately 5 revolutions of the
circular vortex, shows how the circumference has changed. Since the amplitudes of a mode
m varies as ~ the effect should be more pronounced at larger r values. A boundary
particle will be displaced O£ from r = R because the hodograph for the present problem
is not a circle. O£ is initially of order 0.002 if R = 7.2, i.e.~::::: 3 10-4• Or will
however increase with time (Section 8) until matching is applied. If this is done every
16 time steps 0 r/R might on average be of order 10-3• After 103 time steps a particle
is therefore likely to have arrived at a position which is off by an amount up to 1 mesh
cell. Experience with this run, as well as with a number of related simulations, suggests
that the code can be run for 500 - 750 timesteps with <!!.. 6.2t> = * before acctmul.at.Lon
of errors become too significant. In other words when a particle on average has travelled
a distance of the order 2 - 3 period the accumulated errors can be of the order of cell-
length. In the example with the circular vortex <!!.. 6.2t> = 0.3, so that (!!.. t:,. i)max = 0.6

at the boundary of the vortex.
Two C.ircular Vortices

A more complex problem is the flow generated by two finite vortices of the same or
opposite polarity, both being initially circular. Depending on parameters such as the
relative polarity, radius, separation distance etc, a situation can arise in which the
system takes up a stable large-amplitude oscillatory state. Such a case has been
simulated by setting up a distribution of vorticity similar to that of D. It is found
that, while energy is conserved to within 10-4 over 700 - 1000 timesteps, the enstrophy
and the energy of the pOint vortices oscillate with a definite period, the period 9f the
system. This latter effect is due to the finite number of pOint vortices

12. CONCLUDIl\U REMARKS

Program VORTEX has at present simulated 10 different hydrodynamic problems with a
variety of data. These problems are being examined analytically and results generated by
the program as well as by a suite of analyser programs are being studied to explain the
behaviour of the computer model used. The outcome of this work will be published elsewhere,
but it may be mentioned that the following physical situations have been studied:

1 • Kelvin - Helmholtz instability.
2. Fonnation of a Kannan Vortex street.
3. Interaction between two circular clouds of vorticity.
4. Simulation of turbulence problems.
5. Kirchoffs elliptic vortex.
6. Mode - mode coupling on the surface of a circular vortex.

The program has also been used by J.B. Taylor and B. McNamara to simulate the diffusion
of plasma in two dimensions using the guiding centre model.

PART II. THE CCMPlJI'ERCODE

13. INTRODUcrION
This second par-t,is best read in conjunction with the clarified documented listing

which is available in the Culham Library, or from the author. Lists of subroutines and
variables as well as numbering of routines will not be given here. It is thus assumed that
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the reader is familiar with the notation of the program, and names and symbols will be
used without any further explanation.

In the following two sections the structure of the program is explained by diagrams
which should not need further comments.

Section 16 explains the printed output which is nonnally produced by the program,
while Section 17 explains briefly the input required. Section 18 discusses the techniques
used for codtng , mainly the User-code portion of the program (KDF9 assembler language), and
Section 20 describes a suite of analyser programs some of which have been clarified.
Listings are available in the Culham Librar,y, or from the author.
14. BLOCK STRUCTURE

Broadly speaking program VORTEX can be divided into 8 blocks or sections as shown on
the next page apart from Block VIII. These blocks are centred around subroutines with the
follOWing names:

I MAIN
II F DATA
III INITAL
IV CHECK
V START
VI C<JI'ROL
VII CONVEC

Block VIII includes several segments.

15. FL(MI DIAGRM1S
On the follOWing pages we show the logical structure of each block by means of flow

diagrams. On the left are written the names and numbers of the routines concerned,
together with the page number of each routine in the clarified listing. Routines are either
written in FORTRAN, ALGOL or KDF9 USERCODE. Two segments need further explanation. PGI'1
is the Hockney-Poisson solver program which is described elsewhere (14)• MOVIE is the high-
speed movie~aking package written by J.P. Boris and P. Hodges. Neither of these are
included in the listing of the program. At the end of the clarified listing there is a
subroutine map or Iprogram tree I which will help the under-stardIng of the flow diagrams.

16. OUl'pur FR<N PROGRAM
The clarified listing includes a test run with typical output generated by the code.

This output can be divided into 2 parts:
I. Diagnostic comments during initialisation, starting, and closing down of a run.

II. Diagnostic results as the simulation proceeds.
Part I consists of labeUing the job, checking the number of point vortices and checking
the value of the timestep DT. 5 pages with results from initiali sation, a test run
(automatically performed) and the starting conditions follow, and a page with the values
of certain common variables completes the first part of the output.
Part II consists of information which is printed before and after each matching has occurred.
This printout is performed by routine MPRINT which also produces the 5 pages mentioned above.
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21 INITAL

3 SETPl'l

31 NILL

24 SOUR:E

32 LOCATE

45 DPLACE

46 FIXFLO

21 INITAL

1 MAIN

22 CHEI:K

III. INITIALIZATION
III

SEI:TION
ENl'RY

set array
dimensions

Set scale

Distribute
he point vortices
on the mesh

Build the
position word

Set the
logic variables

Extract the
vorticity from
the posIt Ions

Convert an:! re-
arrange the
vorticity matrix

NOmotion
ot fluid
velocity = 0

InitializatIon
tlnlshed
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VII. FLUID MOTION
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STAR!'

COTROL

31 NILL

30 MPRIN!'

40 KIN!'IC

34 SIGMA

37 NEXlATE

67 SEPARf

46 FIXFLO

41 NSTROF

38 KEEPZ

SPOT1

39 PSIZET

LU FLOFIX

44 SPEED

36 RIGHTV

v
OR IN

OORY SIDMEN!' "MATCH-

VIII. MATCH
OR

V

VI

Set density arxI
eloclty matrices

to zero

Extract center
density without
moving points
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The infonnation comprises the positions of selected odd/even vortices and selected
velocities. Printing can be done in octal or decimal format according to whether the
conmon variables LPRINT is .TRUE. or .FALSE. respectively. The fluid energy has been cal-
culated at each timesteps prior to the matching and an array with these values is printed.

After the matching process, the fluid energy, the sum (zeta x psi), mean fluid
velocities, vortex energy, enstrophy, and mean vortex velocities are printed. These are
calculated as follows:

Fluid energy = L Um~
Mesh

= L fm' "m
Mesh

1 L ~= M
Mesh

= E:I.

Sum (zeta x psi)

Mean fluid velocity = U

Enstrophy

= L upt 'upt = L

particles

1 L fm' fm F= M =
Mesh

Vortex energy

Mean Vortex velocities = ~ L upt = V
particles

where M is the number of meshpoints (4096), N is the number of point vortices,
subscript 'm' indicates a value at a meshpoint, subscript 'pt' a value for a pOint vortex.

In order to convert to physical values, i.e. to find the scaling, we imagine a system
of units as follows:

Q!!antit~ sl:mbol ~ c0lR2uter model value
length L Mesh spacing
vorticity T-:I. 1 vortex particle
density ML-2 Mass of fluid within a cell.

If a particle is meant to simulate a charged particle in a plasma, (electron, ion), then
that particle possesses a unit charge which is either positive or negative.

In order to calculate the value of the timestep in physical units we assume that the
average velOCity of the particles is known denoting this by < f-1 > {in the right units)
we get

JL M
~t = ~N3

where L is the vortex energy as printed. This relation will give ~ t in physical units,
which can be compared with the value of ~ t in program uni ts.
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In addition to the printed output program VORTEX can produce 4 magnetic tapes. 3 of
these tapes contain infonnation to be processed by analyser programs. The 4th tape is an
IBM-tape which when run on the Benson-Lehner microfilm recorder will produce film or hard-
cop,y showing the motion of the pOint vortices.

17. INPUl' REQUIRED FOR A RUN
The input required by program VCRTEX is the vorticity distribution

byeq.(3.1). This approximation is made by specif,ying the coordinates
f as approximated

(q ,p) of each
pOint vortex. All coordinates are initially calculated in floating pOint form such that
O. ~ (q ,p) ~ 64. O. The (q, p) posi tions of a point vortex are then packed into one
fixed-point word in the arr~ NXY. This arr~ has to be filled up as indicated in Fig.l0
assuming the number of pOint vortices to be NREAL.

NREAL+ 1

:1
f... odd positions

NREAL
.1_ even positions

:2xNREAL

~I

The array is to be filled with position words starting from the 1st element. Element i
and NREAL + i represent the positions of the same physical vortex and initially they are
identical. The program checks this as well as the number of positions filled in and if
there is an error an abnonnal exit will occur.

In the clarified listing as well as in the User Manual (Sec.21) an example is given
showing how to distribute points uniformly within a circle. The routine which the user
supplies is called SOURCE.

The data for program VORTEX is supplied by the user in a routine called ~ and the
reader is referred to the User Manual.

In case an experienced user wants to change part of the program while maintaining the
basic structure, a dummy routine called EXPERT is called for frequently from the routine
CONVEC, which does the actual simulation sequence. By introducing his own version of
EXPERl', tre user is able to control the run or introduce new facilities.

18. PROGRMNIN} TECHNIQUES
The most prominent feature of the VORTEX code is its vector integration technique;

integer arithmetic has been used wherever possible. The (c , p) components of the positions
and velocities are packed into one word NXY as illustrated (NPSI is the velocity word).

6 bits 18 bits 6 bits 18 bits
'" NXY

J P I

24 bits 24 bits NPSI
Up 6t Uq 6t

Fig.l1.
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With this structure most of the coding is done in KDF9 usercode. The 6 bits in a position
word containing the mesh coordinate are easy to extract by shift operations. The most
obvious advantage of this packing is the simultaneous time integration of (q , p) by adding
the two words shown in the figure.

The potential-solver program POrl works in floating point form, however, so that con-
version routines FIX FLO, FLO FIX are used as indicated in the structure diagrams.

A careful study of the execution times for different instructions in KDF9 usercode
has led to optimum design of the high speed loops in the routines which perform the time
integration.

T~1enext section briefly describes how a relatively simple routine is coded.
19. EXAMPLES OF OYI'IMlM COOING

Suppose that the 2N positions of the odQ/even point vortices are stored in an array
called NXY. The first half of NXY contains N values of !O' the second values of !e.

Suppose that we wish to find re = ~ (!e + £0) the socalled centre position encountered
in Section 9.

The following three criteria have been set for this subroutine (CENTER):

1. Although we write re = ~ (re +£0) it is necessary to calculate
re = ~ !e + ~!o. Referring to Fig.11 we see that if IYo,e ~ 32 the
y-interval will be lost because of over flow if addition is done before
division.

2. Furthermore as each component. has 24 bits we must make sure that division
does not involve "flow" of bits from Y to IX.

3. To optimise the speed we examine the actual times for KDF9 instructions.
Integer addition or division take or 47 usee respectively if done in the
nesting store. A shift instruction (- x 2" or /2") takes 5-6 usee,
A loop which scans over all N = NREAL point vortices must be as fast as
possible.
The routine which performs this calculation is called CENTER. When the call occurs

the addresses of its 2 arguments are left in the top two cells of the KDF9 nesting store,
N1 and N2.

= M15,
MOM15,
DUP,

= RC15,

= RM12,

DUP,

= M15,

= + M12,

CENrER (NXY( 1), NREAL)

(Put address of NREAL in mOdifier of Q15
(Bring value of NREAL to nesting store N1
(Make a duplicate in N2
(Put NREAL in counter of Q15 and 1 in.
(incrementer, 0 in modifier
(Put the other value of NREAL in the
(modifier of Q12
(Make a duplicate of the address of
(NXY( 1) in N2
(Put one copy of the NXY(1) in the modifier
(of Q15

)

)

)

)

)

)

(Add the other copy of the address of MXY(1) )
(to the current contents in the modi fi er of Q12)
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This section of code takes about 55 usec and it is onlY executed once for one call of
CENfER.
It results in the following contents of the Q-stores

Counter Incrementer Mt)difer
Q12
Q15

o
NREAL

Address of NXY( l+NREAL)
Address of NXY( 1)

THE LOOP IN CENTER

Execution time COOJnand Number of used cells Explanationin usee in nesting store

9 1,M<JVIl2, 1 Bring value of NXY(JE) (evenvortex) to
top cell of nesting store

2 DUP, 2 Make a duplicate of this value
9 M<N15, 3 Bring value of NXY(JO) (odd vortex) to

top of cell of nesting store
1 - , 2 Make NXY(JE) - NXY(JO) "" Nl
5 SHA-l, 2 Shift the bit pattern in Nl arithmetic

1 bit down preserving the sign bit
7 SHC-23, 2 Shift the bit pattern in Nl (cyclic) 23

bits, L, e. y-part into x-part and
vice-versa

5 SHA-l, 2 Shift the bit pattern in Nl arithmetic
1 bit down, i.e. x-part/2

6 SHC-24, 2 Shift the bit pattern in Nl (cyclic)
24 bits, i.e. y-part/2 into old position
and x-part/2 into old position

1 - , 1 Fonn NXY(JE) - (NXY(JE)-NXY(JO) )/2
This gives re

2 DUP, 2 Duplicate the value of re
10 = M<Nl2Q, 1 Store this value and update address to

NXY(JE +·1)
10 = M<N15Q, 0 Store this value, update address to

NXY(JO + 1) and subtract 1 fran counter
in Q15

11 J1Cl5NZ, 0 Jump to label 1 if counter in Q15 is
not zero

VR, 0 Reset overflow register.
EXIT1,END, 0 Return to the calling routine

We notice that the total execution time for the instructions in this loop is 78 flsec
for one vortex particle. (0.4 sec"" for 5000 particles).

The most "expensive" coomands are the fetches and stores.
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The 4 shift instructions are necessary because the first shift, SHA-1, may result in
the flow of a non-zero bit from Y to IX.

4 4 .The number of instructions words for this loop is 3 '6 ' '6 mearu.ng 4 syllables out of
the 6 syllables in one word. (1 syllable = 8 bits). Written in FORTRAN or ALGOL the same
code would be rather complicated, time consuming, but perhaps easier to interpret.

20. SUITE (F ANALYSER PROGRAMS
The analyser programs developed so far are:

A.
B.

M<l>ANA,

SPECTRUM,
TELESCDPE,
FERMI ,
MARKER,
SURFACE,

mode analyser program
spectrum values of matrix
examine Vortex structures under magnification
statistical properties
exhibit the fluid motion
3-D surface plots

C.
D.
E.
F.

MOOANA examines m-modes excited on the surfaces of a vortex. It
produces either phase-plane diagrams or growth rates.

SPECTRUM evaluates the frequency distribution of a mesh function
and is meant to explain clustering phenomena occurring
during simulation.

TELESCOPE magnifies the pictures produced by ~E thus enabling
the user to see how a given distribution develops in time.
evaluates the functional relationship between f and H,
and is used for examining the statistical properties of
the computer model.

MARKER shows the motion of the physical fluid by introducing
d~ particles moving with the velocities calculated by
VORTEX.

SURFACE was written by Dr J.P. Boris and is able to ~roduce
pictures of 3-D surfaces for either f or H.

21• USERS MANUAL FOR PROORAM VORTEX
Contents of Users Manual

20.1 Input deck
20.2 "Default mode" as opposed to "users mode"
20.3 ConInents on Group I: "Control Cards'"
20.4 Conments on Group II: "Fonnulation of Problem"
20.5 Cooments on Group III: ''Data''
20.6 Epilogue
20.7 Table of Default Values
20.8 Comments on table
20.9 Users control of program VORTEX
20.10 Conclusion
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21.1 Input Deck
The input deck for the CUlham KDF9 is quite simple. It can be divided into 3 groups

of cards:
I. Control cards
II. Fortran cards which fonnulate the problem
ill. Data cards, (including Fortran data)

In order to illustrate this an example is given below, in which we assume that the
problem to be solved is that of a single finite circular vortex placed in the centre of a
square region, the boundaries of which have no nonnal component of the fluid velocity. To
set up a circular region of constant vorticity we distribute pOint vortices in equidistant~
spaced rings.

In the job deck listed below all cards underlined are necessar.y for any problem, that
is the,y are independent of our particular example.

GROUP I

1. JE JOB ••••••••
2. JE 100 TAPE 1/C(Md(]\I/SAVE JE FeR USER
3. JE reo TAPE 2/ " / "

JE 100 TAPE 3/ " / "
" "

4. " "
5. JE SUBSTITUTE VORTEX II CHRIS J
6. JE SUBSTITUTE DELSQPHI II CP GROUP

GROUP II
7. JE IDENTIFIER SOURCE

8. * FORTRAN
9. x SUBROUI'INE SOURCE

10. * SUBSTI'llJTEVORClN

11• loon = NINOXY

12. DR = 0.3

13. NOR = 24

14. NPR = 10

15. xc = 32.0

16. YC = 32.0

17. DO 102 JR = 1, NOR
R = FLOAT (JR) * DR18.

19. NTHETA = JR JE NPR

20. DTHETA = 2.0 JE PI/FLQ6.T (NTlIETA)

21. 00 101 JJ = 1, NI'HETA
THETA = FLQ\T (JT) * DTHETA22.
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23. X=XC+RMCOS (THETA)
24. Y = YC + R M SIN (THETA)
25. CALL LOCATE ~XIY I NXY( 1!I room
26. IEVEN = looD + NREAL + 1
27. NXY ~EVEN~ = NXY ~IooD + 1~
28. 101 looD = looD +
29. 102 OONl'INUE
30. NI NDXY = rooo
31. RETURN

32. END

GROUP III

33. M IDENTIFIER FDATA

34. M FORTRAN
35. M SUBROUflNE FDATA

36. M SUBSTITUfE VCRCXN

37. NRUN = 192

38. RETURN

39. END
40. M DATA

41. T.H.I.S. T.H.E. L.A.B.E.L.L.I.N.G. O.F.

42. A S.P.E.C.I.A.L. T.E.S.T. R.U.N. T.O.

43. D.E.M.O.N.S.T.R.A.T.E. T.H.E. U.S.E.

44. O.F. L.A.B.E.L.S.

45. R.U.N. 1.2. (3).2 9./.1.2./1.9.6.9.

46. M END JOB

21.2 ''Defaultmode" as opposed to "users mode"
The inclusion of cards 2-4 and 7-39 constitutes a deviation from the default mode,

which comprises for the three parts:
I. Cards 1,5,6 SUPPLIED BY USER
II. Cards 7,8,9, 31 and 32. DlMtfY SOURCE
III. Cards 33,34,35, 38 and 39. DlMfY FDATA

Cards 40-46. SUPPLIED BY USER

The program initial~ sets !!l cornmon variables to default values (section 21.7), some
of which are overwritten by the user in Groups II and III. Unless this is done, the
default mOde runs without any formulation of the problem to be solved, and so abnormal exit
from the program will occur.
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It is thus necessaEY to deviate from the default mode. In the following three sections
we shall brief~ describe the consequences of the deviations Which have been made in our
example. (!!! ''Default Mode ")•
21.3 Conments on Group I: "Control Cards"

A. Card 1 is an obvious necessity

B. Cards 2-4 suppty the program with three magnetic tapes,
because DM requires this.

C. Card 5 calls in the following cards:

47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.

53.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Jt SUBFILE FLUID // CHRIS J

SUBFILE OF LIBRARY // CP GROUPJt

Jt SUBFILE EO 3 LIBRARY
Jt SUBFILE CUL LIB

Jt TABLES
Jt CARD LIST

Jt STORAGE /6912
IOOTAPE 101/IBM-SC/SAVE

XEQ

Jt

Jt

Jt PRELlDE
Jt RLB Jt 3/12/1969 •• PRELUDE
Jt CHAIN 1

RLBJt •••••• 3/12/1969 ••• DlMfi. MAIN. PROORAMJt

D. Card 6 calls in the Hockney-Poisson solver program.

21.4 Conments on Group II: ''Fonnulation of Problem"

In the example discussed here, the particle positions are defined in loops. No matter
how the user formulates the problem, the card 25 is used to define each single set of
coordinates (x , y) in floating point fonn, with 0.0 ~ (x , y) ~ 64.0, and cards 26, 27
and 28 must follow inmediate~ after.
21. 5 Conmen ts on Group III: ''Data"

In this example we have accepted all DM values except NRUN, the number'of timesteps.
On cards 41-45 we have labelled our run, by symbols starting in column 1 and proceeding

in 'ever,yother column until column 55.

21.6 EpilOgue
Because we have accepted DM data it seems appropriate to explain what this is. In

the following section the name of a variable, its significance and its DM value are shown.
For logical variables the value .TRUE. causes action, the value .FALSE. causes the
opposite. The table also shows the range of values;
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A-B meaning that the variable varies continuously from A to B.
11/12/13 meaning that the variable varies discontinuously from

11 to 12 in steps of 13.
Blank meaning no variation and

+ meaning arbitrary variation.

21.7 TABLE OF DEFAULT VALUES

SIGNIFICANCENAME

DT Value of delta t
HX Mesh spacing in x

HY Mesh spacing in y
IBCX Parameter for boundary conditions in x
IBCY Parameter for boundary conditions in y
KTAPE Channel number of tape containing the velocities
MTAPE Channel number of tape containing the potential
MTRY Frequency of printing/matching
MVELOC Number of bits representing V (average)
NHDPV Frequency of hardcopy producti<n
NMINUS Number of negative vortices
NPl Starting point of positi<n printing

End point of position printing
Increment between NPl and NP2
Total number of point vortices
Number of timesteps to be done
Number of blocks to be skipped for restart
of program from NTAPE

NTAPE Channel number of tape for restarting program

NP2
NP3
NREAL

NRUN
NSKIP

NVl Starting point of velocity printing
NV2 End point of velocity printing
NV3 Increment between NVl and NV2
POTOON Potential value on boundaries
ZAD Switch for adjusting the charges
ZFAC Scale Factor
LANA Potential/vorticity to MTAPE
LBEGIN Start from initial conditions
LOOPY Make hard copies
LFIUM Make film
LMATCH Stabilise the numerics
LPRINI' Print diagnostic results in octal or decimal
LREOOR Record history on NTAPE
LTROL Control DT

LVELOC Eulerian velocities to KTAPE

RANGE

+

+
+

1/3/1
1/3/1

2/32/2
1/23/1
2/NRUN/l
0/3200/1
1/3199/1
2/3200/1
1/3200/1
1/3200/1
1/200/1

2/ /1

1/4224/1
2/4225/1
1/4225/1

+
0.0/1.0/1.0"

+

DEFAULT
VALUE

1.0
1.0
1.0
1

1

3

2

16

17
16

o
1

8

1

3200
2

o

1

1820
1827
64
0.0
0.0
64.0

.TRUE.

.TRUE.

.TRUE.
•TRUE.
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
•TRUE.
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
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21.8 Commentson table

I. The two magnetic tapes MrAPEand 1CI'APEcontain inforna tion dumpedfran core
during simulation. They are meant to be used by a suite of analyser prograns.

II. The tape NTAPEcontains all the information required for a restart of the
program from a problem time Tp

where Tp = N J( MfRYJ( MfRYHDT, N arbitrary

At time Tp the tape NTAPEhas recorded 2N blocks. A restart from time
Tp is thus implemented by the following two cards (if N is say 30).

LBEGIN= FALSE
NSKIP = 2 J( 30

If a tape is not required the appropriate control card can be omitted.

Ill. The variables IBCX and IBCY determine 1 set out o~ 9 possible sets of
boundary conditions in (x , y) according to:

IBex =
IBex = 2
IBex = 3

VX= 0 at x-boundaries
VY= 0 at x-boundaries
(VX,VY) are periodic in X,

and similarly for IBCY at the Y-boundaries.

IV. The variable DT is automatically changed by the program according to
the value of MVELOC,if LTROL= •'lRUE.
With LTROL= .FALSE.the value of DT is not changed. MVELOCis equal
to the nunber of bits occupied by the average velocity, that is 17 '" %:,
18 ",-~, 19'" 1 etc.

V. The indexes NPl, NP2, NP3, NVl, NV2, NV3 can be set by the user
according to which particles/which meshpoints he wants to examine with
diagnostics.

VI. POl' CONis the potential value at the boundaries. It is only required
if either IBex or IBCYor both are equal to 1.

VII. ZAD-isa switch for adjusting the charges in double periodic geometry
in such a way that the total charge is zero. ZAn is normally equal to
0.0, but if IBCX= IBCY= 3 (doubly periodic geometry) and if
NMINUS* NREAL/2,then ZADmust be set to 1.rb by the user.

21.9 Users control of programVORTEX

The users control of a particular simulation consists of 3 distinct parts:
A. He has to define the problem concerned by setting up a distribution

of point vortices in routine SOURCE(Section 21.1 and Section 21.4).

B. He has to provide the program with data relevant to his problem in
routine FDATA(Section 21.5 and Section 21.7).

C. He can if he wishes interrupt the simulation cycle at 14 stages in
the program, at which a routine EXPERT(I)is called. EXPERT(I),
I = 1,14 is a dummyroutine in the DMmode, but the user can write
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his own version, allowing for the appropriate entries. EXPERT(I)
is called at stages 1-9 from subroutine CONVEC, at stage 10 from
subroutine START (Section 2.6) and at stages 11-14 from subroutine
MATCH.

21.10 Conclusion of manual

Timing shows that a timestep performed by program VORTEX when run with appropriate
OM - DATA takes approximately 20 secs. By cutting out all options this figure can be
reduced to 12 secs. Relocation, initialisation and implementation of 300 time steps for a
typical run with appropriate OM - DATA takes 70 minutes.

I. Production of physical results

22. CONCLUSI~
A number of different goals have been aimed at in project VORTEX. In order of import-

ance, these are briefly:

II. Experience in programming and numerical technique
III. Documentation

It is left to the reader to judge the success of III and the author will welcome
criticism of this topic.
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Fig. I Streamlines arising from a single circular vortex. Mesh size 64 x64
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THE PICTURE IS PRODUCED BY PROGRAM TELESCOPE
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Fig.11 Single circular vortex made up of point vortices. Mesh size 16 x16
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THE PICTURE IS PRODUCED BY PROGRAM TELESCOPE
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TIME = 0144.00
Fig.111 Single circular vortex made up of point vortices. Mesh size 16 x16
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Time = 0 Time = 40.0 Time = 80.0

Two vortices coalescing because of sufficient initial proximity

Time = 0 Time = 96.0

Two vortices precessing around each other. Large amplitude oscillations on their surfaces

Time ~ 0

Time = 0

Time = 144

The onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

--

Time = 232

Time=120

The formation of the von Karman vortex street

Time = 200

Fig. IV Flow problems simulated by program VORTEX

Time = 160.0

Time = 328

Time = 280
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